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Abstract

In this thesis a replication protocol – PRiDe – is presented, which
supports optimistic replication in distributed real-time databases with
deterministic detection and forward resolution of transaction conflicts. The
protocol is designed to emphasize node autonomy, allowing individual
applications to proceed without being affected by distributed operation. For
conflict management, PRiDe groups distributed operations into generations
of logically concurrent and potentially conflicting operations. Conflicts
between operations in a generation can be resolved with no need for
coordination among nodes, and it is shown that nodes eventually converge
to mutually consistent states. A generic framework for conflict resolution
is presented that allows semantics-based conflict resolution policies and
application-specific compensation procedures to be plugged in by the
database designer and application developer.

It is explained how transaction semantics are supported by the pro-
tocol, and how applications can tolerate exposure to temporary database
inconsistencies. Transactions can detect inconsistent reads and compensate
for inconsistencies through callbacks to application-specific compensation
procedures. A tool – VADer – has been constructed, which allows database
designers and application programmers to quickly construct prototype ap-
plications, conflict resolution policies and compensation procedures. VADer
can be used to simulate application and database behavior, and supports
run-time visualization of relationships between concurrent transactions.
Thus, VADer assists the application programmer in conquering the com-
plexity inherent in optimistic replication and forward conflict resolution.

Keywords: Distributed Systems, Real-Time Systems, Databases, Repli-
cation, Optimistic Protocol, Conflict Resolution.
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Sammanfattning

Denna avhandling beskriver PRiDe, ett replikeringsprotokoll för opti-
mistisk replikering i distribuerade realtidsdatabaser. Protokollet är utformat
för att vara enkelt att implementera samtidigt som det stödjer förutsägbar
upplösning av de uppdateringskonflikter som kan inträffa vid optimistisk
uppdatering av replikerad data.

Datareplikering används i databaser för att öka b̊ade tillgänglighet och
feltolerans. I en distribuerad databas lagras data p̊a flera datorer som
kommunicerar över ett nätverk. Genom att placera flera kopior - replikor
- av data p̊a olika datorer i nätverket kan program använda den replika
som finns närmast (i bästa fall p̊a den dator där programmet körs), vilket
ökar tillgängligheten. Om en dator skulle krascha eller kopplas bort fr̊an
nätverket är det möjligt att använda andra replikor än de som fanns p̊a den
kraschade eller bortkopplade datorn; feltoleransen har därmed ökat.

Problem uppst̊ar när flera program samtidigt uppdaterar olika replikor
av samma data. I många system förebyggs s̊adana konflikter genom att
l̊asa samtliga replikor när uppdateringar görs, vilket förhindrar samtidig
uppdatering. I andra system till̊ats samtidig uppdatering, men d̊a konflikten
upptäcks tas uppdateringarna bort, och programmen måste göra dem p̊a
nytt. I realtidssystem, där data ofta representerar en föränderlig omgivning,
är b̊ada dessa metoder problematiska. L̊asning tar alltför l̊ang tid att utföra
för att programmen skall hinna reagera p̊a förändringar i omgivningen, och
att radera uppdateringar i efterhand tar databasrepresentationen ”bak̊at i
tiden”, vilket kan leda till felaktig representation.

PRiDe är ett optimistiskt replikeringsprotokoll, vilket innebär att ingen
l̊asning av data görs vid uppdatering. Operationer p̊a replikor av ett
enskilt dataobjekt ordnas s̊a gott det g̊ar baserat p̊a tiden d̊a de utfördes.
Operationer som inte kan ordnas kan vara i konflikt, och placeras i en
gemensam generation. För generationer som inneh̊aller mer än en operation
utför databasen konfliktupplösning, och försöker kombinera uppdateringarna
i generationen i den mån det är möjligt. Hur s̊adan konfliktupplösning
bäst görs beror p̊a vilken data som uppdateras, och det är därför möjligt
för databaskonstruktören eller programmeraren att specificera metoder för
konfliktupplösning och lägga till dessa i databasen. Denna avhandling
inneh̊aller riktlinjer för hur konfliktupplösningsmetoder kan konstrueras
baserat p̊a egenskaper hos operationer, samt en uppsättning typiska konflik-
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tupplösningsmetoder som antingen kan användas direkt eller fungera som
en mall för utveckling av nya metoder. Ett verktyg - VADer - har ocks̊a
konstruerats som ett stöd för databaskonstruktörer och programmerare.
VADer till̊ater snabb utveckling och analys av enklare prototyper av program
och konfliktupplösningskod. Dessa kan sedan användas som grund för
konstruktion av riktiga system. Det är ocks̊a möjligt att simulera en körning
av de prototyper som skapats för VADer mot en distribuerad databas med
valfritt antal datorer.

Korrektheten hos PRiDe har bevisats matematiskt. Bevisen har kom-
pletterats med en formell analys av andra protokollegenskaper s̊asom kom-
plexitet och feltolerans. Avhandlingen inneh̊aller även en jämförelse med an-
dra optimistiska replikeringsprotokoll, vars för- och nackdelar relativt PRiDe
diskuteras. Flera exempel p̊a program och konfliktupplösningsmetoder
presenteras ocks̊a i olika delar av avhandlingen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

It’s 106 miles to Chicago, we’ve got a full tank of gas, half a pack
of cigarettes, it’s dark, and we’re wearing sunglasses.

- Elwood Blues

Hit it. - Jake Blues

This thesis describes PRiDe (Protocol for Replication in DeeDS), an
optimistic replication protocol that supports multiple, distributed readers
and writers of replicated objects as well as forward resolution of update
conflicts. The thesis also explores the design of applications that can
exploit such a protocol, and the properties of systems that can benefit from
optimistic replication and forward conflict resolution. This first chapter
introduces the distributed real-time databases field of research in section
1.1, provides an overview of the main research problems that led to the
design of PRiDe in section 1.2, and outlines the main characteristics of
PRiDe in section 1.3. Section 1.4 summarizes the thesis contributions. The
publications on which the material in this thesis is based are listed in section
1.5, the notational conventions used throughout the thesis are described in
section 1.6, and an outline of the thesis contents is provided in section 1.7.
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2 Introduction

1.1 Distributed real-time database systems

PRiDe is a replication protocol designed for use in distributed, real-time
database management systems. According to the definition provided by
Coulouris, Dollimore & Kindberg (2005a), a distributed system consists
of a set of autonomous processing elements that are connected via a
communication network and interact via message passing. A database is a
structured set of data maintained by a database management system (DBMS)
that interfaces with a set of applications or clients that access and modify
the data. In a distributed database system, the data is distributed among
autonomous DBMS instances (nodes1) that communicate via a network. The
nodes, potentially along with a central coordinator, are collectively referred
to as a distributed database management system (DDBMS). In a distributed
database, replication of data objects2 is often used to improve fault tolerance
and availability in the system by maintaining several copies of data objects
and placing those copies close to the clients that want to use them.

In a real-time system (RTS), the value of a performed task depends
not only on its functional correctness, but also on the time at which it
is produced. For example, when an autonomous vehicle detects an obstacle
in its intended path, it is crucial that it changes its path before a collision
occurs. Real-time systems are often embedded, meaning that they are a part
of (and interact heavily with) a physical environment. Typically, embedded
systems use specific-purpose rather than general-purpose computers, such
as in the embedded system controlling fuel injection in a car engine. It is
paramount that real-time systems have predictable, bounded and sufficiently
low requirements on resources such as memory, network bandwidth and
processor execution time, since failures due to unpredictable behavior and/or
overconsumption of available resources may cause unacceptable damage
to humans or equipment. Real-time systems also need to be highly and
predictably available, meaning that when a request is made to the system, it
can be guaranteed that the system is available to service that request within
a predictable and bounded time.

A distributed real-time system (DRTS) combines characteristics of dis-

1In related research, nodes are sometimes referred to as sites. However, since the term
site implies physical separation, node is used exclusively throughout this thesis. Several
nodes could exist at the same site, possibly even within a single computer.

2In this thesis, the term object is used for the unit of replication; this could just as well
be a table in a relational database as an object (or even a group of related objects) in an
object-oriented database.
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tributed and real-time systems. This means that in such a system, issues
related to distribution (such as execution of distributed algorithms and
network communication) must be addressed with real-time requirements
in mind. A general model of distributed real-time systems based on
the interaction between real-time entities, representatives and computing
elements was presented by Kopetz & Verissimo (1994). In their model, a
real-time (RT) entity is an element of the environment whose state is relevant
to the DRTS. Examples of RT entities are the temperature of a furnace, the
fluid level in a canister, the position of a valve, or vibrations in the ground.
A DRTS observes or modifies the states of RT entities; for example, based
on an observation of the fluid level in a tank, the system could modify the
position of a valve that affects the fluid drain. A DRTS interacts with the
environment via sensors (hardware that samples the state of RT entities,
such as temperature and motion sensors) and actuators (hardware that
modifies the state of RT entities, such as motors and electronic magnets).

A representative is a computational entity that enables observation or
modification of RT entities via sensors and actuators. Representatives
transform the environmental states into a representation suitable for com-
putation. A computing element is an entity that collects observations of
RT entities and computes appropriate modifications of other RT entities.
The computing elements thus interact with representatives to control the
state of the environment. Examples of computing elements are control
programs in control loops and the database manager in a distributed real-
time database. A distributed real-time system is characterized by having
multiple, autonomous computing elements that interact via message passing
over a network, and typically share a common goal. In this thesis, the
nodes contain the computing elements. Figure 1.1 illustrates the interaction
between RT entities, representatives and computing elements.

Real-time database systems (RTDBS) are often used to manage data in
real-time systems, since traditional databases cannot meet the timeliness and
predictability requirements of a RTS (Ramamritham 1993, Stankovic, Son
& Hansson 1999, Ramamritham, Son & DiPippo 2004). As many embedded
applications with real-time requirements are inherently distributed, RTDBS
are often distributed over a set of autonomous nodes, creating a need for
distributed real-time database systems (DRTDBS) (Ramamritham 1993).
A discussion of properties and requirements of a DRTDBS can be found in
chapter 2. A formal model for such systems is presented in section 4.1.
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RT entities

representatives

environment

DRTS
computing

elements

network

Figure 1.1: A general model of a DRTS (adapted from Kopetz & Verissimo
(1994)).

1.2 Replication and weak mutual consistency

In a DRTDBS, data replication can be used to increase availability and
reliability of transaction processing (Xiong, Ramamritham, Haritsa &
Stankovic 2002, Son & Zhang 1995). Furthermore, replication can be used to
implement a data-driven ”whiteboard” (sometimes called a ”blackboard”)
architecture, allowing a dynamic set of applications to implicitly collaborate
by sharing data that may be of use for more than one of the applications
(McManus 1992, Andler, Hansson, Mellin, Eriksson & Eftring 1998, Klapwijk
2005) . For example, a group of firefighters with handheld computers could
share environment data collected by sensors connected to the computers
(Rothkrantz, van Velden & Datcu 2005). DRTDBS support for collaboration
has been getting research attention in the last decade (Ramamritham et al.
2004, Peddi & DiPippo 2002).

Most distributed database implementations use replication protocols that
guarantee strong mutual consistency of data replicas. In such a system, client
applications can never observe a system state where the replicas of a data
object diverge in value. To ensure that consistency of replicated data objects
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is never violated, pessimistic replication protocols force transactions to
postpone commit until their updates have been propagated to and integrated
on all relevant nodes. Thus, the autonomy of database nodes is reduced
since local operation is affected by the status of the network or activities
performed on other nodes. Such protocols are unsuitable for DRTDBSs, due
to their unpredictable resource requirements and highly variable execution
times (caused by unpredictably slow network communication). If pessimistic
replication is used, a node that responds slowly or not at all may negatively
affect the performance of other nodes in the same database system; in a real-
time system, a misbehaving remote node could even cause a deadline miss
for a transaction. Such a situation could occur, e.g., if the transaction was
waiting for a lock held by a transaction whose execution of a distributed
commit protocol was delayed by a crashed node. The node autonomy
problem in distributed databases was presented by Clark (1981) and reported
by Garcia-Molina (1983). A DRTDBS also has strong requirements on
efficiency of operation and availability of data.

In collaborative applications, it is often more important to meet the real-
time needs of an individual node than ensuring optimal global behavior. For
example, consider a group of Autonomous Ground Vehicles (AGVs) that
collaborate in transporting supplies and material and performing basic tasks
on a factory floor. If one of the robots detects a human in its immediate path,
it is more critical that it changes its movement path, stops, or slows down
in time than it is to inform the rest of the system about the position of the
human, or the change to the vehicle’s movement path. Other nodes should,
however, be informed as soon as possible to allow the system to recover
gracefully from the interruption and adapt its global behavior to the changes
in the environment – e.g., by choosing new paths for other AGVs that avoid
the congested area. To construct a system where data dissemination does not
interfere with local operation (slowing it down or making it unpredictable),
data transfer must be decoupled from, and prioritized below, updates of local
information.

In a DRTDBS it is thus beneficial to allow weak mutual consistency,
meaning that replica contents are allowed to diverge temporarily while
updates are transmitted throughout the system. However, a weakly
consistent system may experience update conflicts, which must be corrected
in order to ensure that the system does not become permanently inconsistent.
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1.3 PRiDe - an optimistic replication protocol

PRiDe is a replication protocol that allows multiple, autonomous applica-
tions to concurrently update a replicated subset of DRTDBS data, referred
to as collaboration data, without the need for distributed synchronization.
Collaboration data may be objects that model the environment or objects
used to reach consensus about cooperative work. Consider again a system
where autonomous vehicles perform collaborative maintenance on a factory
floor. Each AGV is primarily an independent subsystem that can benefit
from collaborating with any number of the other AGVs (or other subsystems
using the same database, such as applications that control conveyor belts or
robotic arms) using the DRTDBS. Collaboration data in such a system could
be a table with information about all moving vehicles (such as position and
movement vector) on the floor and a route table used to reach consensus
about travel paths. A PRiDe application for AGV control can make
local updates to collaboration data (e.g., updating its own position and
its current route when a collision is imminent) without involving other
nodes; the updating transaction commits locally, ensuring that other local
transactions can read the new versions of the updated data object. The
temporary inconsistency that is created by the local commit is eventually
removed through replicating this update to the other nodes and resolving any
update conflicts. In the AGV example, a global planner could have made a
conflicting update to the route table, suggesting another route for the AGV.
Once the conflict is detected it is resolved according to an application-specific
conflict resolution policy that prioritizes the route that does not pose any
danger to humans or equipment.

To handle the temporary inconsistencies caused by detached replication,
PRiDe employs mechanisms that ensure that the replicated database
continuously converges towards a globally consistent state. The protocol
is a hybrid between update- and transaction-oriented optimistic replication
protocols, where conflicts are handled on an update level while still making
it possible to support transaction semantics. Provided that correct and
deterministic conflict resolution policies are defined for conflicting updates
to collaboration data, the protocol guarantees that the system eventually
becomes globally consistent should transaction activity cease.

Conflicts are resolved through forward conflict resolution, which means
that conflicting updates are merged rather than (as is common in pessimistic
replication protocols) rolled back and reexecuted. Such forward resolution
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– which creates a new consistent state rather than reverting to an old
consistent state – is more suitable for real-time systems since such systems
must interact with a continuously evolving environment. Going back to
an older system state is counterintuitive in such systems and may cause
transactions to miss their deadlines.

Optimistic replication, continuous convergence and forward conflict
resolution are the three most important features of PRiDe. To ensure that
the protocol is suitable for real-time systems, PRiDe must also be predictable
and ensure eventual consistency. A formal description of the protocol is
provided in chapter 5, followed by correctness proofs and formal analysis in
chapter 6.

1.4 List of contributions

The main contributions of this thesis can be grouped into three categories;
those related to PRiDe, those related to application tolerance, and those
related to VADer. The contributions are listed below.

• PRiDe is an optimistic and fully distributed replication protocol
for distributed real-time databases. It has the following important
properties:

– Resource-predictable replication makes PRiDe suitable for
real-time systems.

– Emphasis on local autonomy makes it possible to trade off
database consistency for predictability of local operation.

– Data-centric conflict management simplifies specification of
conflict resolution policies, and separates the concerns of database
design and application design.

– Support for forward conflict resolution makes it possible to
specify conflict resolution policies that do not endanger real-time
operation by, e.g., rolling back transactions.

– Support for application-specific compensation allows the
programmer to exploit application semantics in conflict resolu-
tion.

PRiDe is described in chapter 5 and analysed in chapter 6.
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• Application tolerance of inconsistent data is important in systems
using optimistic replication. This thesis supports construction of
tolerant applications in the following ways:

– A classification of update conflicts identifies important rela-
tions among update types in collaborative applications.

– A conflict resolution framework has been defined based on
the classification of update conflicts. The framework provides
a template for the construction of application-specific conflict
resolution policies.

– A set of generic conflict resolution policies for typical update
conflicts have been specified.

Application tolerance is covered in chapter 7.

• VADer is a tool for rapid prototyping and analysis of PRiDe
applications. It has the following features:

– Support for rapid prototyping in Java through a standardized
set of components and a simple way of implementing conflict
resolution policies.

– Support for visual inspection via a GUI that allows the
programmer to easily inspect prototype applications.

– Support for discrete event simulation that allows step-wise
execution of applications.

– A set of application examples that illustrate PRiDe operation
and act as templates for construction of application prototypes.

An overview of VADer is presented in section 7.4; a more detailed
programmer’s guide to VADer is supplied in appendix B.

An extended discussion of the contributions can be found in section 9.1.

1.5 Publications

PRiDe, the replication protocol presented in this thesis, is mainly based
on the continuous convergence (CC) update replication protocol, which was
presented in the following papers3:

3The author changed his name from Gustavsson to Syberfeldt in fall 2007, just prior
to the publication of this thesis.
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• Gustavsson, S. and Andler, S.F. (2005) Decentralized and Contin-
uous Consistency Management in Distributed Real-Time Databases
with Multiple Writers of Replicated Data, Proceedings of the 13th In-
ternational Workshop on Parallel and Distributed Real-Time Systems
2005 (WPDRTS’05), Denver, CO, USA. Reprinted in Proceedings of
Real-Time in Sweden 2005 (RTiS 2005), the 8th Biennial SNART
Conference on Real-Time Systems, Skövde University Studies in
Informatics 2005:1. Revised version presented at PROMOTE IT 2005,
Borlänge, Sweden.

• Gustavsson, S. and Andler, S.F. (2004) Real-Time Conflict Manage-
ment in Replicated Databases, Proceedings of the Fourth Conference
for the Promotion of IT at New Universities and University Colleges
in Sweden (PROMOTE IT 2004), Karlstad, Sweden, April 2004.

The replication protocol’s relevance in the DeeDS architecture is de-
scribed in

• Andler, S.F, Brohede, M., Gustavsson, S., and Mathiason, G. (2007)
DeeDS NG: Architecture, Design, and Sample Application Scenario, in
Handbook of Real-Time and Embedded Systems, Lee, I., Leung, J.Y-
T., and Son, S.H. (eds.), CRC Press, June 2007, ISBN 1584886781

The continuous development of PRiDe and its precursor the CC protocol
is chronicled in the following reports and papers, which also identify, define
and refine the research problems covered in this thesis.

• Gustavsson, S. (2004) Consistency management in weakly consistent
real-time databases, Thesis proposal, University of Skövde, Sweden.

• Gustavsson, S. and Andler, S.F. (2003) Application Requirements
in Convergent Database Systems, Proceedings of the Third Conference
for the Promotion of IT at New Universities and University Colleges
in Sweden (PROMOTE IT 2003), Visby, Sweden, May 2003.

• Gustavsson, S. and Andler, S.F. (2002) Issues in eventually con-
sistent real-time databases, Proceedings of the Second Conference for
the Promotion of IT at New Universities and University Colleges in
Sweden (PROMOTE IT 2002), Skövde, Sweden, April 2002.
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The relation between optimistic replication and self-stabilization was
briefly explored in

• Gustavsson, S. and Andler, S.F. (2002) Self-stabilization and even-
tual consistency in replicated real-time databases, Proceedings of the
First Workshop on Self-healing Systems (WOSS ’02), Charleston, SC,
USA.

1.6 Notational conventions

Throughout the thesis, the following conventions are used in the formal
notation:

• UPPER-CASE ITALIC LETTERS are used for complex items, i.e.,
items that contain other items or can be subdivided into smaller items.
For example, transactions contain operations and are thus represented
by an upper-case T .

• lower-case italic letters are used for atomic items such as individual
logical objects (o) or replicas (r). While some of these items may not
be indivisible per se, they are typically used as the smallest granule in
this thesis.

• UPPER-CASE CALLIGRAPHIC LET T ERS are used for sets, such
as the set N of database nodes.

• The || notation is used both for the cardinality of a set (e.g., |N | is the
number of nodes) and for the state of a replica or object; |r| symbolizes
the state of replica r. Double bars are used for the evaluation of a
predicate: ||P || is an evaluation of predicate P .

All algorithms in this thesis are presented using pseudocode based on
the conventions used by Tel (2000a). These conventions are summarized in
appendix A.

1.7 Thesis outline

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains important back-
ground information about the distributed real-time database research area,
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motivating the thesis problem and the solution approach. The problem
statement, along with important assumptions, objectives, and evaluation
criteria, is discussed in chapter 3. The formal system models that are
used in the presentation and analysis of PRiDe are presented in chapter
4. Chapter 4 also extends many of the topics discussed in the background,
providing the necessary depth for understanding the material in subsequent
chapters. Chapter 5 contains a detailed description of PRiDe, which
is then analyzed and evaluated in chapter 6. Chapter 7 contains a
discussion about construction of tolerant applications that use PRiDe,
including a formal framework for construction of conflict resolution policies,
guidelines for application-, database- and class design, and an overview
of VADer, a visualization and simulation tool for developers of PRiDe
applications. Chapter 8 presents related work, comparing and contrasting
related approaches to optimistic replication with PRiDe. Lastly, chapter 9
contains the thesis conclusions along with a discussion about the applicability
of PRiDe and future research directions.

The thesis also contains a set of appendices. Appendix A describes the
syntax and conventions used for presenting the algorithms in this thesis,
appendix B is a programmer’s guide to prototyping PRiDe applications in
VADer, appendix C contains examples of PRiDe applications along with
pseudocode for transactions and conflict resolution policies, and appendix
D presents a set of generic conflict resolution policies for use in PRiDe
applications.
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Chapter 2

Distributed real-time
database systems

The trouble with having an open mind, of course, is that people
will insist on coming along and trying to put things in it.

- Terry Pratchett, Diggers

This chapter provides the context for the rest of the thesis by describing
the area of distributed real-time database systems (DRTDBSs) and their
applications. It also motivates the thesis problems by showing why optimistic
replication is a natural fit in a DRTDBS and presenting arguments for why
existing optimistic replication protocols do not meet the requirements of
a DRTDBS. Section 2.1 describes the role of a database in a distributed
real-time system and presents fundamental challenges that must be met
in the construction of a DRTDBS. This is followed by an overview of a
DRTDBS prototype, DeeDS, in section 2.2. Subsequent chapters introduce
the fundamental concepts of replication (section 2.3), conflicts (section
2.4) and consistency (sections 2.5 and 2.6). Consistency for transaction
management systems is discussed in section 2.7. A big application area for
DRTDBSs with multiple updaters is collaborative systems; an introduction
to such systems is provided in section 2.8.

13
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2.1 The role of the DRTDBS

A large-scale, distributed real-time system typically manages considerable
amounts of data collected from sensor representatives. This data must be
organized and potentially shared among all nodes in the system. Introducing
a DRTDBS as a middleware layer between representatives and computing
elements in the DRTS model from Kopetz & Verissimo (1994) (see section
1.1) yields the following benefits:

• The DRTDBS off-loads data management from the applications, mak-
ing the system more modular and decreasing the size and complexity
of applications. To the applications, data management becomes
transparent.

• By replicating data on several database nodes the availability, reliabil-
ity and performance of the system can be increased (Ramamritham et
al. 2004). As will be discussed throughout this thesis, data replication
can also be exploited to enhance predictability of local operation.

• The DRTDBS can be used as a distributed whiteboard (Andler et
al. 1998), allowing applications to view and effectively subscribe to
relevant data without explicitly registering their interest with the
data source or a central mediator. Thus, application communication
related to shared data becomes implicit and transparent to applica-
tions. Furthermore, application communication becomes implicitly
synchronized with database accesses, thus eliminating any external
communication channels that might otherwise have lead to inconsistent
database accesses.

• The DRTDB layer makes the system more extensible since it is
independent from the applications. Multiple applications can use the
same DRTDB, and new applications can be added without affecting
the operation of existing applications in the system.

Figure 2.1 shows an illustration of the DRTS model with an additional
DRTDB middleware layer in between the computing elements and the
representatives.

In designing a DRTDBS there are many challenges that must be
overcome, most of which arise due to conflicting requirements between
database properties (Buchmann & Liebig 2001). Two fundamental and
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Figure 2.1: The DRTS model with DRTDB middleware.

interrelated challenges in real-time databases are transaction scheduling
and maintenance of temporal consistency. Somewhat simplified, these
challenges exist because a real-time database needs to ensure that i) all hard
and sufficiently many firm/soft database transactions meet their deadlines
in spite of potential aborts and resource contention among concurrent
transactions, and that ii) database contents stay sufficiently accurate in
their representation of a continuously evolving environment (Ramamritham
et al. 2004). The following section describes DeeDS, a system prototype that
aims to provide a generic DRTDBS for use in real-time systems with strict
requirements on predictable and sufficiently efficient execution. PRiDe, the
replication protocol presented in this thesis, was primarily built to support
replication in DeeDS.

2.2 DeeDS

DeeDS (Andler, Hansson, Eriksson, Mellin, Berndtsson & Eftring 1996,
Andler et al. 1998) is a distributed, active, real-time database management
system prototype that is designed to support predictable operation. One
of the main goals of DeeDS is to provide a database management system
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suitable for distributed systems with real-time constraints. Care has thus
been taken to eliminate sources of unpredictability normally associated with
database systems. These sources and their design implications are discussed
below.

• Disk access: disk access should be minimized in a RTS, since reading
from disk is both unpredictable and orders of magnitude slower than
memory access. DeeDS is therefore built to keep the entire database
resident in main memory at all times.

• Network access: delivery times for network messages are unpre-
dictable, and accessing data on remote nodes is much slower than
local access. This negatively affects the predictability and worst-
case commit times of transactions that depend on network access.
DeeDS employs a virtual full replication scheme (Mathiason & Andler
2003, Mathiason, Andler & Son 2007) that ensures that local replicas
exist for all objects accessed by a transaction, removing the need for
remote object access.

• Distributed commit protocols: distributed commit protocols that
ensure mutual consistency of replicas at transaction commit are often
blocking and unpredictable due to the need for distributed agreement
over a network. DeeDS allows transactions to commit locally without
coordinating with other nodes, potentially introducing temporary
inconsistencies if replicated data is updated. Eventual consistency
(Birrell, Levin, Needham & Schroeder 1982, Saito & Shapiro 2005)
is achieved through asynchronous propagation and integration of
transaction updates.

The design of PRiDe shares many goals and requirements with the design
of DeeDS, and one of the goals of PRiDe is to support replication in DeeDS.
For example, a key property of PRiDe is that it ensures resource-predictable
replication without compromising predictability of local database operation.
Since DeeDS was designed to avoid unpredictability, this makes PRiDe a
good candidate for the replication protocol in DeeDS. However, PRiDe does
not depend on any specific functionality in DeeDS and can be adapted
to other database models. A discussion of how PRiDe can be used as a
separate module in other database architectures can be found in section 6.3.
A separate implementation of PRiDe in a Java simulator is described in
section 7.4.
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2.2.1 DeeDS NG

Recently, the core design of DeeDS has been extended to meet demands
on modern real-time applications such as sensor networks, distributed
simulations, and information fusion-based applications. This new DeeDS
design, referred to as DeeDS Next Generation (DeeDS NG), has been
presented by Andler, Brohede, Gustavsson & Mathiason (2007). The main
changes to the database architecture is the addition of PRiDe, which replaces
the old, state transfer-based replication protocol, and ViFuR, a scalable
model for virtual full replication.

2.3 Replication

A traditional, pessimistic replication protocol consists of the following
general steps (Wiesmann, Pedone, Schiper, Kemme & Alonso 2000) for each
submitted client operation. In the description, an operation is assumed to
be either a single read or write operation or a complete transaction. The
steps are illustrated in figure 2.2.

1. Request: a client submits an operation op to one or more replica
managers. In the models used in this thesis, a client is any application
using the database, an operation is either a single read or update, or a
set of reads and updates grouped into a transaction. A replica manager
is the database management system running on the node where the
operation is submitted.

2. Coordination: during the coordination step, the replica managers
(nodes) coordinate their execution of op. Unless op was submitted to
all nodes, information about op is propagated to all relevant nodes in
this step. Typically, the goal of coordination is to ensure that the nodes
agree on the place of op in a common execution order that preserves any
ordering requirements (or data dependencies) of the operations. For
example, a stability test (Schneider 1994) based on logical timestamps
can be used to determine which operations are safe to execute without
risk of violating causal ordering of operations.

3. Execution: during the execution step, op is executed on all nodes
according to the decision made in step 2. If the nodes are implemented
as state machines, replicas will remain mutually consistent as long as
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Figure 2.2: Steps in pessimistic replication.
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all nodes execute the same operations in the same order (Schneider
1994).

4. Agreement: during the agreement step, the nodes agree on the result
of op. This includes deciding whether any effects of op should be made
permanent in the database, and what result will be returned to the
client. For example, the nodes could agree to abort a transaction
during this step, or a byzantine failure could be detected and handled
before determining the result of the operation.

5. Response: the result of op is returned to the client. Depending on
the replication model, either a designated node (typically the node
that received the original request) or all nodes reply to the client.

These steps can be used to describe most traditional replication pro-
tocols. However, as noted by Wiesmann et al. (2000), some protocols skip,
rearrange, or merge the phases, and some phases may be executed iteratively
several times before completing a request. For example, if passive replication
(Wiesmann et al. 2000, Coulouris, Dollimore & Kindberg 2005b) is used,
client requests are sent to a primary node that controls the execution order
of all operations. Thus, the coordination step is skipped, and the execution
step is performed only on the primary. The agreement phase consists of the
primary sending the results of the execution to a set of backup nodes, and
agreeing on whether to apply the results to the database. Typically, this
takes the form of a two-phase commit protocol, where an operation may be
aborted if it cannot be applied to one or more backup nodes.

2.3.1 Optimistic replication

Optimistic replication approaches (Wiesmann et al. 2000, Barreto 2003,
Saito & Shapiro 2005) are often used to increase database availability in
systems where communication is unreliable or nodes require access to data
while disconnected from the network. Optimistic replication differs from
regular replication in that operations are allowed to execute as if they were
alone in the system. Instead of pessimistically avoiding conflicts between
concurrently executing operations by detecting conflicts before the execution
step, the system speculates that no conflicts will happen and then detects
and reacts to conflicts after the execution step. For example, conflicting
operations could be rolled back and reexecuted.
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The main goal of optimistic replication protocols is to reduce the time
between the request and response steps to improve response times or
predictability. Typically, an optimistic replication protocol executes the
following steps (illustrated in figure 2.3):

1. Request: a client submits an operation op to a node N . Depending
on the replication model, N is either a designated primary node or - if
an update anywhere model is used - any node.

2. Execution: op is executed only at N . In many systems, N pre-
commits op, which puts it in a transient state where its result can
be returned to the client, but a confirmation is required in the later
coordination & agreement step before it can be permanently applied
to the database.

3. Response: after executing the request, the node responds immedi-
ately to the client. This is an optimistic response in that it may
incorrect if other operations have been executed concurrently on other
nodes, or if any node is unable to perform the operation.

4. Coordination & agreement: the coordination and agreement steps
in pessimistic replication are typically combined into one coordination
step in optimistic replication. N propagates either the results from
op (state propagation) or op itself (update propagation) to the other
nodes containing replicas of the affected objects. During this phase,
the operation is scheduled for execution at all relevant nodes, and
it is checked whether op conflicts with any concurrently submitted
operations. It is also verified that op can be performed on all relevant
nodes.

5. Conflict handling & integration: if no conflicts involving op are
detected during the coordination & agreement step, op is integrated
permanently into the database on every relevant node. If conflicts are
detected, they must first be handled. If backward conflict resolution is
used, op is simply undone and the client that submitted op is notified
of the result. The client may then resubmit the operation. Forward
conflict resolution tries to find a way of merging conflicting operations
to take the database to a new, consistent state. Regardless of which
conflict resolution method is used, it is crucial that conflict resolution
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is performed deterministically on all nodes to ensure that the resulting
database states are mutually consistent.

Optimistic replication protocols are beneficial in systems where the
coordination and agreement steps may be prohibitively expensive or unpre-
dictable. For example, in wireless systems communication between nodes
may be intermittent, which may temporarily make it impossible to execute
the coordination and agreement phases. Also, optimistic replication can be
used in systems that allow clients to disconnect from the network, provided
that it is feasible to delay coordination and agreement of client updates
until the client reconnects. Furthermore, in real-time systems optimistic
replication can be used to provide predictable response times for client
requests. While execution of a request can typically be made predictable
in terms of processor time and resource utilization, the coordination and
agreement steps can be unpredictable due to, e.g., message omissions or
nondeterministic message routing. By delaying coordination and agreement
until after the response step, response times can be made more predictable
at the price of introducing temporary inconsistency in the system.

2.3.2 Replication in DRTDBS

As previously discussed data replication can be used to increase availabil-
ity, predictability, and reliability of transaction processing in DRTDBS.
Common replication approaches for DRTDBS use either a primary copy to
deterministically apply updates to replicated data (Peddi & DiPippo 2002)
or use distributed concurrency control and distributed commit protocols.
The latter approaches (immediately or eventually) order updates according
to one-copy serializability (Bernstein, Hadzilacos & Goodman 1987) or
a similar correctness criterion such as epsilon-serializability (Pu & Leff
1991, Drew & Pu 1995, Son & Zhang 1995). The distributed algorithms
required to implement, e.g., distributed locking (to ensure serializability)
and distributed commit (to ensure mutual consistency and durability) are
hard to make predictable and sufficiently efficient due to their reliance
on correct message delivery. Furthermore, depending on the replication
approach a transaction may be forced to either wait or roll back and
restart due to concurrent execution of transactions on remote nodes. Such
behavior is problematic in real-time systems, since potential blocking times
and rollbacks must be considered when determining worst-case execution
times of transactions.
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For this reason, optimistic replication approaches, where transactions
are allowed to execute as if no concurrent transactions exist, are more
suitable than pessimistic replication approaches in real-time databases.
Optimistic replication increase the availability, predictability and efficiency
of transaction execution at the cost of transaction conflicts that must be
resolved.

2.4 Conflicts

Optimistic replication introduces temporary inconsistency by allowing ex-
ecution of operations on a single node’s replicas before coordinating with
other nodes. Temporary inconsistency has two important consequences
for applications: the possibility of reading stale data (i.e., data that has
been updated more recently elsewhere) and the risk of executing conflicting
updates on separate nodes (Heidemann, Goel & Popek 1995). Applications
must be constructed to be tolerant of reading stale data, and it must be
possible to detect and resolve conflicts. This section provides the necessary
background for discussing conflict detection and conflict resolution.

2.4.1 Conflict levels

It is possible to detect and resolve conflicts either on the update level or
the replica level. Two updates u, u′ to an object o are in conflict if they are
performed concurrently, i.e., if neither update has observed the effects of the
other before executing. If the updates are applied to different replicas r, r′

of o, these will represent conflicting versions of o, i.e., there will be a replica
conflict between r and r′ after the updates have been applied. A replica
conflict is thus a consequence of an update conflict. Note, however, that a
single update u to a replica r of object o does not cause a replica conflict,
even though the state of r will be different from the state of a different replica
r′ until u has been applied to r′. This is because r represents a strictly newer
version of o than r′; r′ is simply upgraded to the same state as r when u is
integrated on the node hosting r′.

Furthermore, note that there is not a one-to-one relationship between
update conflicts and replica conflicts. Let r and s be initially mutually
consistent replicas of an object o. Let u be an update to o applied to r, and
let v and v′ be consecutive updates to o applied to s such that both v and v′

conflict with u (i.e., both v and v′ are applied to s before u is integrated on
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the node hosting s, and u is applied to r before either of v and v′ is integrated
on the node hosting r). There now exists two update conflicts (between u
and v and between u and v′), but only one replica conflict (between r and
s).

Update conflicts can be detected using logical timestamps, while replica
conflicts can be detected using version vectors. These concepts are described
in the following sections.

2.4.2 Logical timestamps

Lamport (1978) introduced the happened-before relation between events in a
distributed system. The happened-before relationship can be used to derive
a partial order of all events that correlates to potential causal relationships
between events. The happened-before relation can be used to detect update
conflicts through logical timestamps, as described below.

Definition 2.1. An event ei happened-before another event ej , written
ei ≺ ej , iff one or more of the following statements are true:

• ei and ej both occur in the same process P and ei precedes ej in P

• ei is the event of sending a message m, and ej is the event of receiving
m

• ∃ek(ei ≺ ek ≺ ej)

The happened-before relation is transitive and reflexive. The partial
order can be modeled in the system by the use of logical clocks (Lamport
1978) (sometimes referred to as Lamport clocks). Lamport suggested that
each process in a distributed system implements a logical clock that is used to
assign logical timestamps to local events. A message sent between processes
includes the current reading of the sending process’s logical clock. A clock
Ci in process Pi is initially set to 0 and advanced according to the following
rules:

• Whenever an event occurs in Pi, Ci := Ci + 1

• Whenever Pi receives a message m from another process Pj , it extracts
the send time t from m. t is the reading of clock Cj when m was sent.
Ci := max(Ci, t) + 1
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The logical clock Ci is used to timestamp all events of process Pi.

Definition 2.2. The logical timestamp L(e) of event e occurring in
process Pi is the reading of clock Ci when e occurs.

A logical clock is correct (Lamport 1978) if it holds for any two events
ei and ej that L(ei) < L(ej) if ei ≺ ej . However, the opposite does not
hold; L(ei) < L(ej) does not necessarily imply that ei ≺ ej . Lamport
(1978) presents an implementation based on synchronized physical clocks
to correct this, but notes that for many system, the weaker implication
suffices. Version vectors (see next subsection) are another way of ensuring
that stronger statements can be made about the relation between events.

Logical timestamps are fundamental in PRiDe, where every replica has
its own logical clock, which is used to timestamp updates performed on
that replica. Two updates are potentially conflicting if they have the same
logical timestamp, since this implies that neither update causally precedes
the other. The exact conflict model used for PRiDe is described in section
4.5.

2.4.3 Version vectors

A version vector (sometimes called a vector clock) is an extension of
logical timestamps that can be used to detect replica conflicts. Version
vectors were introduced to detect file update conflicts when reintegrating
network partitions in the LOCUS system (Parker, Popek & Rudisin
1981, Parker & Ramos 1982) and has since been used in many systems
(Satyanarayanan, Kistler, Kumar, Okasaki, Siegel & Steere 1990, Terry,
Theimer, Petersen, Demers, Spreitzer & Hauser 1995, Heidemann et al.
1995, Rabinovich, Gehani & Kononov 1996, Agrawal, El Abbadi & Steinke
1997, Muthitacharoen, Morris, Gil & Chen 2002). In DeeDS, each replica
has an associated version vector that consists of a set of timestamps, one for
each node that has a replica of the same logical object. When an update is
received, the receiving node increases the updating node’s timestamp in the
version vector of the local replica of the updated object. To detect replica
conflicts, the version vectors of two replicas can be compared. If either
version vector dominates the other (i.e., all of its timestamps are equal to or
higher than the corresponding timestamp in the other version vector), the
associated replica is strictly newer than or equally new as the other replica.
If neither version vector dominates, a replica conflict has been detected.
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A formal definition of version vectors is provided as part of the database
model (section 4.1.3).

2.4.4 Semantic conflict detection

An alternative to timestamp-based conflict detection is to use application
semantics both to define and detect conflicts. Such semantic conflict
detection approaches are typically based on operation preconditions. For each
operation that may potentially conflict with other operations, applications
specify a precondition that must evaluate to true for the operation to
be correctly applied. A precondition that evaluates to false indicates an
operation conflict. This is the method used in, e.g., Bayou (Terry et al.
1995).

2.4.5 Conflict resolution

Once a conflict has been detected, it must be resolved to restore the system
to a consistent state. There are several aspects of conflict resolution that
must be considered when designing a DBMS that uses optimistic replication.
These are discussed below, along with arguments for design choices in PRiDe.

Update vs replica conflict resolution

As noted in the introduction to this section, there exist two related but
distinct types of conflicts: update conflicts and replica conflicts. In some
systems, especially file systems or version management systems supporting
disconnected or partitioned operation (such as Coda (Satyanarayanan et al.
1990) and CVS (Cederqvist 2003)) replica conflicts are detected and resolved
by merging the conflicting replicas, typically requiring user intervention in all
but the most trivial cases. Alternatively, the system can achieve consistency
by detecting and resolving update conflicts and eventually constructing a
global log of updates, with all update conflicts resolved. This log can then
be applied to every replica. Such an approach is used in, e.g., Deno (Keleher
& Cetintemel 2000).

Resolving replica conflicts rather than update conflicts may be beneficial
in systems where conflicts are rare and disconnected operation is common.
The reason for this is that nodes do not need to keep an update log during
disconnected operation, since only the final replica state is needed when
propagating updates and resolving conflicts upon reconnection. However,
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it is very hard to perform automatic conflict resolution of replica conflicts,
since the semantics of individual updates are lost; to perform automatic
resolution, the resolver must examine the entire states of the conflicting
replicas and try to find a new replica state that encompasses both states.
This is feasible for simple objects such as sets, but harder for more complex
data structures such as generic files. By resolving conflicts on the update
level, the semantics of updates can be exploited. For example, resolution of
conflicting incremental updates (e.g., two add operations) amounts to simply
performing both updates. Since many embedded and real-time systems
require automatic conflict resolution (it is not feasible for the system to
wait for manual conflict resolution), PRiDe resolves conflicts on the update
level. This is further discussed in section 7.1.1.

Client- vs data-centric resolution

Conflict resolution can be either client- or data-centric. In client-centric
resolution, client applications specify, for each of their updates, how conflicts
involving that update should be resolved. This is the method used in,
e.g., Bayou (Terry et al. 1995). If data-centric resolution is used, conflict
resolution policies are part of the schema specification, i.e., each class (or
potentially each object) is associated with a resolution policy for conflicts
between updates to objects of that class.

If client-centric resolution is used, the conflict resolution policy is
integrated with the rest of the application code. Applications then need
hooks in the database that allow them to execute conflict resolution, e.g.
by letting applications subscribe to and react to conflict detection events.
In a database that supports multiple applications, having applications
resolve conflicts leads to increased complexity since several applications
may independently define their own conflict resolution policies for the same
object. This makes the convergence property (see section 2.6.4) harder to
analyze in the best case, and may cause contradictory policies to be triggered
in the worst case.

If conflict resolution is data-centric, the conflict resolution policies are
included in the data specification and stored in either the DBMS or the
replication module (if separate from the rest of the DBMS). For example,
in an object-oriented DBMS, a conflict resolution mechanism (i.e., an
implementation of a conflict resolution policy) could be associated with each
class. In the VADer tool (see section 7.4), conflict resolution mechanisms are
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added to classes by letting the class inherit from an abstract database object
class and overloading a conflict resolution method in the abstract application
object interface. This method is called by the database whenever a conflict
occurs for an instance of the application class.

Regardless of the type used, conflict resolution should not be transparent
to the applications. To the contrary, when building applications the
programmer should be aware of the possibility of accessing temporarily
inconsistent data, as well as the possibility of conflicts and the ensuing
conflict resolution. Applications should then be programmed accordingly,
i.e., the applications should be made tolerant. The view that users should
be made aware of inconsistent operation has also been expressed by the
designers of Thor (Gruber, Kaashoek, Liskov & Shrira 1994). An application
should be able to execute compensating actions when it is detected that it
has read stale data or when conflict resolution involving that application’s
updates has been performed (Krishnakumar & Bernstein 1991).

Forward vs backward resolution

Most optimistic replication protocols resolve conflicts by undoing (Bhargava
1982, Davidson, Garcia-Molina & Skeen 1985, Zhou & Jia 1999) or
compensating for (Korth, Levy & Silberschatz 1990, Ceri, Houtsma, Keller &
Samarati 1995) all or all but one of the conflicting updates. Such backward
conflict resolution (so called since it rolls the system back to a previous,
correct state) works well in systems where a simple consistency model is
sufficient and average update throughput is the most important metric.

In forward conflict resolution, conflicting updates or transactions are not
undone; instead, conflict resolution transform the database state to a new
state that merges or prioritizes among the conflicting updates or transactions
while respecting consistency constraints in the database. Typically, forward
conflict resolution is performed manually, such as in version management
systems (Cederqvist 2003) or file systems (Muthitacharoen et al. 2002).
Automatic forward conflict resolution is rare, but is used in, e.g., Bayou
(Terry et al. 1995) and some collaborative editing approaches (Vidot, Cart,
Ferri & Suleiman 2000).

In safety-critical real-time systems, undoing conflicting updates or rolling
back conflicting transactions may be difficult and may make the system
less resource efficient. In such systems, the worst-case execution times of
transactions is the critical metric, since the system must be guaranteed
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to provide sufficient performance during the worst possible conditions. If
transactions could be rolled back and reexecuted, this possibility must
be considered when determining worst-case transaction execution times.
Additionally, distributed real-time systems interact with the real world, and
their internal state must remain sufficiently consistent with the state of their
environment (see section 2.5.3). Somewhat informally, it can be said that the
system must keep up with a continuously changing environment; taking the
system back to a previous state via transaction rollback is counterintuitive
and works against this requirement of the system. Furthermore, transactions
in real-time systems may perform external actions, i.e., actions that affect
the physical environment (such as drilling a hole). Such actions cannot
easily be undone, making transaction rollback difficult. For these reasons,
forward conflict resolution is more appropriate for many DRTS, and PRiDe
is designed to support forward resolution of update conflicts.

2.5 Consistency

The general term used when discussing the correctness of data in a
database is consistency. While there are several subtypes of consistency
(see subsections), it can generally be said that a database is consistent if
all consistency predicates for the database hold. Consistency predicates can
refer to relationships between database objects and to relationships between
database objects and external objects or phenomena that are modeled by
the database.

Several different aspects of consistency have been described in literature,
sometimes with confusing or contradictory names. In this thesis, consis-
tency predicates are grouped into those relating to internal consistency
(relationships between database objects) and those relating to external
consistency (the relationship between the database and the entities that it
models). Besides internal and external consistency, replicated databases
must guarantee mutual consistency of data replicas. These aspects of
consistency and their subtypes are discussed in the following subsections.

2.5.1 Internal consistency

Internal consistency (Thomas 1979) refers to the relative states of database
objects or replicas. For example, if a database monitors allocation of
communication channels on a shared communication link, an internal
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consistency requirement may state that the total bandwidth of the allocated
channels must not exceed the capacity of the channel.

Definition 2.3. An internal consistency predicate refers only to the
states of database objects or replicas of database objects.

For example, let C be a set of objects such that each object o ∈ C
represents a channel on a shared communication link from the example
above. Let a different object oc represent the total bandwidth capacity of the
link. An internal consistency predicate that ensures that the link capacity is
not exceeded could be added to the set of global consistency predicates for
D as follows:

∑

o∈C

|o| ≤ |oc| (1)

Internal consistency predicates are sometimes referred to as database
invariants or integrity constraints.

Internal consistency can be further subdivided into absolute and relative
consistency. Absolute consistency predicates state an absolute limit on
the value domain of an object or set of objects. For example, to limit
the bandwidth use of a single channel in the example above, an absolute
consistency predicate could be added to the set of consistency predicates:

∀o ∈ C(|o| < 10Mbps) (2)

Relative consistency predicates relate a set of database objects to another
set of database objects. Equation 1 above is an example of a relative
consistency predicate.

2.5.2 Mutual consistency

Mutual consistency (Thomas 1979, Son 1987) is a special type of consistency
that only exists in replicated databases. For every replicated object o there is
an implicit mutual consistency predicate stating that the states of all replicas
of o should be identical.

The DBMS should transparently manage mutual consistency predicates.
If mutual consistency predicates are enforced at each individual transaction
commit, the database is said to be immediately mutually consistent. Imme-
diate mutual consistency can only be enforced if all replicas of all objects in
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the committing transaction’s write set are updated as part of the commit
procedure, i.e., atomically. Enforcement of mutual consistency is sometimes
referred to as coherency control (Pu & Leff 1991).

To increase availability of the system, a weaker form of mutual consis-
tency can be used, which allows replicas to temporarily diverge as long as it
can be guaranteed that the replicas converge towards a mutual consistency.
Such eventual mutual consistency is discussed extensively in the rest of the
thesis.

2.5.3 External consistency

The external consistency of a database reflects how well the database
models the objects or phenomena that it is designed to model, i.e., external
consistency relates database objects to the database exteriors.

Definition 2.4. An external consistency predicate refers to the states
of database objects and the states of objects or phenomena external to the
database.

Continuing with the bandwidth allocation example from the previous
section, external consistency of the channel objects in C depends on how
well the state of an arbitrary object o ∈ C represents the actual bandwidth
that the users of the channel represented by o have available.

In a real-time system, the objects or phenomena modeled in the database
may change with the passage of time. In other words, the evaluation of
external consistency predicates can change from true to false (or vice versa)
even though no database activity occurs. For example, if a database object o
represents the temperature of a fluid, o may become externally inconsistent
if the fluid cools and o is not updated. The term temporal consistency is used
in real-time databases for consistency of database objects modeling external
objects that change with time (Ramamritham 1993, Xiong, Stankovic,
Ramamritham, Towsley & Sivasankaran 1996, Gustafsson 2004).

2.6 Consistency guarantees

Several different correctness criteria, typically called consistency guarantees,
have been defined for replicated systems. These can be roughly separated
into criteria for strong consistency and weak (or relaxed) consistency (Barreto
2003).
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2.6.1 Strong consistency

Strong consistency guarantees require that all (read or write) operations
performed in the system are consistent with a global, canonical order of
operations. The result of each operation must be the same as if this canonical
order was executed on a single, non-replicated database copy. This holds true
for both reads and updates, meaning, e.g., that the result of a read must be
consistent with respect to all updates performed before it in the canonical
order.

The strongest form of consistency guarantee is linearizability, which
requires that operations are placed in the canonical order according to the
real-time instants at which they were performed. That is, for any two
operations o and o′ occurring at times τ and τ ′, respectively, o occurs before
o′ in the canonical order if and only if τ < τ ′.

A slightly less strict consistency guarantee is sequential consistency,
which does not require that the canonical operation order is consistent with
the real times at which operations occurred. However, the canonical order
must be consistent with program order. This means that for two operations o
and o′ performed by the same process P , o occurs before o′ in the canonical
order if and only if P performed o before o′. A linearizable execution is
always sequentially consistent.

For good descriptions of linearizability and sequential consistency, see
the overviews by Barreto (2003) or Coulouris et al. (2005b).

2.6.2 Weak consistency

Weak consistency guarantees do not require that operations are executed
according to a canonical order; nodes are allowed to execute operations in
different orders as long as the weak consistency guarantees are maintained.

Causal ordering is a weak consistency guarantee that dictates that
operations are executed according to a partial happened-before order (see
section 2.4). Operations that are causally unrelated can be executed in
any order on a replica. One problem with causal ordering is that causally
concurrent operations may be conflicting, and mutual consistency of replicas
may be violated if conflicting updates are executed in different order on
different replicas. A stronger form of causal ordering is strict causal update
ordering (Barreto 2003) which forces the system to discard all but one update
in any set of causally concurrent updates. Note, however, that this does not
affect read operations.
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A system with a total update ordering consistency guarantee enforces a
canonical ordering of all updates (again, this does not affect read operations).
An update performed on a node N must be delayed until its place in the
total order can be determined. This is often combined with causal ordering
to obtain a total and causal order of updates (Barreto 2003).

A weaker form of causal ordering is FIFO ordering, which is similar
to sequential consistency in that operations ordering must respect program
order on all nodes. However, FIFO ordering does not require that all nodes
perform operations in the same order, only that the order on every node
respects the (partial) program order.

2.6.3 Eventual consistency

In some systems it is preferable to provide two consistency guarantees;
one strong guarantee for committed operations, and one weaker guarantee
for so-called tentative operations. Eventual consistency (Birrell et al.
1982, Barreto 2003, Gustavsson & Andler 2004, Saito & Shapiro 2005) is
used in systems where replicas are allowed to temporarily diverge due to
tentative operations as long as the replication protocol guarantees that
the replicas eventually converge to a mutually consistent state. PRiDe
guarantees eventual consistency; a formal specification of its consistency
model can be found in section 4.6.

2.6.4 Convergence

Allowing replicas to be temporarily mutually inconsistent implies that the
system and its applications need to be designed with this in mind. Define a
system to be convergent if and only if it satisfies the following two properties:

• Tolerance of inconsistency: The applications running in a weakly
consistent system must be aware of and tolerate inconsistent data. The
data may simply be stale - more recently updated on a remote node -
or it may be subject to conflict resolution due to conflicting updates
at other nodes.

• Eventual consistency: If the system becomes quiescent (i.e., no
more transactions are performed in the system), the database stabilizes
in a globally consistent state within a bounded number of processing
steps. This stabilization process, which includes propagation of
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updates as well as detecting and resolving update conflicts, is referred
to as convergence.

If updates are frequent the system might not reach a globally consistent
state until updates cease. However, an eventually consistent system must
continuously be converging, i.e., moving towards the consistent state by
”repairing” inconsistencies through replication (propagating and integrating
updates, resolving conflicts). In particular, the system must never ”settle”
in an inconsistent state. A philosophical paper by Shaw (2002) elaborates
on such homeostatic systems. It should also be noted that the behavior of
an eventually consistent system is similar to that of a self-stabilizing system
(Dijkstra 1974, Herman 2002). A previous DeeDS-related paper (Gustavsson
& Andler 2002) provides an introduction to this connection, which has also
been explored by Gärtner & Pagnia (1998).

As long as no conflicts occur, and a reliable network is used, it is trivial
to show that the database eventually reaches a consistent state through
convergence. However, conflicting updates or transactions must be handled
uniformly and deterministically by all nodes to provide a convergent system.

2.7 Transaction management

While many systems replicate only single operations, databases also need
to support transactions. Correct transaction execution requires that a
transaction’s operations are consistently applied as a group.

A sufficient, but not necessary condition for correct transaction execution
is that all transactions uphold the ACID properties (Härder & Reuter
1983), i.e., that transactions are Atomic, Consistent, Isolated and Durable.
A transaction is consistent if its execution takes the database from one
consistent database state to another. Consistency requirements typically
either define a maximum deviation of a database object from the state
of an external environment, or explicitly state invariants on the states of
the database objects. Atomicity denotes the need for a transaction to be
”all-or-nothing”, i.e., either all its operations should be performed, or none
of them. Isolation means that transactions should never be able to see
updates performed by concurrently running uncommitted transactions, and
durability requires all updates performed by a transaction to become durable
once the transaction commits (i.e., any recovery performed by the database
after a transaction commit should include that transaction’s updates, and
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its updates should not be affected by aborts of other transactions).
Usually, atomicity, isolation and durability are guaranteed by the DBMS,

while consistency is the programmer’s responsibility. However, in replicated
databases the DBMS plays a bigger role in guaranteeing consistency of
replicated objects. While the programmer must still make sure that all
transactions in the system uphold the necessary database invariants, the
DBMS must support the consistency model used for replicated data. For
example, if strong consistency is required, the DBMS could use two-phase
locking and two-phase commit (Skeen 1982) to ensure serializable and atomic
updates to replicated data.

2.7.1 Serializability

To be correct, a transaction T running in database D with a set of
consistency predicates P must ensure that for any predicate P ∈ P
such that ||P || = true before T begins execution, it must hold that
||P || = true after T finishes execution, regardless of whether T commits
or aborts. Ensuring that a transaction does not violate any consistency
predicates in case of transaction commit is generally seen as the transaction
programmer’s responsibility (i.e., the transaction programmer must write
correct transactions), but the transaction management system must support
consistent transaction execution by ensuring that rollback of an aborted
transaction never violates any consistency predicates. Furthermore, the
transaction management system must ensure that concurrent execution
of transactions does not introduce inconsistency, regardless of the type
of transaction and the set of consistency predicates. Typically, this is
ensured by only allowing serializable transaction execution (Papadimitriou
1979, Bernstein & Goodman 1981). Execution of a set of transactions T
is serializable if it produces a database state that is equivalent to a state
resulting from a serial execution of the transactions in T (Gray & Reuter
1993a). For example, if T = {T1, T2}, a concurrent execution of T (T1|T2) is
serializable iff the resulting database state is equivalent to the database state
produced by either T1;T2 (serial execution of T1 followed by T2) or T2;T1.

One-copy serializability

One-copy serializability (Bernstein et al. 1987) is an extension of the
serializability concept to systems where transactions access object replicas.
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Execution of a set of transactions T is said to be one-copy serializable (1SR)
if the execution is equivalent to a serial execution of the transactions in T in
a non-replicated database. One-copy serializability is used as a correctness
criterion in, e.g., the epidemic transaction propagation protocol described
by Agrawal et al. (1997) (summarized in section 8.2) and MIRROR (Xiong
et al. 2002).

There are two main ways of ensuring one-copy serializability of concur-
rent transactions: pessimistic approaches and optimistic approaches. A
pessimistic approach aims to prevent transactions from accessing replicas
of the same data objects through, e.g., a distributed locking protocol. For
example, in a pessimistic approach transactions hold global read locks for
the duration of their local execution, and global write locks until a consensus
protocol has been executed to commit the transaction on all necessary nodes.

In an optimistic approach, transactions pre-commit locally, optimistically
assuming that no conflicts with concurrent transactions exist. Any locks
held by the transaction are released upon pre-commit, meaning that
other transactions are allowed to read the tentative values written by the
transaction, but in doing so, they become commit-dependent on the pre-
committed transaction. A pre-committed transaction becomes committed
once it can be validated that i) it has pre-committed on all other nodes
and ii) all transactions that it is commit-dependent on have committed.
If it is detected that a pre-committed transaction conflicts with another
transaction, it is aborted along with all transactions that have formed a
commit-dependency on it. Examples of both pessimistic and optimistic
protocols have been provided by Agrawal et al. (1997).

2.7.2 Transaction conflicts

Transaction conflicts occur when concurrent transactions execute operations
on replicas of the same data object, and at least one of the operations is an
update. Two transactions T and U are concurrent if their execution overlaps,
i.e., T begins execution after U has started but before U commits, or vice
versa. Concurrent transactions conflict if any transaction writes objects that
another transaction reads.

Different types of transaction conflicts have different effects on the
system. The three types of erroneous transaction behavior that can be
caused by conflicts are often referred to as lost update, dirty read, and
unrepeatable read (Gray & Reuter 1993a). Lost updates are caused by a
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transaction overwriting another transaction’s updates, dirty reads are caused
by a transaction reading another transaction’s uncommitted values (which
may be lost if the other transaction aborts) and unrepeatable reads happen
when a transaction reads a value twice and another transaction updates the
value in between the reads. Lost updates are an effect of write-write conflicts
while dirty reads and unrepeatable reads are effects of read-write conflicts.
Unrepeatable reads can be extended to situations in which more than one
object is read, in which case it is called an inconsistent retrieval (Coulouris,
Dollimore & Kindberg 2005c).

Note that some transaction conflicts can actually be tolerated in certain
situations, even in a system that requires strict serializability (or 1SR).
For example, if transaction T reads a value written by transaction U
before U commits there is a conflict between T and U . However, the
conflict will only cause anomalous behavior if U aborts or performs another
write to the same object. If U simply commits, no anomaly will occur.
Pessimistic approaches to ensuring serializability may thus unnecessarily
prevent concurrent transaction processing that would have resulted in a
serializable execution. Optimistic transaction processing techniques allow
this type of behavior at the cost of potential cascading aborts.

Transaction conflicts are often detected through the use of transaction
dependency graphs (Papadimitriou 1979, Davidson 1984, Davidson et al.
1985, Gray & Reuter 1993a). A dependency graph (V,E) is a directed graph
where the vertices in V are transactions and there is an edge (T,U) ∈ E iff
T,U ∈ V and T updates an object that U either reads or writes. The edges
in the graph can be used to determine which transactions are affected by
an abort, and 2-cycles in the graph represent write-write conflicts. Longer
cycles represent a particularly elusive and difficult type of conflict called a
read-write cycle. Typically, read-write cycles require that the cycle is broken
by selecting and aborting one of the transactions in the cycle.

In PRiDe, local transaction execution is serial, meaning that unrepeat-
able reads and inconsistent retrievals cannot happen. However, variants of
the dirty read and lost update problems may occur, as will become clear from
the protocol description. Also, read-write cycles can occur. Applications can
detect and react to these problems in compensation procedures, as discussed
in section 7.2.
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2.7.3 Relaxed serializability

The pessimistic and optimistic approaches to one-copy serializability both
have drawbacks. The pessimistic approaches require distributed computa-
tion both when obtaining locks and when committing transactions, which
is problematic in systems with non-periodic communication or frequent
client disconnections. In real-time systems, the unpredictability and long
blocking times of such protocols can be disastrous. In optimistic approaches,
transactions may experience cascading rollback, which is a big problem in
systems that require high efficiency or predictability.

To alleviate the inherent drawbacks in 1SR approaches, relaxed correct-
ness criteria such as epsilon-serializability (Pu & Leff 1991, Drew & Pu
1995) have been proposed. Typically, such criteria are meant to be used in
systems that use optimistic transaction execution; the relaxed criteria allow
more transaction interleavings and thereby reduce the number of transaction
aborts. For example, basic epsilon-serializability allows the specification of
epsilon-transactions (ETs) which have less strict serializability requirements.
Query ETs (i.e., epsilon transactions that make no updates) define a
tolerated amount of inconsistency for their read operations. Read/write
conflicts between ETs are ignored if the read is made by a query ET and the
inconsistency caused by the conflict does not exceed the specified tolerance
bound (Pu & Leff 1991). A more general form of epsilon-serializability that
also allows certain conflicts between update ETs was presented by Drew &
Pu (1995).

In PRiDe, transactions that have committed locally are never allowed
to abort, since even if the chance of transaction abort is small it affects
worst-case assumptions for transaction execution. Real-time databases want
to avoid aborting transactions that have already performed most of their
execution (Xiong et al. 2002), and it has been argued that serializability is
secondary to timeliness in real-time databases (Stankovic et al. 1999). Also,
transactions in embedded real-time systems may have performed external
actions in the environment that are hard to undo.

2.8 Collaboration

The database model presented in this thesis aims to support applications
in a collaborative environment, where a group of autonomous applications
or agents cooperate in achieving a common goal. However, in addition to
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global goals achieved through collaboration, the agents and applications
are allowed to have private goals. Consider an application where a set
of autonomous helicopters search an avalanche site for survivors (such
an application is described in more detail in section 7.1.1). While an
individual helicopter is primarily concerned with the efficiency and safety
of its own operation (e.g., it needs to ensure that it does not collide with the
environment or other helicopters), it can benefit from sharing information
(such as which areas have already been searched) with other helicopters.
The agents collaborate in achieving a common goal (finding all survivors).
For a collaborative system, value comes from achieving global goals that
are independent of any individual agent or application. This stands in
contrast to competitive environments, where a single agent or application
is concerned only with its own goals, which may interfere with goals of other
agents or applications, e.g. through consumption of a common resource.
For example, consider a distributed flight reservation system where a group
of travel agents are allowed to concurrently reserve seats on a number of
flights. Each reservation transaction aims to meet its own, very private goal
of reserving a seat or group of seats. It can be said that the applications
compete for a common resource (the set of seats on the flights). In such a
system, value comes from meeting as many individual goals as possible, and
meeting them as well as possible. Any global goals tend to be expressed
in terms of correctness predicates, such as ”a flight may not be excessively
overbooked”. Obviously, a system environment can have both competitive
and collaborative aspects. For example, the helicopters in the first example
may compete for bandwidth of a global broadcast channel. Resource
contention in collaborative distributed planning was briefly discussed by
Lesser & Corkill (1981).

2.8.1 Collaborative transaction models

Traditional transaction models are constructed mostly for competitive
systems and aim to ensure that global correctness predicates are not violated
by preventing interaction between concurrent transactions (Gray & Reuter
1993b). Collaboration can be supported by relaxing the correctness criteria
(the ACID properties, see section 4.1.1) used in most traditional transaction
models (Chrysanthis & Ramamritham 1991, Heineman 1993). For example,
Heineman (1993) describes a transaction manager component (PERN) which
can be used to extend an existing DBMS with support for collaboration.
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PERN combines traditional locking techniques with cooperation rules written
in a separate specification language to increase the number of allowed
transaction interactions.

Chrysanthis & Ramamritham (1991) present a formal framework (ACTA)
for specifying transaction models with the aim of allowing specification of
transaction models that allow a higher degree of collaboration. The authors
identify four critical transaction notions:

• Visibility refers to the ability of transactions to read tentative results
of concurrently executing transactions.

• Permanence refers to the durability of a transaction’s database
updates.

• Recovery is the ability to return the database to a correct state in
case of transaction failure.

• Consistency is the ability of transactions to produce a correct
database state upon commit.

It is noted that the flexibility of a transaction model depends on how
these notions are combined and handled. For example, traditional, ACID-
correct transaction execution requires that visibility is avoided, and con-
sistency is ensured through serializable executions. Furthermore, recovery
is typically achieved by undoing all of a transaction’s updates. While this
model makes for simple implementations of transaction management systems
and transaction-based applications, it does not necessarily constitute the
most efficient solution, nor does it necessarily fit the semantics of a
collaborative system. For example, Chrysanthis & Ramamritham (1991)
suggest that collaborative transactions should be able to reveal partial results
(i.e., increase their visibility) in order to share coordination information.

2.8.2 Blackboard architectures

In the AI community, a blackboard system refers to a system where a shared
blackboard data structure is used to allow multiple knowledge sources to
collaboratively find solutions to AI problems. A blackboard can be seen as
a virtual shared memory, where multiple autonomous agents can read data
and perform updates in search of a solution to a problem. The benefits of the
blackboard model is that it is a very intuitive and that it allows knowledge
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sources to share data or partial results without knowledge of the entire
system architecture. For example, a knowledge source does not need to know
which other knowledge sources are interested in its results, it simply makes
an update on the blackboard, allowing any interested knowledge sources to
read the data at their leisure. A blackboard system can thus be said to be
data-driven.

McManus (1992) has provided a thorough description of blackboard
systems, which can be separated into serial and concurrent blackboard
systems, as well as centralized and distributed blackboard systems. A
serial blackboard maintains consistency of the shared data by serializing
all blackboard accesses. A concurrent blackboard, on the other hand,
allows concurrent access to the blackboard by multiple knowledge sources.
A centralized blackboard is maintained by a single blackboard controller
process that can schedule accesses to the blackboard. A distributed
blackboard is stored on several nodes, and different partitions of the
blackboard can thus be maintained by separate blackboard controllers. Such
an architecture also supports replication of parts of the blackboard.

McManus (1992) also describes different types of knowledge sources.
Typically, a knowledge source is an expert system that reads data from
the blackboard, performs computation based on its expert knowledge, and
outputs its results to the blackboard. Such a knowledge source is referred to
as a knowledge processor. However, McManus (1992) also identifies special
types of knowledge sources called sensors and actuators. A sensor knowledge
source reads data from the environment and feeds it into the blackboard (i.e.,
it updates the blackboard but does not read from it). An actuator knowledge
source reads information from the blackboard and uses the information to
act in the environment. These map directly to the sensor and actuator
representatives in the DRTS model (Kopetz & Verissimo 1994) (described
in section 2). Similarly, knowledge processors map directly to the computing
elements in the DRTS model.

Recently, there has been interest in using Blackboards for communication
between a dynamic set of mobile nodes in wireless environments (Klapwijk
2005). However, many existing blackboard implementations rely on cen-
tralized components and were not created with such environments in mind.
Klapwijk (2005) discusses the use of a blackboard-based architecture for
communication between participants in a crisis management application.
Their system is based on LIME (Murphy & Picco 2005), which is a Java
implementation of a blackboard system.
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Neither the research on blackboards for expert systems (McManus
1992) nor that on mobile networks (Klapwijk 2005, Murphy & Picco 2005)
explicitly addresses update conflicts. Early implementations of shared
blackboards used centralized blackboard controllers to serialize blackboard
accesses, but McManus (1992) notes that implementation of blackboard
systems has shown that having such a centralized controller has a significant
negative impact on the efficiency of the system. Furthermore, such
centralization of a critical service makes the blackboard controller a potential
bottleneck and a single point of failure. Also, in real-time applications
it is beneficial to avoid the overhead and unpredictability inherent in
communicating with the centralized controller. McManus (1992) suggests
that applications are built to avoid update conflicts by using graph-based
analysis of the relationship between knowledge sources.

A distributed database with virtual full replication shares many proper-
ties with shared blackboards. In fact, a distributed database is a suitable
platform for a blackboard implementation, as noted in the initial design
specification of DeeDS1 (Andler et al. 1996). In a DDBMS, the transaction
manager addresses many of the concerns with shared blackboards, such as
handling concurrent updates and preventing applications from reading stale
data. In DeeDS, active functionality is used to eliminate the need for polling
the blackboard.

As noted by McManus (1992) and Klapwijk (2005), blackboards are
useful in implementing several types of real-time applications. McManus
(1992) describes the use of blackboards for implementing a weapons targeting
system (wherein the real-time requirements are obvious), and the different
disaster scenarios described by Klapwijk (2005) all have real-time properties.
Also, in the latter type of systems, the tension between local and global goals
is notable – for example, for a firefighter carrying a PDA for notifications
about his environment, it is most crucial that his immediate surroundings are
analyzed for any potential dangers. However, a secondary (but nonetheless
important) goal is to share this information with other firefighters in the
same building.

The benefits that can be gained from using a replicated DRTDBMS as a
shared blackboard in collaborative applications seem plentiful. However, if
optimistic replication is used, the DRTDBMS needs to be able to handle
conflicting updates and transactions reading stale data. Definitions of

1However, the designers of DeeDS refer to this type of architecture as a ”whiteboard
architecture”.
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different types of consistency and approaches to consistency management
are discussed in the next section.

2.9 Summary

This chapter provided the necessary background for the more detailed
discussions in subsequent chapters. The field of distributed real-time
databases was described, and fundamental concepts such as replication,
conflicts and consistency were introduced. A brief overview of collaborative
systems was also provided. Many of the concepts introduced in this chapter
will be expanded upon in later chapters. In particular, chapter 4 provides
formal system models that complement the informal descriptions in this
chapter. These models are then used for the description and analysis of
PRiDe.
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Chapter 3

Problem statement

Isn’t sanity just a one trick pony anyway? I mean, all you get is
one trick; rational thinking.

- The Tick

As established in the initial chapters, optimistic replication can help
remove sources of unpredictability inherent in typical DDBMS operation,
such as blocking times of distributed commit protocols (Skeen 1982) and
unreliable communication (due to network latency and message omissions).
This makes optimistic replication suitable for DDBMS with real-time
requirements on predictability and sufficient efficiency of local operation.
However, optimistic replication may lead to transaction conflicts, which are
typically resolved by rolling back (Bhargava 1982, Davidson et al. 1985, Zhou
& Jia 1999) or inverting (Korth et al. 1990, Ceri et al. 1995) the effects of
conflicting transactions once the conflict has been detected. This type of
backward conflict resolution works well in systems where average transaction
performance and average throughput are important, but is not suitable for
real-time systems.

This chapter defines the thesis problem. The motivation to the problem
is presented in section 3.1, and the problem definition can be found in section
3.2. The problem is separated into smaller objectives, which can be found
in section 3.3. Evaluation of these objectives is discussed in section 3.4, and
important assumptions are listed in section 3.5.

45
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3.1 Local commit and forward conflict resolution

Optimistic replication is suitable for databases with real-time constraints
since it can improve the availability and timeliness of the database. However,
using an optimistic replication protocol in a DRTDBMS introduces new
consistency maintenance problems. The goal of the work presented in this
thesis is to solve the problems inherent in building a timely and sufficiently
efficient replication protocol for use in a DRTDBMS.

Real-time systems generally have strong requirements on availability,
timeliness, dependability and predictable resource consumption (resource-
predictability). Many real-time systems require that a mix of hard, firm
and soft transactions can be handled; the system should be able to serve
sufficiently many soft transactions while ensuring that all hard transactions
meet their deadlines. Optimistic replication allows transactions to run
and commit locally, thereby eliminating the unpredictable and inefficient
resource consumption generally associated with distributed lock protocols,
distributed update scheduling and distributed commit protocols. However,
using optimistic replication in a real-time system requires all parts of the
replication protocol to be resource-predictable, including conflict detection,
qualification and resolution. Also, since applications in real-time systems
may be safety-critical, it is imperative to ensure that such applications
behave correctly despite any temporary inconsistencies introduced by locally
committed transactions.

Much of the above discussion can be derived from two conjectures
about the use of databases in a distributed real-time system. Since these
conjectures are the main motivation behind the work presented in this thesis,
and thus guide the solutions presented in later chapters, they are referred to
as the fundamental conjectures:

Fundamental Conjecture 1 (FC1): In a distributed real-time database,
local processing is paramount. Thus, distributed operation must never
introduce unpredictability in local processing, and must not negatively affect
efficiency of local processing; e.g., no local deadlines should be missed due
to distributed operation.

Fundamental Conjecture 2 (FC2): A transaction whose updates have
been made visible to any other transaction, application, or user must never
be rolled back. Rolling back such a transaction would cause the database
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state to move ”backwards in time”, which is counterintuitive for a database
system that aims to maintain a consistent view of an environment that
continually moves forward in time. Furthermore, rolling back a transaction
may cause other transactions that have read the rolled back transactions’
updates to also roll back, leading to cascading rollback. Cascading rollback
is particularly problematic in real-time systems.

These conjectures have two important implications: i) transactions must
be allowed to commit (rather than pre-commit) locally, since distributed
commit protocols may introduce unpredictability and significantly increase
commit times of transactions, and ii) it must be possible to resolve
transaction conflicts using forward conflict resolution, producing a database
state that incorporates – as far as this is possible – the effects of all conflicting
transactions.

3.2 Problem definition: convergence and tolerance

There exist two fundamental problems with using optimistic replication in
a real-time system:

(P1) Resource-predictable and correct convergence: while commit
of local transactions can be made predictable, to the best of the author’s
knowledge there exist no protocols that guarantee that the convergence
mechanisms (transaction propagation, conflict management) are resource-
predictable and eventually produce globally consistent database states.

(P2) Application tolerance: using optimistic replication implies that
applications can be exposed to temporarily inconsistent data. At the time
of writing, no guidelines, rules, or tools for building applications have
been found that are tolerant to such inconsistencies while meeting the
requirements on predictability, availability, dependability, and efficiency in
distributed real-time systems.

As long as these problems remain unsolved, the applicability of optimistic
replication protocols in distributed real-time systems will remain limited. If
these problems are solved, a database with optimistic replication will become
a viable platform for a wider variety of distributed real-time systems.
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3.3 Thesis objectives

Solving the problems listed above requires that a number of objectives
are met. Three objectives have been identified for the first problem (P1).
These objectives take the form of requirements on the optimistic replication
protocol.

(O1.1) Resource-predictable conflict detection: it must be shown that
the conflict detection algorithms used by the protocol, besides correctly
identifying all potential conflicts, are resource-predictable and sufficiently
efficient.

(O1.2) Resource-predictable conflict resolution: conflict resolution
mechanisms must be resource-predictable and sufficiently efficient to be
able to handle all conflicts occurring in a worst-case scenario. To argue
about sufficient efficiency, it is necessary to argue about the conflict
resolution mechanism’s behavior in worst-case scenarios, such as when the
maximum number of conflicts occur. While conflict resolution will often use
application-specific code that, the resource requirements of which cannot
be controlled, it must be guaranteed that the general conflict resolution
framework does not introduce unpredictability.

(O1.3) Guaranteed convergence and eventual consistency: it must be
shown that the optimistic replication protocol makes the system convergent
and that temporary inconsistencies are eventually removed. This includes
showing that conflict management in itself does not introduce inconsisten-
cies, and that resolution of conflicts eventually brings the system to a globally
consistent state in a quiescent database.

For the second problem (P2), an additional three objectives have been
identified:

(O2.1) Support for application and database construction: tem-
porary inconsistencies and forward conflict resolution policies add to the
complexity of constructing databases and applications; database designers
and application programmers must be aware of the possibility of inconsis-
tencies and conflicts, and construct transactions, conflict resolution policies
and compensation procedures accordingly. A set of generic guidelines for
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database designers and application programmers is required to deal with
these complexities. Furthermore, it should be possible for application
programmers to visualize and simulate the behavior of applications for
purposes of testing and debugging. It must also be determined what makes
an application tolerant, i.e., which types of applications can deal with
temporary inconsistencies and forward conflict resolution.

(O2.2) DRTDBMS support for application tolerance: the DRTDBMS
must support construction of tolerant applications by allowing applications
to detect and react to temporary inconsistencies and compromises to
committed transactions resulting from forward conflict resolution.

(O2.3) Correct application semantics: ideally, application semantics
should not be compromised by using a weakly consistent database; in
particular, it must be possible for application programmers to specify conflict
resolution policies that do not compromise application semantics. In other
words, using a weakly consistent database must not cause applications to
deviate from their specifications. There must be a way for application
programmers to determine whether their applications will run correctly on
the weakly consistent database.

3.4 Evaluation methods for objectives

This section presents the methods that have been chosen to evaluate
whether the objectives listed in the previous section have been met. The
evaluation is done through formal proofs of the correctness of central
algorithms, formal analysis of the algorithms’ resource requirements and
applicability, and a proof-of-concept implementation that demonstrates
the feasibility of implementing the replication protocol. A quantitative
evaluation has been omitted, since such evaluation would provide little
insight into PRiDe’s general applicability; the behavior of the protocol and
its effect on applications is extremely application-dependent. Quantitative
results would be affected by a multitude of application- and system-specific
variables such as conflict rate, traffic patterns and the number of updaters
of individual objects. Most importantly, however, the application-specific
conflict resolution policies greatly affect the behavior of an application. For a
small-scale quantitative evaluation of a PRiDe implementation in a simulated
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environment, the interested reader is referred to the work performed by Olby
(2007).

Formal proofs and protocol analysis

There must exist proofs that a system implementing the replication protocol
is convergent given correct conflict resolution policies. The worst-case
resource complexity of any algorithms used must also be determined through
formal analysis, since it must be possible to argue about the efficiency of the
protocol. This is necessary in order to determine whether the protocol is
sufficiently efficient (i.e., that there are enough resources to meet worst-case
resource demands) for specific real-time systems.

Proof of concept

A proof of concept should be constructed in the form of a prototype
protocol implementation along with tolerant applications. The aim of this
implementation is to show that it is feasible to construct relevant applications
(including conflict resolution policies and compensation procedures) that
tolerate temporary inconsistencies and forward conflict resolution while still
maintaining sufficiently efficient and correct operation.

3.5 System assumptions

In this section, the assumptions about the network, database and appli-
cations are summarized. The purpose of the assumptions is to simplify
descriptions and discussions about the replication protocol; by making small
alterations to the protocol, most of the assumptions can be removed or
relaxed. Assumption relaxation will be discussed throughout the thesis in
the relevant sections, and a summary and discussion about the trade-offs of
assumption relaxation can be found in section 6.4.

(A1) Virtual full replication: the database is virtually fully replicated
(Mathiason & Andler 2003, Mathiason et al. 2007), meaning that if a
transaction T initiated on node N accesses a database object o, there exists
a replica r of o on N .
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Note that assumption A1 implies that all transactions can run locally, i.e.,
a transaction never requires access to remote data. In the replication model
presented in section 4.4, a transaction is assumed to commit locally and
asynchronously propagate its updates to all other nodes that contain replicas
of the objects in its write set.

The second assumption concerns the communication protocol. This assump-
tion is not necessary for protocol correctness, but simplifies stabilization of
updates (see section 6.1.3).

(A2) Ordered messages: for any two messages m1 and m2 sent from a
node N1 to a node N2, m1 is delivered at N2 before m2 iff m1 was sent
before m2.

Ordered messages between node pairs can be guaranteed by most communi-
cation protocols.

(A3) No arbitrary failures: it is assumed that nodes are fail stop, i.e.,
a failed node ceases to transmit messages. This means that Byzantine
agreement (Lamport, Shostak & Pease 1982) is not necessary in any
consensus decisions.

(A4) Reliable, real-time communication: all messages are delivered
to their intended destination within bounded time. The time bound for
message delivery is known.

(A5) Real-time scheduling: scheduling of update propagation, integra-
tion and stabilization actions is predictable, and there are sufficient resources
to handle all updates even in a worst-case scenario. For this to hold,
there must exist a bound on the time an update may wait for propagation,
integration or stabilization.

(A6) State-machine replicas: each replica is a state machine; i.e.,
the resulting state of the replica after executing a schedule of updates is
deterministic.

Assumption A6 is crucial to the replication protocol, since eventual mutual
consistency of replicas is not possible to achieve unless this assumption holds.
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It is thus never relaxed. Many replication protocols rely on the assumption
that replicas or replica managers are state machines in order to ensure replica
determinism (Schneider 1994).

(A7) Static configuration: the set of nodes is static; new nodes are not
added and nodes are not permanently removed from the node set during run-
time. In addition, no new logical objects or replicas are added or removed
during system execution.

Assumption A7 is used partly to simplify handling of version vectors;
Hoffmann (2005) has shown how this assumption can be relaxed in DeeDS.
Extensions to the replication protocol that allow dynamic node, object and
replica sets are discussed in section 6.4.

(A8) Fully connected network: the network is fully connected, i.e.,
it is possible to communicate in a point-to-point fashion between any two
nodes in the system.

3.6 Summary

This chapter defined the thesis problem, motivating the choice of research
area and specifying the aims and objectives for the research. A set of
evaluation criteria were proposed, and a set of assumptions about the system
and its behavior were defined and discussed.



Chapter 4

System models

Sie sieht gut aus und Schönheit wird bezahlt.

- Kraftwerk

This chapter presents the system models used throughout this thesis.
Most importantly, it provides the formal background for the description
of PRiDe in chapter 5 and the subsequent formal analysis and evaluation
of the protocol in chapter 6. Section 4.1 contains the database model,
which formally defines central concepts such as database, object, replica
and transaction. Section 4.2 provides a classification of the different types
of failures that may occur in distributed systems, and section 4.3 describes
the different types of data that may be stored in a DRTDBMS. Section 4.4
defines the replication model used to construct PRiDe, detailing the steps
of the replication protocol. Section 4.5 formally defines different types of
conflict as well as the conflict model used in PRiDe. Section 4.6 describes
the consistency model, focusing on the model for eventual consistency used
in PRiDe.

4.1 Database model

In this section, the formal database model used throughout the thesis is
presented. Subsections 4.1.1 through 4.1.4 contain more in-depth discussions
about relevant aspects of the model.

53
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Definition 4.1. A class is a tuple 〈N,A,I〉 where N is the name of the
class, A is a set of attributes, and I is a set of interface methods.

Definition 4.2. A logical object is a logical instance of a class C.

A logical object is purely conceptual. It is represented in the database
by a nonempty set of replicas.

Definition 4.3. An object replica r is a physical representation of a logical
object. It is defined by a tuple 〈o,S〉, where o is the logical object that r
represents, and S is the replica’s state. If o is an instance of class C =
〈N,A,I〉, S contains, for each attribute a ∈ A, a mapping from that attribute
to a value in that attribute’s value domain.

For a class C = 〈N,A,I〉, the set of interface methods I is the only
way that applications can access the internal state of replicas of instances
of C. The implementation of each interface method m ∈ I must not make
any internal calls to methods in the interfaces of other replicated objects
with multiple updaters (recall, however, that a replicated object can be a
collection of database objects).

Definition 4.4. A database node is a computing element that hosts one or
more object replicas.

A replica r ∈ R of logical object o is one node’s local view of the state
of o. Each node contains at most one replica of a particular logical object.
Ideally, all replicas of an object o agree on a common, consistent state of
object o (i.e., their states are identical), but this does not hold if replicas
are allowed to be updated separately and independently (as in optimistic
replication protocols; see section 2.3.1). If replicas diverge in their view of a
logical object, the ”correct” state of the object is elusive; mutual consistency
of replicas is fundamental to this thesis and a thorough discussion of this
concept is provided in section 2.5.

Definition 4.5. For a set of replicas R of logical objects in a set O, the
function R : O × N → R identifies the replica r ∈ R of a logical object
o ∈ O on a particular node N ∈ N if such a replica exists: R(o,N) = r if r
is the replica of o on node N . If no such replica exists, R(o,N) =⊥.

The value (or state) of a replica r is written |r|.
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Definition 4.6. A distributed global database D is a tuple 〈O,R,N〉,
where O = {o0, o1, ...} is a set of logical objects in D, R = {r0, r1, ...} is a
set of replicas of objects in O and N = {N0,N1, ...} is a set of nodes such
that each node N ∈ N hosts at least one replica in R, i.e., N = {N |∃r ∈
R(node(r) = N)}.

Definition 4.7. For a global database 〈O,R,N〉, the function node : R →
N maps each replica r ∈ R to its host node, i.e., the node N ∈ N where it
is physically represented.

Definition 4.8. For a global database 〈O,R,N〉, the function object : R →
O maps each replica r ∈ R to the logical object o ∈ O that it represents.

Thus, for a database 〈O,R,N〉 it holds that ∀o ∈ O, r ∈ R,N ∈ N (r =
R(o,N) ↔ object(r) = o ∧ node(r) = N).

Definition 4.9. For a set of replicas R, the set Ro ⊆ R consists of all
replicas of object o, i.e., Ro

.
= {r|r ∈ R ∧ object(r) = o}.

A global database D is made up of a set of local databases:

Definition 4.10. A local database DN in the global database D =
〈O,R,N〉 is the local view of D on node N ∈ N . Formally, DN is a
tuple 〈ON ,RN 〉 such that ON = {o ∈ O|R(o,N) 6=⊥} and RN = {r ∈
R|node(r) = N}.

The set of local databases in D is written LD.

Definition 4.11. The state |DN | of a local database DN = 〈ON ,RN 〉 on
node N is a set consisting of replica-state pairs for all replicas in RN , i.e.,
|DN | = {〈r, |r|〉|r ∈ RN}.

Definition 4.12. The state |D| of a global database D = 〈O,R,N〉 is the
set of states of all local databases in D, i.e,. |D| = {|DN | | N ∈ N}.

Initially, the sets of logical objects (O), nodes (N ) and replicas (R) in a
database are assumed to be static. However, in dynamic systems, objects,
nodes and replicas could be added or removed during runtime (see section
5.6).

Database states are observed and modified through the execution of
methods in class interfaces. Method semantics are very important in this
thesis, since read operations (which do not affect the state of an object)
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and update operations (which modify the state of an object) are handled
differently. Each method is therefore assigned a type that describes its
semantics. For now, it is sufficient to recognize the update t and read t
types, which specify whether an operation modifies the state of an object
or not. Further types will be introduced as necessary. Note that these
types are descriptive only, i.e., the class designer assigns the type that best
describes the behavior of a method, and is thereby responsible for ensuring
that the type is accurate. Preferably, update semantics should be enforced
by language constructs such as const in C++.

Definition 4.13. The function type maps a method m to its type.

Definition 4.14. A method invocation is a tuple 〈m,params, o〉, where
m is the invoked method, params a set of operation-specific parameters, and
o the logical object accessed by the invocation. If o is an instance of class
C = 〈N,A,I〉, it must hold that m ∈ I.

In this thesis, the m field in an invocation uniquely identifies a method
in the updated object’s interface. If the operation takes no parameters,
params = ∅.

Definition 4.15. An update is a method invocation that modifies the state
of the accessed object, i.e., it holds for any update u = 〈m,params, o〉 that
type(m) = update t.

Definition 4.16. For a set of updates U performed on a database 〈O,R,N〉,
the function object : U → O maps each update u ∈ U to the logical object
accessed by u.

For example, object(〈touch, ∅, o〉) = o.

Definition 4.17. A read q is a method invocation that reads but does
not modify the state of the accessed object, i.e., it holds for any read
r = 〈m,params, o〉 that type(m) = read t.

In most database management systems, updates and reads are grouped
into transactions. In the next subsection, transactions are added to the
model.
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4.1.1 Transactions

Transactions are a common abstraction in database systems. A transaction
is a series of object accesses in the form of read operations (reads) that
sample the current state of an object, and write operations (updates) that
change the state of an object. A transaction update extends the definition
of update by associating each update with a transaction.

Definition 4.18. A transaction update u is a tuple 〈T,m, params, o〉,
where T is the transaction performing u. The rest of the fields in the
tuple retain their meanings from the definition of a non-transaction update
(Definition 4.15).

Transaction updates are referred to simply as ”updates” when there is
no risk for confusion.

Definition 4.19. A transaction read q is a tuple 〈T,m, params, o〉, where
T is the transaction performing q. The rest of the fields in the tuple retain
their meanings from the definition of a non-transaction read (Definition
4.17).

A transaction either commits – meaning that its updates are made
permanent and visible to other transactions – or aborts, in which case
the transaction’s updates must be rolled back and leave no trace in the
database. A transaction type defines the parameterized code executed by
each transaction instance of that type. Transaction instances are referred to
simply as transactions when there is no risk for confusion.

Definition 4.20. A transaction T is a tuple 〈type,QT ,UT ,N〉, where type
is the transaction type of T , QT the set of reads performed by T (its query
set), UT the set of updates performed by T (its update set) and N the node
on which T was initialized.

A transaction consisting of only reads (UT = ∅) is referred to as a query
transaction. If a transaction contains one or more updates (UT 6= ∅), it
is called an update transaction. In the database model used in this thesis,
a transaction always executes on a single node. This is possible since the
database is virtually fully replicated (see section 3.5, meaning that there is
a local replica available for each object accessed by a transaction.

Definition 4.21. For a set T of transactions executing in a database
〈O,R,N〉, the function node : T → N maps each transaction T ∈ T to
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the node N ∈ N where T is executed. N is referred to as the origin node
of T .

The read and write sets of a transaction are the sets of logical objects
read and written, respectively, by the transaction.

Definition 4.22. The read set of a transaction T = 〈type,QT ,UT ,N〉,
written AT (for Access), is the set of logical objects read by reads in T , i.e.,
AT

.
= {o|∃q ∈ QT (object(q) = o)}.

Definition 4.23. The write set of a transaction T = 〈type,QT ,UT ,N〉,
written MT (for Modify), is the set of logical objects updated by updates in
T , i.e., MT

.
= {o|∃u ∈ UT (object(u) = o)}.

There is a one-to-one relationship between updates in a transaction’s
update set and the objects in its write set. The same holds for reads in
a transaction’s query set and the objects in its read set. Formally, for
a transaction T it holds that ∀u ∈ UT∃!o ∈ MT (object(u) = o) ∧ ∀o ∈
MT∃!u ∈ UT (object(u) = o).

4.1.2 Distribution and replication

A logical object o is represented by a set of replicas Ro, implying that an
update to o must be applied to every replica r ∈ Ro. A replication protocol
ensures that an update u to object o is propagated to the set of nodes N ′ =
{N |R(o,N) 6=⊥} and integrated at each node N ∈ N ′. Execution of a
replication protocol can thus be divided into two phases, each fulfilling one
of these goals; a propagation phase that ensures that an update reaches every
node hosting a replica of the updated object, and an integration phase that
ensures that the update is consistently applied to every object replica.

PRiDe employs an update-anywhere update propagation protocol. An
update-anywhere protocol (sometimes confusingly referred to as update
everywhere) allows updates to be performed on any replica of an object.
This is in contrast to primary copy protocols, where updates can only be
performed on a distinguished replica.

An update propagation protocol propagates individual updates to all
replicas, which must then apply the updates in the correct order. An
alternative is to use state propagation, which propagates the entire state
of the replica. Update propagation is a better strategy for PRiDe, since
it makes propagation messages smaller (for all but very small objects)
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and allows for more sophisticated resolution of update conflicts, as will be
discussed in section 5.3.2.

For a thorough discussion of update propagation strategies, see the
reports by Gray, Helland, O’Neill & Shasha (1996) and Kemme & Alonso
(2001).

4.1.3 Version vectors

The version vector definitions specified in this section have been modified
to fit the database model, but the semantics are identical to those of the
original definition (Parker et al. 1981, Parker & Ramos 1982).

Definition 4.24. A version vector element is a pair 〈N, t〉 where N is a
node and t is a logical timestamp. A version vector element is a component
in a version vector (see Definition 4.26) and is associated with a specific
object o. The logical timestamp in a version vector element represents the
highest logical timestamp among (local or integrated) updates that have been
performed to o on N .

Version vector elements for the same node are ordered by their times-
tamp.

Definition 4.25. For two version vector elements E1 = 〈N, t1〉, E2 =
〈M, t1〉, it holds that E1 < E2 iff M = N ∧ t1 < t2, and E1 = E2 iff
N = M ∧ t1 = t2.

Definition 4.26. Let D = 〈O,R,N〉 be a fully replicated database, and let
r ∈ R be the replica of object o ∈ O on node N ∈ N . The version vector
vv(r) for r is a vector of |Ro| version vector elements containing the latest
version numbers for all replicas in Ro, as known by N . A version vector is
of the form < v0, v1, ..., v|N |−1 >, where each component vn, 0 ≤ n < |N | is a
version vector element. Each element in a version vector represents a unique
node, i.e., for two distinct elements 〈N, t1〉, 〈M, t2〉 in a single version vector
it holds that N 6= M .

For simplicity of description, it is assumed that nodes have continuous
integer identifiers starting with 0, and that version vector elements are
ordered in a version vector according to node identifiers, i.e., the first element
refers to the node with ID=0, the second element to the node with ID=1,
and so on. A [] notation is used for individual elements of version vectors.
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Definition 4.27. For a version vector V , V [x] is the xth version vector
element of V .

For example, if r is a replica of o, vv(r)[3] is the element of vv(r) that
represents the highest timestamp among updates to o integrated on the node
with ID=3. A shorthand notation for version vectors can be used, where each
version vector element is reduced to only the logical timestamp. Using this
notation, a version vector V =< 〈N0, t0〉, 〈N1, t1〉, ..., 〈N|N |−1, t|N |−1〉 > is
written as < t0, t1, ..., t|N |−1 >. The node identifier for each constituent
timestamp can be inferred from the timestamp’s position in the version
vector. For a node set N = {N,M,P} with respective identifiers 0, 1, 2,
< 3, 4, 1 > is shorthand for the version vector < 〈N, 3〉, 〈M, 4〉, 〈P, 1〉 >.

To identify causal dependencies between replicas, a dominance relation
between version vectors is used (Heidemann et al. 1995).

Definition 4.28. Let r and s be replicas of an object o in a database with
n nodes (|N | = n) that have unique identifiers in the range 0...n − 1. vv(r)
dominates vv(s), written vv(s) � vv(r), iff vv(r)[i] ≥ vv(s)[i]) for 0 ≤ i ≤
n − 1.

To increase readability, the dominance relation can be extended to the
replicas themselves:

Definition 4.29. A replica r dominates a replica s iff object(r) =
object(s) and vv(s) � vv(r).

The dominates relation induces a partial dominance order � on the set
of version vectors. Two version vectors can be ordered by � if they have the
same number of elements and either vector dominates the other.

Definition 4.30. The version vectors of two replicas r, s in the replica set of
an object o are incompatible, written vv(r) 6∼ vv(s), iff neither dominates
the other, i.e., vv(r) 6∼ vv(s) ↔ vv(r) 6� vv(s) ∧ vv(s) 6� vv(r).

Definition 4.31. A replica conflict exists between two replicas r and s of
an object o iff vv(r) 6∼ vv(s).

Consider a fully replicated database D = 〈O,R,N〉. Let u be an update
to object o ∈ O initiated on node N ∈ N . When u is applied to the local
replica r on node N , the entry of vv(r) that corresponds to N is increased by
1. The value of vv(r) after the update now becomes permanently associated
with u.
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Definition 4.32. The version vector vv(u) of an update u = 〈op, params, o〉
initiated on node N is the value of vv(R(o,N)) immediately after applying
u to R(o,N).

The version vector of an update is propagated along with that update
in propagation messages. The version vector can be used by the recipient
to detect replica conflicts. When a node integrates an update u =
〈op, params, o〉 received in a propagation message, it merges the version
vector vv(u) with the local replica’s version vector.

Definition 4.33. Two version vectors v and w of size x can be merged into
a single version vector. The merged version vector merge(v,w) is created by
taking, for each element in merge(v,w), the highest version vector element
(using the ≤ order for version vector elements from definition 4.25) in that
position from v and w, i.e., for 0 ≤ i ≤ x, merge(v,w)[i] = max(v[i], w[i]).

Two potential problems with version vectors are that basic version
vectors require that the set of nodes is static, and that version vector entries
are monotonically increasing – given enough time, the entry will exceed
the capacity of the data type used to implement version vectors. A näıve
solution to the first problem is to make a pessimistic assumption about the
maximum number of nodes to ever exist in the system and dimension the
data structures accordingly. However, this implies a waste of resources if this
limit is never reached. A solution to the second problem would be to use
wrap-around values and rewriting the version vector comparison algorithm
to compensate for this change. Ratner, Reiher & Popek (1997) have solved
both of these problems through the design of dynamic version vectors, which
are used in the current implementation of DeeDS (Hoffmann 2005). For
clarity of description, static version vectors are used throughout this thesis.

4.1.4 Communication architecture

A distributed system relies on a communication network to pass messages
between nodes. The network can be described as a communication graph
G = (V,E) where the vertices in V represent the nodes and the edges
in E represent communication channels between nodes (Tel 2000b). Let
nodes N0 and N1 be represented by vertices v0, v1 ∈ V ; N0 can send
messages to N1 iff (v0, v1) ∈ E. There exists a number of potential
network topologies for distributed systems (Tel 2000b). In this thesis a
(logical) clique is assumed unless otherwise stated. In a clique, there
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exists a bidirectional communication channel between each pair of nodes.
While physical clique networks are unusual, the role of the assumption is
to avoid complicating the description of the protocol with details about its
communication architecture. It is sufficient that the time needed for point-
to-point communication between each individual pair of nodes is bounded.
However, individual communication channels can experience failures (see
section 4.2), reducing the graph from a clique (fully connected network) to
a mesh (partially connected network) for the duration of the failure.

While a broadcast or multicast primitive may make the replication
protocol more efficient, it is assumed without loss of generality that such
a primitive does not exist; broadcast and multicast are implemented using a
set of point-to-point messages. If the network architecture supports efficient
broadcast (e.g., a bus network), it is simple to change the protocol to exploit
this.

It is assumed that messages are handled atomically, i.e., even if the
message is physically split up into several packets the receiving node either
receives the entire message or no part of it. It is assumed that this is handled
transparently by the communication subsystem.

4.2 Failure model

A distributed system can experience failures in both processes and commu-
nication links. Tel (2000c) has identified four failure models1 for processes.
These four, along with a fifth that is particularly relevant for real-time
systems, are listed below.

1. Initially dead processes - a process that fails in this manner never
takes any processing steps.

2. Crash - a process exhibits a crash failure if it correctly executes its
local algorithm up until a specific point, after which it does not take
any processing steps.

3. Omission - an omission failure occurs if a process omits taking an
intended processing step.

4. Byzantine behavior - a process causes a byzantine (or arbitrary)
failure if it takes arbitrary (unintended) processing steps, such as

1However, Tel (2000c) refers to them as fault models.
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changing a commit vote to an abort vote before dispatching a vote
message.

5. Timing - a timing failure occurs in a process if its local clock drift
exceeds a specified bound, or if it executes a processing step at the
wrong time in a synchronous system. (Hadzilacos & Toueg 1994)

To make the core algorithms simpler, the description of PRiDe in chapter
5 assumes that processes never fail. Extensions to PRiDe that add fault
tolerance to the protocol are described in section 6.2.

For communication channels, Hadzilacos & Toueg (1994) list the follow-
ing failure models:

1. Crash - a communication channel crashes if it correctly transports all
messages prior to the crash, and fails to deliver all messages after the
crash.

2. Omission - a communication channel exhibits an omission failure
whenever it fails to transport a message to its destination.

3. Byzantine behavior - a communication channel exhibits a byzantine
(or arbitrary) failure if it spuriously changes the contents of messages
that it transports, adds messages to the channel (e.g., by duplicating
transported messages), or omits transporting a message.

Similarly to processes, a communication link can also exhibit timing
failures if it fails to transport a message to its destination in time. Again,
such failures are mostly relevant for synchronous systems.

Crash failures of communication channels change the communication
topology in the system until the crash is repaired. If the failure causes
the communication graph to be separated into two or more islands such
that nodes within an island can communicate, but communication between
nodes in separate islands is impossible, a partition failure is said to have
occurred. A partition is a severe failure in a replicated system, since it
makes it impossible to ensure consistency of replicas in different partitions.
Several techniques exist for handling partitions in replicated systems, ranging
from solutions where nodes are prohibited from performing any updates
until the partition is repaired to systems where updates continue as before.
In the latter case, a reconciliation protocol is executed to merge updates
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performed in separate network partitions whenever a partition failure is
repaired (Parker et al. 1981, Davidson et al. 1985).

In certain systems, messages can also be received out of order (e.g,. node
N sends messages m1 and m2, in that order, to node N ′, but N ′ receives
m2 before m1). Such order failures occur only in systems where messages
may take different routes to their destination (such as when routed over the
Internet) or when message retransmission is used to compensate for omission
failures.

The model used in this thesis allows communication channels to exhibit
crash, omission or order failures.

4.3 Data model

As noted by, e.g., Ramamritham (1993), the characteristics of data stored in
a real-time database differ from data characteristics in regular databases.
Specifically, real-time databases contain sensor data, which represents
environment quantities and is collected from sensors in the environment.
Typical examples of sensor data are the temperature, torque or pressure of
an environment object. Data which is derived from sensor data (either by
triggers in the database or by applications) is labeled derived data and can
thus be said to represent a semantically richer view of the environment than
that provided by simply observing the sensor data.

Most research on real-time databases is only concerned with sensor data
and derived data, since these types have properties that are relevant for the
timely scheduling of transactions in such databases. However, if the database
is to be used both for data storage and as communications middleware for
collaboration (such as a distributed whiteboard), the database must also
support other types of data. Application data is data which is explicitly
stored in the database by an application to support its operation. This data
set is likely to intersect with derived data in many systems, since application-
specific data may be based on evaluations of sensor data. However,
application data does not necessarily have to be derived data; applications
may store data that is not derived from any sensor data, such as execution
parameters or data used to coordinate activities with other applications.
An example of the latter could be a table of wall-clock time intervals during
which an alarm should be raised if movement is detected in a restricted area.

Replicated application data that is used for coordination is referred to
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as coordination data, and is used mainly for two purposes: to transparently
reach consensus, or to maintain a common view of an unknown or rapidly
changing environment despite limitations in the observation capability of
individual nodes. As an example of how coordination data can be used to
reach consensus, consider a table containing the set of real-time channels
on a network stored in a DRTDB. A channel reservation algorithm could
be transparently added to the database by allowing each node to update
this table and implementing a conflict resolution policy that ensures that
the network capacity is not exceeded (see section 5.3.2 for an extended
description of this example). For the second type of coordination, consider
the application described by Rothkrantz et al. (2005), where a set of
autonomous agents explore an unknown map. An agent can only observe its
immediate surroundings, but can also communicate with other agents in its
vicinity. Agents exchange information about their internal representation
about the map, and by merging map information from other agents with
its own, an individual agent gradually constructs a map of the entire
environment without having explored every part of it itself. The authors
propose that the map along with other types of information about the world
can be used to construct a scenario description, such as a map of a burning
building that highlights safe escape routes.

A coordination data object is implemented as a replicated database
object that allows update transactions on any node containing a replica of
the object, meaning that conflicts between non-commutative updates must
be handled. The alternative would be to let all applications have their own,
private objects for which they are the only writer, but this would lead to
multiple views existing for the same real-world phenomenon/object. Merging
these objects or using them to coordinate actions would be difficult, and
multiple objects representing the same entity is non-intuitive. Sharing a view
through multiple writers is more intuitive and also better fits a blackboard
architecture, which in turn allows the system to be more dynamic.

Lastly, the database may contain static data that never changes, such as
geographical data.

Figure 4.1 shows the relationship between the different types of data. The
arrows in the figure show how data flows in the system. For example, sensor
data is read from the environment, and can be read by the application.
Derived data can either be derived directly from sensor data without
application involvement (e.g., by active rules in the database), or by
execution of an application transaction that reads sensor data.
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Figure 4.1: Types of data in a real-time database.

4.4 Replication model

The replication model used in PRiDe is based on the optimistic replication
model described in section 2.3.1. The model has been altered to better
suit the requirements of a DRTDB – most importantly, the replication
model supports autonomous local operation, asynchronous and continuous
integration of remote information, and asynchronous compensation for any
problems incurred by optimistic access. The replication model defines four
phases for the replication protocol: the local update phase, the propagation
phase, the integration phase, and the stabilization and compensation phase.
The phases are illustrated in figure 4.2.

The local update phase encompasses the first three steps in the general
optimistic replication protocol. An application running on node N submits a
transaction T = 〈type,QT ,UT ,N〉 to the local database DN , which executes
the transaction locally and either commits or abort the transaction without
contacting any of the database managers on remote nodes.

If T commits, the replication protocol enters the propagation phase,
which is roughly the same as the coordination and agreement step in
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Figure 4.2: Optimistic replication model for PRiDe.
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the general optimistic replication protocol. In the propagation phase,
information about T ’s updates are sent to the recipient set of T .

Definition 4.34. The recipient set ET of a transaction T = 〈type,QT ,UT ,N〉
is the set of remote nodes hosting replicas of objects in the write set of T .
That is, ET

.
= {M ∈ N|∃o ∈ MT (R(o,M) 6=⊥)} \ {N}.

Information is collected in a propagation message pT = 〈prop, tidT ,UT 〉
consisting of the transaction identifier of T (tidT ) and the update set of T .
pT is then sent to each member of ET .

The integration phase is executed separately and asynchronously on each
node. Integration is scheduled on a node N at any time after reception of a
propagation message pT = 〈prop, tidT ,UT 〉 from a remote node M . During
the integration phase, all updates in UT are integrated into the local database
on M , and the data structures used for conflict detection and resolution
are updated as required. Depending on the system-specific implementation,
integration may also include detection of any conflicts between the updates
in UT and those of any previously integrated transactions. Preliminary
conflict resolution may also be performed during integration, and optional
stabilization messages may be sent to reduce stabilization times for updates.
This will be further discussed in chapters 5 and 6.

During the stabilization and compensation phase, any updates that
are considered stable (i.e,. updates which can be guaranteed never to
conflict with any update received in future propagation messages) are
applied permanently to the database. While such stabilization could also
be performed during the integration phase, by making stabilization a
separate step it can be delayed as necessary; for example, stabilization
and compensation can be postponed if the integrating node is currently
experiencing a transient overload.

During compensation, transactions whose operations have all stabilized
may perform compensating actions. For example, if one of a transaction’s
updates had its parameters changed during conflict resolution, a compen-
sating action (such as updating a notification display or reducing the rate
at which a resource is consumed) could be performed.

4.5 Conflict model

Section 2.4 introduced the concepts of stale reads and update conflicts. This
section formally defines these concepts in terms of the database model. The
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specific model for the conflicts detected by PRiDe is also defined. The
definitions are based on the definitions of conflicts in serializability theory
(Bernstein et al. 1987).

Definition 4.35. A stale read (read-write conflict) occurs if an
application A submits an update u of object o on node N and another
application B submits a read q of o on another node M and neither of u
and q causally precedes the other.

In other words, the conflict occurs if q is performed on M between
execution of u on N and integration of u on M . The temporary mutual
inconsistency between the replicas of o on nodes N and M caused B to read
a value of o which was not up-to-date with respect to u.

Definition 4.36. A write-write conflict occurs if two applications indi-
vidually submit updates u, v of object o to nodes N,M , and neither update
causally precedes the other. That is, v was submitted before u was integrated
on M , and u was submitted before v was integrated on N .

Until the conflict between u and v has been resolved, N and M will likely
host mutually inconsistent replicas of o.

As described in section 2.4.1, conflicts can exist either on the update
level or the replica level. An update conflict exists between two concurrent
updates to the same object, while replica conflicts exist between replicas
of the same object that have been updated by different sets of updates,
some of which are concurrent. PRiDe is designed for forward conflict
resolution, and it is therefore preferable to detect and resolve update conflicts
rather than replica conflicts. This is because forward resolution of replica
conflicts requires merging of two replica states (typically very difficult),
while forward resolution of update conflicts can exploit knowledge about
the update semantics. Definition 4.37 below is used for conflicts in PRiDe.

Definition 4.37. Two distinct updates u and v, u 6= v, are in a syntactic
update conflict (or simply update conflict), written u ⊲⊳ v, iff object(u) =
object(v) ∧ u 6≺ v ∧ v 6≺ u ∧ ¬∃w((w ≺ u ∧ w ⊲⊳ v) ∨ (w ≺ v ∧ w ⊲⊳ u)).

The rationale behind this definition of update conflict is that an update
u may be concurrent with a series of updates v0, v1, ..., such that vn causally
precedes vn+1 (n ≥ 0), to the same replica on other nodes. Treating this as
a replica conflict would make design of a forward conflict resolution policy
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difficult, as already discussed. Treating it as several update conflicts, one
each between u and v0, u and v1, and so forth would not be appropriate
since this would mean that u would be used as input in conflict resolution
several times, effectively adding u to the replicas’ committed prefixes several
times. It it also an intuitive definition of conflict that is in line with notions
of causality, since updates v1, v2... are all based on an optimistic view – one
that includes the effects of v0 but not those of u – of the updated object.
The reason for calling the update conflict syntactic is that updates may
be syntactically but not semantically conflicting. A well-specified conflict
resolution policy should detect and handle such situations.

4.6 Consistency model

Recall from section 2.5 that consistency of a database refers to the database’s
adherence to a set of consistency predicates. In PRiDe, consistency
predicates can be defined for both local databases and the global database:

Definition 4.38. A consistency predicate P is a logical expression
referring to the state |D| of a (local or global) database D and a (possibly
empty) set of objects external to D. P evaluates to true if the database state
is correct in terms of the property monitored by P and to false otherwise. If
D is a global database, P is referred to as a global consistency predicate,
otherwise it is a local consistency predicate.

Definition 4.39. A local database DN with a set of local consistency
predicates P is locally consistent iff ∀P ∈ P(||P || = true).

Definition 4.40. A global database D with a set of global consistency
predicates P and a set of constituent local databases LD is consistent iff
∀P ∈ P(||P || = true) and ∀DN ∈ LD(DN is locally consistent).

Particularly relevant for PRiDe is maintenance of the implicit mutual
consistency predicates. Recall that a mutual consistency predicate specifies
that the states of all replicas of a logical object are identical:

Definition 4.41. Replicas of an object o ∈ O in a database 〈O,R,N〉 are
mutually consistent iff ∀r, s ∈ R((object(r) = o ∧ object(s) = o) → |r| =
|s|).
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PRiDe’s consistency model is based on eventual consistency (see section
2.6.3). The core of the model is the update schedule, which consists of
a prefix of stable updates and a suffix of tentative updates. Eventual
consistency is guaranteed if updates are deterministically moved from the
tentative suffix to the committed prefix, as specified below.

Definition 4.42. An update schedule So for object o is an ordered set of
updates such that ∀u ∈ So(object(u) = o).

The effect of an update schedule So on a replica r ∈ Ro, written |r|(So),
is the state of r after applying all updates in So in order.

Definition 4.43. Two update schedules So and S ′
o for object o are equiva-

lent if |r|(So) = |r|(S ′
o).

Definition 4.44. The local update schedule Sr for a replica r of an object
o on node N is an ordered log of all updates to o received at N .

Definition 4.45. Let Sr be the local update schedule for a replica r. The
committed prefix cp(Sr) of Sr is the longest prefix of Sr such that cp(Sr)
consists only of updates that have been permanently applied to r.

Definition 4.46. Let Sr be the local update schedule for a replica r. The
tentative suffix ts(Sr) of Sr consists of all updates in Sr that are not part
of the committed prefix of Sr, i.e., ts(Sr)

.
= Sr \ cp(Sr).

To simplify some of the descriptions in the remainder of this thesis, the
committed prefix and tentative suffix of a replica r, are defined to be the
committed prefix and tentative suffix of the update schedule of r. The
notation cp(r) and ts(r) is thus used interchangeably with the notation
cp(Sr) and ts(Sr).

The definition of eventual consistency below is based on the definition
provided by Saito & Shapiro (2005).

Definition 4.47. A database 〈O,R,N〉 is eventually consistent if it holds
for every object o ∈ O that

1. All replicas in Ro begin in identical states.

2. The update schedules of all replicas in Ro have a monotonically
increasing and equivalent committed prefix consisting of an ordered
set of updates whose place in the schedule will never change. The
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updates in the committed prefix will always be ordered before all other
updates in the update schedule (including updates that are added to the
update schedule in the future).

3. All non-aborted updates in committed prefixes satisfy their precondi-
tions.

4. For any update u such as object(u) = o submitted at any node,
either u or an abort marker for u, ū, eventually becomes part of
all committed prefixes of replicas in Ro. An abort marker denotes that
u was aborted/discarded due to a conflict.

In the original definition, the term operation is used in place of update
(e.g., update schedules are referred to as operation schedules). Since this
definition concerns eventual mutual consistency of replicas, operations other
than updates are irrelevant; the terminology was changed to better fit
with the rest of the thesis. Clients (i.e., applications) in PRiDe make
all operations on the same node, ensuring that applications always read
their own updates. The fact that clients (applications) never switch
between servers implicitly ensures consistency guarantees equivalent to
session guarantees in the Bayou system (described in section 8.4.2). Note
also that definition 4.47 requires that the committed prefixes of all replicas
of an object are invariably equivalent – using definition 4.45 this is hard
to achieve in an asynchronous system. While definition 4.47 still holds
throughout this thesis, the term committed prefix (for a replica r) is used
to mean the local view of the committed prefix on the node hosting r. The
committed prefix of another replica r′ ∈ Robject(r) may be shorter (or longer),
but will eventually (or has previously) been equivalent to the committed
prefix of r.

As noted by Saito & Shapiro (2005), the precondition mentioned in
definition 4.47 (criterion 3) can vary from system to system and allows
system designers to tailor the specification to their specific requirements.
For example, in Bayou (Terry et al. 1995), preconditions can be included in
the transaction specification.

Eventual consistency is a flexible concept in that it basically allows
applications to choose whether to use consistent or tentative data. Let the
stable state of a replica r be the state of r after applying all the updates
in the committed prefix of its update schedule. Similarly, let the tentative
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state of r be the state of r after applying all updates in the update schedule.
Applications can choose to read either the stable or the tentative state of
any object they access. Furthermore, different consistency guarantees can be
used for the committed prefix and the tentative suffix; for example, Barreto
(2003) suggests keeping the committed prefix sequentially consistent.

PRiDe uses a consistency model based on eventual consistency. The com-
mitted prefix is kept sequentially and causally consistent, with application-
specific resolution of conflicts between causally concurrent updates. Note
that in PRiDe, conflict resolution can add updates that have not been
submitted by an application at any node as well as change the parameters
of updates as they are added to the committed prefix; this allows forward
conflict resolution policies to merge conflicting updates by discarding the
conflicting updates and inserting a new update representing the merged
updates into the update schedule.

The tentative suffixes in PRiDe are causally consistent, i.e., all non-
concurrent updates in a tentative suffix are causally ordered, but the
tentative suffixes on all replicas are not guaranteed to be equivalent. Like
the updates in the committed prefix, conflicts between causally concurrent
updates in the tentative suffix are resolved using application-specific conflict
resolution policies.

PRiDe allows applications to access stable and optimistic versions of
replicas.

Definition 4.48. The most recent stable version (or simply the stable
version) of a replica r, stable(r), is the replica state produced by applying
the updates in the committed prefix of r to the initial state of r.

A new stable version of replica r is created whenever updates are added
to the committed prefix of r. All stable versions that have existed for a
replica r (including its initial state and the most recent stable version) are
part of the stable version history Hr of r.

The versions in the Hr are ordered by their version numbers. Stable
versions have only been affected by stable updates, as defined below.

Definition 4.49. An update u is stable on node N if all conflicts involving
u have been detected and resolved on node N .

Definition 4.50. The version number of a stable version v of a replica r
is equal to the number of versions already in the stable version history of r
when v is created. The version number of the initial state of r is 0.
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The version number of a version v is written vnum(v).

Definition 4.51. The optimistic version of a replica r, opt(r) is produced
by applying all updates in the tentative suffix of r to the most recent stable
version of r.

4.7 Summary

This chapter described the formal database models used in this thesis,
including formal definitions of all core concepts. It also provided formal
models for failures, replication protocols, conflicts and consistency. Using
these formal models, the next chapter describes PRiDe, an optimistic
replication protocol designed for distributed real-time databases. The formal
models are also used in the evaluation of PRiDe presented in chapter 6.



Chapter 5

PRiDe

You don’t know what it’s like out there! I’ve worked in the
private sector. They expect results!

- Dr. Raymond Stanz

This chapter describes PRiDe (Protocol for Replication in DeeDS),
a central result and contribution of this thesis. Section 5.1 contains
an overview of the core concepts in PRiDe and provides a summary of
the central correctness requirements for the protocol (subsection 5.1.1).
Since PRiDe is intended for use in real-time databases, predictability is a
central concept; challenges in achieving resource-predictable operation in the
protocol are discussed in subsection 5.1.2.

Section 5.2 describes OUR, the core algorithm that is used in PRiDe.
The algorithm is shown to be correct and resource predictable according to
the requirements specified in section 5.1. Section 5.3 shows how conflicts are
handled and how the data structures support forward conflict resolution and
continuous stabilization. Section 5.4 extends the core algorithm with support
for transactions, while section 5.5 contains a discussion about transaction
conflicts and relative consistency. Lastly, section 5.6 presents an extension
to PRiDe that allows the database configuration to be changed dynamically
by adding and removing nodes, objects, and replicas.

75
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5.1 PRiDe overview

The optimistic replication in PRiDe is a form of detached replication
(Gustavsson & Andler 2005), where transactions execute and commit locally,
upholding the ACID properties (Härder & Reuter 1983) locally as if the
transaction executed in a local, centralized database. Transaction processing
is guaranteed to be serializable with respect to other local transactions.
Propagation of transaction updates to remote nodes is delayed until after
the transaction commits. Propagation messages for remote transactions
that have been received at a node are integrated locally according to a local
scheduling policy; the integration task maintains local conflict detection data
structures and is responsible for making updates by remote transactions
visible to local transactions. The integration task is serialized with respect
to local transactions. A transaction T and all of its updates are said to be
integrated on node N if T has committed locally or if T has been committed
and propagated to N from another node and has been processed by the local
integration task on N .

PRiDe builds on the continuous convergence (CC) protocol introduced
by Gustavsson & Andler (2005). The CC protocol is designed to meet three
important database requirements: local consistency, local predictability, and
eventual global consistency. The first requirements - local predictability
and consistency - follow from the observations that transactions in a RTDB
must have predictable and sufficiently short execution time, and that safety-
critical transactions should operate on a locally consistent state. Eventual
global consistency (Birrell et al. 1982, Terry et al. 1995, Shapiro, Bhargavan,
Chong & Hamadi 2004, Saito & Shapiro 2005) implies that, should the
system ever become quiescent (i.e., should all transaction activity cease),
the database eventually becomes consistent (see definition 4.40). Since it
is possible that a system never becomes quiescent, it is more useful to
discuss eventual global consistency in terms of transactions and updates.
To guarantee eventual consistency a transaction T must eventually and
consistently be integrated on every node N with a replica r of object o
such that o ∈ MT . In PRiDe, eventual consistency is achieved through
continuous convergence, which means that i) updates are continuously
propagated and integrated (typically, transaction updates are propagated
and integrated as soon as possible, but propagation or integration may be
deferred under certain circumstances, such as if there is a transient overload),
and ii) conflicts are continuously and optimistically resolved, meaning that
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transactions are never rolled back; all conflicts are resolved by forward
conflict resolution. If concurrent transactions executing on different nodes
conflict, e.g. by writing different values to an object, transactions cannot
be rolled back (since they have already committed). Instead, the conflict
must be resolved by forward conflict resolution. Since read operations are
only performed locally, they may return a value that is stale or inconsistent.
Thus, applications must tolerate such situations. Application tolerance is
discussed in chapter 7.

5.1.1 Correctness requirements

Correct operation of PRiDe is based on the concept of eventual consistency,
which was described in section 2.6.3. The correctness requirements are
divided into the safety and liveness criteria defined below.

Safety of the replication protocol in a database 〈O,R,N〉 requires that
the protocol meets the following general safety predicates:

• GS1 - no commit of unstable updates: An update is not added
to the committed prefix of a replica r until it is stable on node(r), i.e.,
∀r ∈ R∀u ∈ cp(r)(stable(u)).

• GS2 - mutually consistent versions: For any two replicas r and
r′ of the same object o, for any two versions v in the stable version
history of r, and v′ in the stable version history of r′, if the version
numbers of v and v′ are equal then the versions are also equal, i.e.,
∀r, r′ ∈ R(object(r) = object(r′) → ∀v ∈ Hr, v

′ ∈ Hr′(vnum(v) =
vnum(v′) → v = v′))

• GS3 - deterministic optimism: For any two replicas r,r′ of the
same object o, if the same set of updates have been integrated on
node(r) and node(r′), then the optimistic versions of r and r′ are
identical. That is, ∀r, r′ ∈ R(Sr = Sr′ → opt(r) = opt(r′)).

Furthermore, to be correct a protocol must meet the following general
liveness predicates:

• GL1 - global update delivery: If an update is added to the update
schedule of a replica r of object o, it is eventually added to the update
schedule of every replica in Ro.
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• GL2 - eventual stabilization: For every update u in an update
schedule S, either u or ū (denoting an abort of u, see section 2.6.3) is
eventually added to the committed prefix of S.

Note that the safety and liveness predicates are independent of the
consistency model used and only regulates updates, not reads. For example,
the consistency model may require that updates in the committed prefix are
executed in a linearizable order or according to potential causal order.

5.1.2 Predictability requirements

Real-time operation must be resource-predictable, meaning that each task in
the real-time system must have predictable worst-case resource requirements,
and sufficiently efficient, meaning that the required resources do not exceed
the available resources even in a worst-case scenario (i.e., the system does
not experience any overloads). In this context, resources could be processor
time, memory, disk space or bandwidth.

Since PRiDe is intended as a protocol for databases with real-time
requirements, it is crucial that PRiDe does not add unpredictability to the
system. While unpredictability in replication can still be added through, e.g.,
user-defined conflict resolution policies, it is crucial that the core protocol
has predictable and measurable resource requirements.

Below, the predictability requirements of the four PRiDe phases are
outlined.

Predictability of local operation

There are three aspects of predictability of local operation; update execution,
local commit and read operations. PRiDe assumes that execution and
scheduling of local updates or transactions is resource-predictable since this
is a fundamental requirement of real-time databases. DeeDS, e.g., ensures
predictable local operation through virtual full replication (replicas of all
accessed objects are available locally), main-memory residence (there are no
page faults) and short-running transactions (transactions, once started, run
to completion without yielding resources to other transactions).

Once an update or transaction has completed execution, it must be
committed to the database. Unpredictability in commit processing typically
comes from distributed commit protocols and consensus algorithms used
to establish a global update schedule before transaction commit. Such
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protocols require network communication, which may be unpredictable due
to bandwidth contention or omission failures. In optimistic approaches,
updates are often committed locally to remove the need for distributed
agreement protocols. However, optimistic protocols may require that
tentatively committed updates or transactions are aborted if any conflicts
occur. PRiDe aims to eliminate these sources of unpredictability through
optimistic replication with support for forward conflict resolution. Commit
processing in PRiDe subsumes updating any data structures that are used for
conflict detection, allowing detection of conflicts when committing updates
or performing optimistic reads. Thus, the data structures used for conflict
detection must guarantee resource-predictable access.

The final aspect of local operation relates to local reads. If the read
is performed on the current version of the local object replica, it is trivially
predictable if the implementation of the read operation is predictable and the
replica is available in main memory. However, an optimistic read may want
to take into account updates that are part of the replicas tentative suffix.
If there are conflicts between relevant updates in the tentative suffix, the
DBMS may need to optimistically resolve that conflict as part of executing
the read operation. In that case, predictability of local reads requires a
bound on the size of the tentative suffix and predictable conflict resolution.

Predictability of propagation

Propagation of updates in PRiDe is detached from local update and commit,
and is thus performed by a separate task. Updates that await propagation
are collected in a queue of outgoing updates. Predictability of propagation
requires that the size of this queue is bounded. This implies that the
propagation task must be scheduled sufficiently often to prevent the queue
from overflowing. Constructing propagation messages from the updates in
the queue must be predictable. Any failures that occur during propagation
must not affect the predictability of update task execution; for instance,
the propagation task must not hold the processor while waiting for an
acknowledgment for a propagation message.

Predictability of integration

Upon reception of a propagation message, all updates in the message are
added to the integration queue on the receiving node. A separate integration
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transaction processes updates in the integration queue. Execution of the
integration transaction is serialized with respect to the local transactions.
As with commit of local updates, information about the integrated updates
must be added to the data structures used in conflict detection and conflict
resolution. It is crucial that both update integration and data structure
maintenance are resource-predictable operations.

Predictability of update stabilization and compensation:

The last step in PRiDe is update stabilization, which is the process of moving
updates from the tentative suffix to the committed prefix of a replica’s
operation schedule. Any conflicts between updates in the tentative suffix
are permanently resolved during update stabilization.

Like propagation and integration, update stabilization is performed
asynchronously as a separate task. Predictability of update stabilization
requires that the size of the update schedule is bounded, and that any conflict
resolution policies used are predictable.

PRiDe allows applications to react to stabilization of updates. An
application can implement a procedure that is called whenever an update
or transaction is stabilized. This is useful to allow applications to react to
updates that are compromised due to conflicts. Predictability of this step
depends on the predictability of application-specified compensation actions.
A framework that supports design of resource-predictable conflict resolution
policies is provided in section 7.1.2.

The predictability requirements are summarized below to make it easier
to reference them in the discussion of the protocol. Predictability of conflict
resolution and compensation is not included in the list since these activities
depend on application-specific code. Given that update stabilization is
predictable (requirement PR8), ensuring predictability of conflict resolution
and compensation is the responsibility of the programmer, not the replication
protocol. A generic framework for construction of resource-predictable
conflict resolution policies is presented in section 7.1. Appendix D contains
a set of generic conflict resolution policies that are resource-predictable
provided that there is a bound on the size of the input set.

• PR1 - bounded size of conflict detection data structures

• PR2 - predictable access to conflict detection data structures
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• PR3 - bounded size of outgoing updates queue

• PR4 - predictable propagation

• PR5 - bounded size of incoming updates queue

• PR6 - predictable integration

• PR7 - bounded size of tentative suffix

• PR8 - predictable update stabilization

5.2 Optimistic update replication algorithm (OUR)

The optimistic update replication algorithm, OUR, is the core algorithm in
PRiDe. It allows applications on a single node to execute updates at a
rate that is independent of propagation and integration of updates. The
algorithm makes use of two central data structures: generations and conflict
sets.

Definition 5.1. For a fully replicated database 〈O,R,N〉 using OUR, an
update generation (or just generation) G of replica r ∈ R is a vector of
at most |N | concurrent updates to object(r). For any node N ∈ N , G[N ]
contains either null, no update or an update performed on N .

A generation is one node’s view of a set of logically concurrent updates
to a single object. The exact size of each generation for an object o is
|Ro| ≤ |N |. If the database is fully replicated, |Ro| = |N |.

Definition 5.2. In a fully replicated database 〈O,R,N〉, a generation G of
replica r ∈ R is complete if it holds that ∀N ∈ N (G[N ] 6= null).

Definition 5.3. For a replica r, the conflict set of r is a queue of
generations containing updates to r.

In the algorithm definitions and subsequent proofs, the notation csN [o]
is used for the conflict set associated with the replica of o on node N .
Generations in a conflict set are ordered by their generation number such
that updates in a generation with a higher generation number are eventually
processed after updates with a lower generation number. A generation is
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void append(Generation G) // Append G to the end of the queue.
void pruneOldest() // Remove the oldest generation from the queue.
int maxgen() // Returns the generation number of the oldest generation.
int mingen() // Returns the generation number of the newest generation.
// maxgen() and mingen() both return -1 if the queue is empty.

Figure 5.1: Interface for a conflict set

said to be older than any generations in the same conflict set with a higher
generation number, and newer than generations in the same conflict set
with a lower generation number. A conflict set implements the methods in
figure 5.1. A generation number can be viewed as the logical age (in number
of generations) of the replica that the generation is connected to, and is
analogous to a logical timestamp (see section 2.4).

Definition 5.4. For a replica r, G(g, r) is the generation of r with
generation number g.

A logical clock is maintained for each replica. Upon performing an update
u on replica r, the replica’s logical clock is increased by one as the new
generation is created. u is then associated with a generation number based
on the value of the logical clock. This generation number is propagated along
with the update in propagation messages to other nodes hosting replicas of
the updated object.

Definition 5.5. Let Û be the set of updates performed during a system
execution. The function gen : Û → Z

∗ maps an update to the generation
number of the generation containing u.

Note that there is a separate conflict set for each replica, rather than a
single data structure that collects all updates to a single node. The reason for
this is to correctly represent potential causal dependencies among updates
and correctly detect conflicts between concurrent updates. Unless a separate
conflict set per replica is used, updates could be incorrectly ordered. To see
this, assume that a single conflict set is used for an entire local database
and consider the case when an application on node N updates objects o
and p, in that order. The updates will, by definition, be placed in separate
generations g and g + 1. Concurrently, node M updates objects p and o (in
that order), causing the updates to be placed in generations g and g + 1.
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The updates to o (and p) should be treated as conflicting, since neither node
had any knowledge of the other node’s update to o when it performed its
own update to o. However, the updates will not be seen as conflicting since
they are in different generations; N ’s update is in generation g while M ’s
update is in generation g + 1.

The algorithm thus groups updates by the objects they access; updates
are assumed to conflict only only if they are concurrent and access the same
object. The effect is that a separate update schedule is maintained for each
replica (see section 2.6.3), rather than for each node.

Algorithm 5.1 shows the pseudocode for OUR, given a database 〈O,R,N〉.
In the algorithm, action UN is used by a local application to perform an

update. Since a local update by definition happens after all updates that
have already been integrated locally, a new generation is created for the
update, and the update is added to the new generation. The update is then
broadcast to all other nodes in a propagation message.

Action RN is used to receive a propagation message from a remote node.
The message either contains a regular update to any object for which a
replica exists on the receiving node, or a no update, which is used to signal
that no concurrent updates were performed in the given generation by the
sending node. A no update message must explicitly declare which object
the message refers to. Since the purpose of such no update messages is to
allow creation of new stable versions, such messages are also referred to as
stabilization messages. A stabilization message for object o in a generation
with generation number g is on the form 〈prop, 〈no update, ∅, o〉, g〉.

If a received update is part of a generation that has not yet been
initialized at N , i.e., if the newest generation in the updated object’s local
conflict set has a generation number that is lower than the generation number
in the corresponding propagation message, the generation is created. This
generation is added to the conflict set along with a generation for every
integer between the generation number of the received update and the former
highest generation number among generations in the conflict set.

Once all required generations have been created, the update is added
to the generation with generation number g. If the local node has not yet
performed an update in this generation, it creates a no update entry, adds it
to the generation and broadcasts a stabilization message to all other nodes.
Stabilization messages may incur a significant increase in bandwidth use
if most generations contain very few regular updates. Optimizations for
handling stabilization messages are discussed in section 6.1.4.
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var csN [o] for each object o ∈ O : conflict set init empty;
var bound : integer constant ; (* maximum number of generations

in a conflict set *)

UN : { Update u = 〈op, params, o〉 has been submitted
∧csN [object(u)].maxgen() −csN [object(u)].mingen() < bound − 1 }
begin

create new generation G for replica R(o,N) with generation
number csN [o].maxgen()+1;
G[N ] := u;
csN [o].append(G);
shout 〈prop, u, csN [o].maxgen()〉;

end

RN : { A message 〈prop, u, g〉 from M has arrived at N
∧ g − csN [object(u)].mingen() ≤ bound }
begin

receive 〈prop, u = 〈op, params, o〉, g〉 from M ;
while csN [o].maxgen() < g do

create new generation G for replica R(o,N) with generation
number csN [o].maxgen()+1;
csN [o].append(G);
G[N ] := no update;
shout 〈prop, 〈no update, ∅, o〉, csN [o].maxgen()〉;

end
G := csN [o].get(g);
G[M ] := u;

end

SN : {for G = csN [o].get(csN [o].mingen()), ∀M ∈ N (G[M ] 6= null)}
begin

merge and apply all updates in G;
csN [o].pruneOldest();

end

Algorithm 5.1: Optimistic update replication (OUR) algorithm for
node N
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Action SN stabilizes a generation G. Stabilization implies that the
updates in the generation are applied to the replica and any conflicts between
those updates are resolved. The guard for SN ensures that G can only be
stabilized if it is complete (definition 5.2), i.e., if information about all nodes’
actions in that generation is available locally.

OUR allows nodes to perform updates independently and asynchronously.
Furthermore, the algorithm allows optimistic reads. The conflict set for
a replica r is a structured representation of the tentative suffix of Sr,
where all potentially conflicting updates are part of the same generation.
As generations stabilize, their constituent updates (or corresponding abort
markers) become part of the committed prefix of Sr. The definitions
relating to versions from the consistency model (see section 4.6) are updated
accordingly:

Definition 5.6. For a database 〈O,R,N〉 using OUR for update replication,
version V (−1, r) is the initial state of a replica r ∈ R. A version V (v, r) of
r is the state of r after applying the updates in generation G(v, r) to version
V (v − 1, r).

Definition 5.7. For a database 〈O,R,N〉 using OUR for update replication,
the most recent stable version (or simply the stable version) of a replica
r ∈ R, stable(r), is the state of r after the most recent stabilization of a
generation in r’s conflict set. stable(r)

.
= V (gmin − 1, r) where gmin is the

lowest generation number among generations in r’s conflict set.

Definition 5.8. For a database 〈O,R,N〉 using algorithm OUR for update
replication, the optimistic version of a replica r ∈ R, opt(r), is the state
of r that would result from stabilizing and applying, ordered by generation
number, all generations in cs(r) to stable(r), temporarily replacing all null
generation entries with no update entries.

The bound constant defined in the algorithm can be used to throttle
submission of local updates and integration of remote updates. By setting
bound to a finite value, the maximum number of generations in a conflict set
is bounded. Along with a conflict resolution policy that limits the amount of
inconsistency introduced in each generation, this can be used by the system
designer to bound the maximum amount of inconsistency observed by an
optimistic read. If the size of the conflict set does not need to be bounded,
bound can be set to ∞. Also, if the system configuration guarantees bounded
stabilization (e.g., by a real-time network and deterministic scheduling of
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update-, integration-, and stabilization actions), an implicit value for bound
can be derived from the maximum update rate and the maximum message
delivery time.

5.2.1 Read Operations

The OUR algorithm is designed to support optimistic reads of database
objects. As previously mentioned, reads do not affect the states of database
objects and are only executed locally; they are not part of the distributed
algorithm, nor do they affect the operation of the algorithm in any way.
In order to have a coherent notation, the read action is presented in the
syntax used for the distributed algorithms; however, actions triggered by
read operations are performed asynchronously with the actions specified for
the distributed algorithm (however, all actions are executed atomically –
an action can never be executed concurrently with another action). For
this algorithm, two new operation types are introduced, which are subtypes
of the read type. Operations of type stable read are executed directly
on the stable version of the queried objects. Any updates in the conflict
set of the queried object are ignored. Operations of type optimistic read
optimistically resolves all conflicts between updates in the conflict set of the
queried object, and applies the remaining updates (ordered by generation
and possibly modified by conflict resolution) to a deep copy (i.e., a copy
that recursively copies all aggregate objects) of the stable version of the
queried object. The read is then executed on the resulting object state.

The action QN for a read operation on a node N is specified in algorithm
5.2. The action complements the actions shown in algorithm 5.1. Figure 5.2
shows an overview of the use of OUR actions in a system with full replication
of three objects on three nodes. An application running on node N reads
two objects via two invocations of action QN , and updates one object via
action UN . UN also integrates the update locally and propagates it to nodes
M and O. On the receiving nodes, the update is received and integrated via
actions RM and RO. Once the generation containing the update is complete
on node N (M , O), it is stabilized via action SN (SM , SO).

5.3 Update conflicts

Existing approaches to update ordering and conflict management are
typically unsuitable for distributed real-time and embedded systems due to
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var i : integer;
var G : generation;

QN : { Read q = 〈op, params, o〉 has been submitted.}
begin

if type(op) = stable read then
return result from executing q on stable(R(o,N));

end
else if type = optimistic read then

create a deep copy s of stable(R(o,N));
for i := csN [o].maxgen() to csN [o].maxgen() do

G := csN [o].get(i);
merge and resolve all conflicts between updates in G;
apply updates in G to s;

end
return result from executing q on s;

end
end

Algorithm 5.2: Optimistic update replication (OUR) algorithm -
action for asynchronous reads.
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Figure 5.2: Overview of OUR actions.
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restrictions imposed by the system properties. For example, in a real-time
system it is often not viable to undo and redo transactions as transaction
ordering information becomes available, as in, e.g., Bayou (Terry et al. 1995).
Centralized update ordering and conflict resolution, where a master replica
orders updates and resolves conflicts, must be avoided since the need to
consider potential failure of a master replica likely leads to unacceptable
worst-case execution times for transactions. Also, potential undo and redo
of updates may significantly affect worst-case execution times, and embedded
system transactions may be hard to undo if they, e.g., control actuators that
affect the physical environment.

5.3.1 Conflict detection

OUR allows fully distributed conflict detection and conflict resolution. The
system continuously converges towards a fully consistent state, guaranteeing
eventual mutual consistency of replicas and predictable resource consump-
tion. The disadvantages of the algorithm are that applications may read
temporarily inconsistent data from the database, and that it is necessary to
maintain a subset of the update schedule for each replicated object.

The algorithm collects updates to a single replica into a conflict set.
A conflict set consists of an ordered set of generations. Each generation
contains a set of syntactically conflicting updates. Semantic conflict
detection is performed as part of a conflict resolution policy (see next
section), where it can be determined whether syntactically conflicting
updates are compatible. Additional conflict detection can also be done in
the implementation of an update method; for example, simple preconditions
based on the state of the updated object can be checked.

5.3.2 Conflict resolution

Update conflict resolution in PRiDe is performed as generations stabilize.
During conflict resolution, it may be determined that update semantics
make syntactically conflicting updates compatible. Conflict resolution is
done based on an application-specific conflict resolution policy. However, the
database can provide support for conflict resolution in the form of a generic
framework that groups updates by their properties. Such a framework is
presented in section 7.1.

The approach to conflict resolution presented in this thesis is designed
for automatic conflict resolution. In applications that are designed for heavy
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interaction with human operators, such as replicated file systems like Coda
(Kumar 1990) and version control systems such as CVS (Cederqvist 2003),
conflicts are typically not resolved automatically, but instead reported to
a user. This is required since the system has insufficient knowledge about
application update semantics (e.g., the semantics of generic file updates are
not well defined). The user must then manually resolve the conflict, possibly
using a tool specifically built for this purpose, ensuring that conflicts are
resolved in a way that is consistent with the user’s needs. Such a solution
is not feasible in all types of system; for example, many embedded systems
are assumed to function without any need for user interaction. Further, in
real-time systems conflicts must be resolved in a timely manner, which rules
out waiting for a user to perform the resolution. Thus, automatic and timely
conflict resolution is a requirement for these types of systems.

As an example of how conflict resolution can be done in OUR, consider
the system depicted in figure 5.3, where a replicated allocation table is
used to control bandwidth usage of real-time channels on a communication
link. The system contains four nodes (of which only two, N0 and N1, are
shown), each of which has a replica of the allocation table. In the table,
each row represents a one-way real-time channel between two of the nodes.
The columns in the table are, from left to right, the communicating nodes,
the priority of the channel (in two levels – high (”hi”) and low (”lo”)) and
the fraction of the total link capacity allocated for the channel. In effect,
nodes request bandwidth by optimistically adding a row to the table, and
deallocate channels by removing a row from the table. By minimizing the
number of allowed operations, design of conflict resolution policies becomes
simpler.

The figure shows the evolution of the optimistic version of the allocation
table for both nodes, along with the updates performed by each node.
Updates are shown in between two successive table versions. Each update is
subscripted by the index of the node where it was executed and an update
count, i.e., update unm is the mth update by node Nn. Update propagation
is represented by arrows; on reception of a remote update, a new optimistic
version of the local allocation table is created. The current contents of the
conflict set for the replicas are listed alongside each version of the allocation
table.

Initially, N0 and N1 both have mutually consistent replicas of the allo-
cation table, which contains two low-priority channels, together using 30%
of the available bandwidth. Both nodes concurrently allocate bandwidth for
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Figure 5.3: Bandwidth allocation example.
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a new, high-priority channel using, respectively, 50% and 40% of the link
bandwidth. These allocations are represented by updates u00 and u10. Since
these updates are the first seen by their respective local nodes, they are
both put in generation 0. As node N1 receives update u00, it is placed in
generation 0 along with the local update u01. The updates are syntactically
conflicting (since they are in the same generation), and also semantically
conflicting since there isn’t enough bandwidth available for both updates to
be satisfied. A näıve conflict resolution policy that does not take update
semantics into consideration would likely discard either or both updates, or
possibly reduce the bandwidth of either (or both) channels in order to fit with
the existing channels. However, an application-specific conflict resolution
policy could determine that both requests were for high-priority channels,
while the existing channels were of low priority. Thus, a better solution
would probably be to terminate one of the existing channels. Since removing
the channel between nodes 1 and 2 would allow the channel between nodes
2 and 3 to remain, this channel is a good candidate for removal. The
optimistic version of the allocation table shown in the figure reflects this
conflict resolution policy.

Before update u10 is received by node N0, N0 allocates an additional
10% for a new, low-priority channel via update u01. This is obviously
an update based on an optimistic read; had node N0 received update u10

beforehand, there would not have been sufficient bandwidth available for this
channel (provided that the preexisting low-priority channels had not both
been terminated). Since the conflict set for the allocation table on node N0

already contained an update in generation 0 (its own update, u00), the new
update is placed in generation 1. As update u10 is received, it is placed
(according to its generation number) in generation 0. Re-evaluating the
state of the allocation table in light of the new conflict set (using the same
conflict resolution policy as node N1, as described above), it is found that
there is insufficient bandwidth to satisfy the demands of update u01. Since
it represented a low-priority channel, the update is discarded in generation
1. The same holds true as u01 is received by N1. As long as no other
updates in generation 0 or 1 change the situation (e.g., by deallocating
channel 2-3, making it possible to satisfy the bandwidth requirements of
u01), the stable version 1 of the allocation table will be identical to the
optimistic version shown in the figure. Note that while each node sees
different (yet locally consistent) optimistic versions of the allocation table
as updates are performed and propagated, the eventual stable states will be
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identical, satisfying the requirement of eventual consistency.
A more in-depth discussion about conflict resolution, including a general

framework for conflict resolution, is presented in section 7.1.

5.4 Transaction processing

The algorithms described in the previous section are designed for individual
operations and do not support database transactions. The optimistic
transaction replication algorithm, OTR, is an extension of the optimistic
update replication algorithm (algorithm 5.1) that supports transactions.
Pseudocode for OTR is shown as algorithm 5.3. For readability, the
algorithm has been split into four parts: 5.3a through 5.3d. Three
new actions, BN , AN and CN , are introduced to allow applications to
respectively begin, abort and commit transactions.

Action BN initiates transaction execution by creating an empty update
set U for the transaction and setting the global variable activeTx to the
transaction’s identifier. The update set contains 〈u, g〉 pairs, where u is
an update performed by the active transaction, and g is the generation
number of the update. Update/generation pairs are added to he update
set in action UN , whenever the active transaction has performed an update.
The update set is propagated to other nodes as part of action CN , when
the transaction commits. If the transaction is aborted (through execution of
action AN ), the update set is simply discarded. The algorithm forces local
transactions on a node N to execute sequentially by the guard of action BN .
A new transaction can only be initialized if no other transaction is currently
executing (i.e., if activeTx = −1). Sequential execution of transactions
is assumed to be reasonable in a main-memory database, where no disk
I/O occurs. However, if concurrent transaction execution is required, the
algorithm can be extended to allow concurrent transaction execution, e.g.,
through a locking scheme. Such an extension is outside the scope of this
thesis.

Action CN commits the currently active transaction and propagates its
updates to other nodes. It is assumed that shadow paging (Ylönen 1995)
is used, which means that the transaction can be atomically committed
by updating the page table to point to the pages containing the updated
conflict sets. Shadow paging makes transaction abort simple; action AN

simply updates the activeTx variable to allow a new transaction to begin.
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The implementation of action UN is similar to its implementation in
OUR. However, its guard has been modified to only allow updates submitted
by the currently active transaction, and it does not immediately propagate
updates to remote nodes; instead, updates are collected in the transaction’s
update set U to be propagated upon transaction commit. Similarly, action
QN is mostly unchanged apart from its guard; only reads submitted by the
currently active transaction are allowed.

A new action MN has been introduced to integrate stabilization messages
(of type stab), which are now different from the regular propagation
messages (of type prop). In OTR, propagation messages contain all updates
performed by a particular transaction, along with their generation numbers.
Action RN has been modified to integrate all updates in a propagation
message. To ensure that integration of remote transactions’ updates do
not affect local operation, integration is performed sequentially with local
transaction execution. This is enforced by the guards of actions MN and
RN , which only allow integration of remote updates or stabilization messages
if no local transaction is active. Similarly, stabilization of generations is also
allowed only when no local transaction is active.

5.4.1 Transaction propagation

The updates performed by a transaction are propagated in a single propaga-
tion message. The message contains the updates along with their generation
numbers, and also contains the identifier of the transaction. The identifier
is not used by the algorithm itself; however, applications could use the
knowledge of which transaction performed a particular update in conflict
resolution; for example, if the transaction identifier contains information
about the transaction type, the identifier could be used in conflict resolution
to prioritize among concurrent updates.

A propagation message is sent as part of the commit action CN .
However, in order to allow propagation to be scheduled separately from
transaction commit (e.g., to defer propagation while handling a high local
transaction load or to implement the piggybacking optimization discussed
in section 6.1.4), the send and shout primitives could be modified to put the
messages in an outgoing buffer from which they can be sent upon scheduling
of a separate propagation action, restricted only by any time constraints
on stabilization of updates. This is possible since the propagation and
integration steps are separate from transaction execution in PRiDe.
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(* A database 〈O,R,N〉 is assumed. *)

var csN [o] for each object o ∈ O : conflict set init empty;
var bound : integer constant ; (* maximum number of generations

in a conflict set *)

var activeTx : integer init −1 ; (* ID of current transaction *)

var U : set init ∅ ; (* Update set of current transaction *)

BN : {activeTx = −1}
(* Begin transaction with identifier tid *)

begin
activeTx := tid;
U := ∅;

end

CN : {activeTx = tid}
(* Commit transaction with identifier tid *)

begin
update page table;
shout 〈prop, activeTx,U〉;
activeTx := −1;

end

AN : {activeTx = tid}
(* Abort transaction with identifier tid *)

begin
activeTx = −1;

end

Algorithm 5.3a: Optimistic transaction replication (OTR) algorithm
– transaction management actions
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UN : { Update u = 〈op, params, o〉 has been submitted by transaction
tid ∧tid = activeTx
∧csN [object(u)].maxgen() −csN [object(u)].mingen() < bound − 1 }
begin

make update u = 〈op, params, o〉;
create new generation G for replica R(o,N) with generation
number csN [o].maxgen()+1;
G[N ] := u;
csN [o].append(G);
U := U ∪ {〈u, csN [o].maxgen()〉};

end

QN : { Read q = 〈op, params, o〉 has been submitted by transaction
tid ∧tid = activeTx.}
begin

if type(op) = stable read then
return result from executing q on stable(R(o,N));

end
else if type = optimistic read then

create a copy s of stable(R(o,N));
for i := csN [o].maxgen() to csN [o].maxgen() do

G := csN [o].get(i);
merge and resolve all conflicts between updates in G;
apply updates in G to s;

end
return result from executing q on s;

end
end

Algorithm 5.3b: Optimistic transaction replication (OTR) algorithm
– update and read actions
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RN : { A message 〈prop, tid,U〉 from M has arrived at N
∧ g − csN [object(u)].mingen() ≤ bound ∧ activeTx = −1}
begin

activeTx := tid;
receive 〈prop, tid,U〉 from M ;
foreach 〈u = 〈op, params, o〉, g〉 ∈ U do

while csN [o].maxgen() < g do
create new generation G for replica R(o,N) with
generation number csN [o].maxgen()+1;
G[N ] := no update;
csN [o].append(G);
shout 〈stab, 〈no update, o〉, csN [o].maxgen()〉;

end
G := csN [o].get(g);
G[M ] := u;

end
activeTx := −1;

end

Algorithm 5.3c: Optimistic transaction replication (OTR) algorithm
– reception of regular propagation message
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MN : { A message 〈stab, no update, g〉 from M has arrived at N
∧ g − csN [object(u)].mingen() ≤ bound ∧ activeTx = −1 }
(* Integrate stabilization message. *)

begin
while csN [o].maxgen() < g do

create new generation G for replica R(o,N) with generation
number csN [o].maxgen()+1;
G[N ] := no update;
csN [o].append(G);
shout 〈stab, 〈no update, o〉, csN [o].maxgen()〉;

end
G := csN [o].get(g);
G[M ] := no update;
if G[N ] = null then

G[N ] := no update;
shout 〈stab, 〈no update, o〉, g〉;

end
end

SN : {for G = csN [o].get(csN [o].mingen()), ∀M ∈ N (G[M ] 6= null)
∧activeTx = −1}
begin

merge and apply all updates in G;
csN [o].pruneOldest();

end

Algorithm 5.3d: Optimistic transaction replication (OTR) algorithm
– reception of stabilization message and stabilization action
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5.4.2 Transaction integration

When the database manager on a node receives a propagation message from
a remote node, it can schedule integration of the received updates whenever
no local transactions are active. Integration of each individual update in
a propagation message is done as in algorithm 5.1, and all updates of a
single transaction are integrated atomically. It should be noted that remote
transactions are not executed again on the receiving node, as in other
replication protocols (Terry et al. 1995), but their updates are integrated
- propagation messages contain all information necessary to integrate the
updates, meaning that reads need not be performed on the integrating node.
This is a subtle but important difference, and there are two main reasons
for why this is a suitable method for transaction integration in PRiDe:

• Transactions are committed locally even if they performed optimistic
reads that would later turn out to be incorrect. Thus, the transactions
may have affected the global operation of the system, and may
possibly have performed actuations that affected the world state. If
transactions were reexecuted on each of the receiving nodes, the results
of optimistic read operations during reexecution may be different,
leading to different transaction execution on different nodes, which
would lead to potentially inconsistent local database states. In the
worst case, transactions could perform contradictory actuations on the
environment, with potentially disastrous results.

• By omitting read operations at the integrating nodes, it is possible
that the number of replicas of some objects can be reduced, since
it is not necessary to have local replicas of the read objects on the
integrating node. Since the time, resource and message complexity
of PRiDe operation typically scales with the number of replicas of a
certain object, the number of replicas should be reduced as much as
possible.

5.5 Transaction conflicts

Transaction processing introduces new types of conflict that make conflict
management more complex. Most significantly, the need to atomically
execute a set of both read and write operations means that conflicts between
read operations and updates must be handled. Such read-write conflicts are
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discussed in sections 5.5.1 through 5.5.3. Furthermore, a transaction may
perform a set of related updates. If any update in a transaction’s update set
conflicts with updates of other transactions, that may affect the execution
of the transaction’s other updates. This is discussed in section 5.5.4.

It should be noted that all conflicts occur due to nonserializable
transaction execution, i.e., distributed execution of transactions that could
not occur if the transactions executed sequentially in a centralized database
with only one copy of each database object. Serializable transaction
execution can be enforced by, e.g., distributed locking and commit protocols;
however, since PRiDe aims to avoid distributed computation as part of
transaction execution (fundamental conjecture FC1, section 3.1), PRiDe
instead detects the effects of nonserializable transaction execution (write-
write conflicts between transaction updates and inconsistent optimistic
reads) and allows the applications to react to such situations. Write-
write conflicts are resolved through execution of application-specific conflict
resolution policies as described in section 5.3.2. Transactions can detect
invalid optimistic reads through explicit assertion operations (described
in section 5.5.2) and can compensate for both read-write and write-
write conflicts using a transaction-specific compensation procedure that is
executed on a transaction’s origin node once all of its updates and assertions
have stabilized. Transaction compensation is described in section 7.2.

5.5.1 Read-write conflicts

By definition 4.35, a read-write conflict occurs whenever a read and an
update are submitted on different nodes, and neither causally precedes
the other. In PRiDe, optimistic reads are always executed before causally
concurrent writes, since optimistic reads are performed locally and include all
writes that could causally precede the read. Other replication protocols, e.g.,
those using a central scheduler or primary-copy replication, could choose to
order a read either before or after causally concurrent writes. A stable read
in PRiDe is also performed before all causally concurrent updates, but may
ignore a set of causally preceding updates (i.e., the updates in the tentative
suffix) in order to avoid reading the results of updates that may be subject
to conflict resolution.

A set of transactions consisting of both reads and updates can cause
a series of cyclical read-write conflicts, or a read-write cycle. For example,
consider a database 〈O,R,N〉 such that O = {a, b}, where a and b are binary
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values, N = {N0,N1}, and R = {ra0, ra1, rb0, rb1}, where ra0 is the replica
of a on node N0 and so on. Initially, |ra0| = |ra1| = |rb0| = |rb1| = 0. Let a
consistency requirement in the system be that at least one of a and b must
be 0 at all times. Transactions T0, and T1 execute on nodes N0 and N1,
respectively. Transaction T0 sets object b to the binary negation of object
a (i.e., it tries to ensure consistency by avoiding to set b to 1 if a is already
set to 1). Similarly, T1 sets a to the negation of b. That is, T0 performs
a read q0a of object a and an update u0b of object b on node N0, and T1

performs a read q1b of object b and an update u1a of object a on node N0.
If the transactions are executed concurrently, two read-write conflicts occur;
between q0a and u1a, and between q1b and u0b. Even though each transaction
produces a consistent result in isolation, integrating each transaction on both
nodes produces a state where |ra0| = |ra1| = |rb0| = |rb1| = 1, violating the
consistency constraint.

For a more application-oriented example of a read-write cycle, consider
two helicopters surveying an area (c.f. the application presented in section
7.1.1). Helicopter A reads the patrol points of both helicopters, discovers
that a large area is not patrolled by either helicopter, and updates its own
list of patrol points with a location in that area. Concurrently, helicopter B
also reads both lists, but updates its own list of patrol points with a location
close to that which helicopter A just added. The transactions will form a
read-write cycle; the resolution policy could be to remove one of the points
based on a prioritization among the helicopters.

Version vectors contain insufficient information to detect read-write
cycles, as noted by Parker & Ramos (1982). Other approaches have
been developed to detect nonserializable sets of optimistically executed
transactions, for example the transaction dependency graphs (Papadimitriou
1979, Davidson 1984, Davidson et al. 1985, Gray & Reuter 1993a) briefly
described in section 2.7.2. Dependency graphs can be used to resolve read-
write cycles through cycle breaking, i.e., rolling back transactions and thereby
removing edges from the graph until it contains no cycles. Since locally
committed transactions are never rolled back in PRiDe, transaction graphs
are not used. However, the VADer tool described in section 7.4 maintains
dependency graphs for purposes of visualization; an application programmer
can use VADer to examine the dependencies among transactions in the
simulated system. Figure 5.4 shows a read-write conflict cycle in VADer
(in the figure, the edges that are part of the graph cycle are marked with
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Figure 5.4: A read-write cycle as illustrated by VADer.

ellipses1). The vertices in the graph are objects and transactions – the vertex
labeled ”N0T0” represents a transaction running on node N0, and vertex
”N1T0” represents a transaction running on node N1. Vertices labeled
”O1” through ”O3” represent objects o1 through o3. The figure shows a
situation where transaction N0T0 has read o1 and written o2, transaction
N1T0 has read o2 and written o3, and transaction N2T0 has read o3 and
written o1. Edge labels with the prefix ”R:” represent reads of the object
following the colon, while labels with the prefix ”W:” represent updates in
a similar fashion. An edge in the graph represents a causal dependency
between transactions; for example, the edge ”W:O3” from vertex N2T0 to
vertex N1T0 signifies that transaction N1T0 performed an update to object
o3 after that object was accessed by transaction N2T0.

It is interesting to note that read-write cycles can never affect mutual
consistency of same-object replicas (provided that generations are resolved
deterministically). Thus, if the effects of the read-write cycle are benign (no
external consistency constraints are violated), a viable conflict resolution

1The ellipses have been added manually; the current version of VADer does not
automatically detect graph cycles.
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policy is to simply do nothing. In the helicopter scenario described above,
the application may tolerate that the helicopters have patrol points that are
close to each other as long as there is no risk of collision. However, if there
exists a logical consistency constraint that helicopters should not patrol the
same area, the conflict must be resolved.

5.5.2 Assertions

Preferably, read-write conflicts should not significantly diminish the value
of systems that use optimistic replication, since the choice of this type of
replication suggests that applications can tolerate reads of inconsistent or
stale data. However, as discussed in the previous section, PRiDe orders
optimistic reads before causally concurrent updates. Thus, it may be useful
for applications to validate the result of optimistic reads once a transaction’s
operations stabilize. PRiDe therefore provides transactions with the ability
to use a special type of read called an assertion. An assertion is a 5-tuple
(T, op, params, o, ev) where the first four values are identical to those of
a read (transaction ID, operation type, parameters and object identifier).
ev is the expected return value of the assertion. Typically, an assertion is
immediately preceded by an optimistic read, and the assertion’s expected
value is set to the result of the read.

Unlike regular reads, assertions are added to the conflict set of the queried
object. On stabilization of a generation, all assertions in that generation are
evaluated. An assertion is said to be successful if executing its read yields
the expected result, otherwise it is said to have failed. In case of an assertion
failure, the transaction’s compensation procedure can access the result of the
assertion execution.

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 illustrate the difference between a regular read and
an assertion. The figures show the evolution of the conflict set for an object
that encapsulates an integer value manipulated by get() and set() operations.
Conflicting set() updates are resolved by using an average value conflict
resolution policy. In both figures, the leftmost column of the conflict sets
contains operations performed by local transactions, while the two rightmost
columns contain operations performed by remote transactions.

In figure 5.5, a local transaction performs a local optimistic read of object
version 0, represented by generation 0 in the conflict set. As the generation is
not yet complete the read optimistically returns 42, this being the value that
object version 0 will represent provided that no further remote operations are
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Figure 5.5: Results of an optimistic read.

added to generation 0. The completed generation contains another remote
update (set(50)), meaning that the read’s actual value parameter becomes
46 (as per the conflict resolution policy) once the transaction stabilizes.

In figure 5.6, the optimistic read is replaced with an assertion that get()
returns 42. Since there is already an update in generation 0 available
locally, the assertion is placed in a new generation (1). Once generation
1 is complete, any conflicts between updates in that generation are resolved,
and the assertion is subsequently evaluated. In the example, generation
1 contains no updates, but resolving the conflict between the updates in
generation 0 changes the value represented by the object to 46. Thus,
executing the get() method as part of assertion evaluation will return 46, and
the assertion will fail. Had generation 1 contained a single update set(42),
the assertion would have succeeded despite the conflict in generation 0.

Note that assertion evaluation actually executes the method specified by
the assertion. It is therefore important that assertions (like reads) use only
read methods that do not change the internal state of the object.
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Figure 5.6: Results of an assertion.
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5.5.3 Read-write conflict resolution

As mentioned above, many optimistic replication approaches resolve read-
write cycles by rolling back transactions until the dependency graph contains
no cycles, i.e., until the remaining transaction history is serializable. This is
not a good solution in PRiDe, for several reasons. The main argument
is that PRiDe aims to avoid transaction rollback, for reasons described
in section 5.3.2. Furthermore, it has been established that selecting the
minimum number of transactions to roll back in order to break all cycles
in the graph is NP-hard (Davidson 1984). Lastly, since PRiDe allows
transactions to be continually integrated in different order on different nodes,
dependency graphs are also constructed, and cycles detected, in different
order on different nodes. This makes it hard to ensure that the selection
of transactions to roll back is made deterministically without executing a
distributed agreement protocol.

Instead, PRiDe supports forward conflict resolution of read-write con-
flicts through assertions and compensation procedures, as described in the
previous section. For an example of how assertions can be used to perform
forward resolution of transaction conflicts, consider the read-write cycle
example from section 5.5.1, where two binary values a and b must not all be
set to 1. Replace the reads q0a and q1b with assertions a0a and a1b, each with
expected value 0. Assertion a0a will be in the same generation as update u1a,
while assertion a1b will be in the same generation as u0b. Upon stabilization,
the assertions will fail, since execution of the assertion will return 1 rather
than the expected 0. Once all of transaction T0’s operations have stabilized,
its compensation procedure will be executed, and the assertion failure will
be noted. It can then compensate by, e.g., starting a new transaction that
sets a to 0. Similarly, the compensation procedure of transaction T1 will
detect the failure of assertion a1b and react similarly. If both compensation
procedures set a to 0, b will remain 1, keeping the effect of transaction T0

intact. This illustrates how assertions support forward conflict resolution;
the system temporarily becomes inconsistent, but converges to a consistent
state that at least partly preserves transaction intentions.

5.5.4 Relative consistency

If a transaction performs multiple stable reads, it may be necessary to ensure
that the object versions read by the transactions are correlated, e.g. if there
is a relative consistency requirement for the objects. So far, it has been
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Figure 5.7: Example of relative consistency.

assumed in this thesis that object replicas evolve independently, i.e., there
is no correlation either in the value or time domain between the stable
versions of two separate replicas on a given node. To realize the need
for relative consistency of stable versions, consider the example in figure
5.7. The example shows the behavior of nodes N0 and N1 in a database
〈{c, l}, {c0, c1, c2, l0, l1, l2}, {N0 ,N1,N2}〉. c is an object representing the
credit of a credit card, and l is an object representing the credit limit of the
card. There is a relative consistency constraint stating that the credit of a
card must not exceed its credit limit. cn is the replica of c on node Nn, and
ln is the replica of l on node n. In the figure, cnv represents version v of
replica cn, and lnv represents version v of replica ln. Node N0 performs two
updates to l, which are integrated on node N1. Once N1 has integrated both
updates to the credit limit, it updates the credit object as much as allowed
by the new limit.
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Now, consider a transaction T running on node N3 with the purpose
of checking that no credit card exceeds its limit, dispatching a bill to the
customer owning the card if the limit is breached. If the current stable
versions of c and l on N3 are both version 1, the transaction will see an
inconsistent state and incorrectly dispatch a bill. There must be a way for
the transaction to correlate the stable versions of c and l to make correct
decisions.

First, it should be noted that this situation cannot occur if assumption
A2 (ordered messages; see section 3.5) holds. If messages are delivered and
integrated on N3 in the order that they were sent, N3 cannot have stabilized
version 1 of c before stabilizing version 2 of l; it must receive and integrate
the propagation message for update u1 before integrating the stabilization
message for generation 1 of c from N0.

However, if assumption A2 is relaxed, it is possible that the stable
versions of c and l on N0 are both 1 when executing T . In this case,
T incorrectly observes an inconsistent state. There are two methods for
avoiding this. The first method adds an interface object that handles all
updates to either c or l. Objects that are accessed through the interface
object are said to be part of the same consistency group. All interface
methods are removed from c and l, ensuring that they cannot be updated
individually. By routing all operations to c and l through a single logical
object, it can be ensured that unrelated stable values of c and l can never
be observed by a transaction. The downside to this method is that a
larger number of false-positive syntactic conflicts occurs, since the number of
updates to the interface objects will be higher than the number of updates to
either individual object, increasing the chance that updates will be logically
conflicting.

The second method exploits assertions to ensure that stable versions of
c and l with the same version number can always be related with respect to
relative consistency. This method requires that the application programmer
is aware of the relative consistency requirement and designs transactions
appropriately. A transaction that updates one or more objects in an object
group with relative consistency requirements must also perform an assertion
on each update that it does not update. This is good practice in general,
since transactions’ compensation procedures should react to and compensate
for any inconsistencies caused by the transaction; including violations of
relative consistency constraints. In addition, since assertions are added to
the conflict sets of the accessed objects, the assertions will force the object
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versions of all objects in the relative consistency group to increase. Thus,
if all transactions adhere to this guideline, same-numbered versions of all
objects in a relative consistency group will be related with respect to relative
consistency constraints; in effect, the related objects evolve in a ”lock-step”
fashion.

However, since the latter method requires that all application transac-
tions follow the guideline, it may be unsafe if several independently developed
applications access the same database. Furthermore, if an object is part of
several, disjoint relative consistency groups, the method does not work. The
best way to preserve relative consistency constraints is thus to minimize
relative consistency constraints and use interface objects that handle all
updates to related objects, as prescribed by the first method.

5.6 Dynamic configuration

As mentioned in section 3.5, the assumption that the database configuration
is static is very limiting. This section shows how the configuration of nodes,
logical objects and replicas can be changed dynamically in PRiDe.

5.6.1 Adding and removing nodes

Adding a new node to the database during run-time requires that i) the
new node becomes aware of all other nodes in the database that manage
replicas of objects that applications running on the new node access; ii) it
makes itself known to all such nodes; iii) local replicas are added for objects
accessed on the new node, and that iv) the new node initializes the state of
all its replicas such that it will converge to an eventually consistent state.
The latter requirement includes making sure that the new node will receive
all updates and stabilization messages that are necessary for the state of
that node to eventually converge.

The first requirement can be met either by a well-known name service
that allows the joining node to look up the address of one of the existing
database nodes or establish itself as the first ever node. The name service
runs on one or more nodes with well-known addresses. Having a name service
is not a big disadvantage for the database since all communication between
database nodes after integration is done in a completely decentralized
fashion. An unavailable name service only affects the protocol in that no
new nodes can be added to the database. If availability of the name service
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Figure 5.8: Adding a node to the system.

is a concern, alternative methods are to use broadcast (particularly effective
if a bus or wireless network is used) or a peer lookup protocol as used in
modern peer-to-peer architectures.

Once the address of an existing database node has been found through
the name service or other means, the joining node sends a join request to the
existing node. This node makes an update to a fully replicated address book
object that contains node-address pairs for all nodes in the system. Once
this update has stabilized, an acknowledgment is sent to the joining node.
The new node may now create replicas of all objects that it needs to access
(including the address book object) using the method described in ”Adding
and removing replicas” below.

Figure 5.8 shows the steps involved in adding a new node to the system.
Note that in step 2, if the joining node is the first node in the system, it
does not receive an address from the name service. Instead, it is made aware
that it is the first node, and thus creates the address book object along with
a local replica. It then adds its address to the address book. The name
service initializes its list of known nodes with that of the joining node. This
list is then updated by periodically requesting address book contents from
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all nodes in its list. This is done in a best-effort manner – it is not crucial
for system operation that the name service list of known hosts is completely
accurate; the only consequence is that a joining node may fail to contact
the node at the address it is given from the name service, in which case it
may just try again. Nodes are therefore free to ignore address book requests
from the name service if they are busy with local transactions. If a node
fails to respond to a sequence of name service requests, the name service
may temporarily remove the node from its list of active nodes; in this case
the non-responsive node has either failed or is too busy to serve join requests
from joining nodes.

Removing a node gracefully is a two-step process. First, all of that node’s
replicas must be removed as outlined in ”Adding and removing replicas”.
Second, the node must be removed from the system by performing an update
to the address book object that removes the node from the list of node-
address pairs.

If the node set is dynamic, dynamic version vectors (Ratner et al. 1997)
must be used instead of regular version vectors. The initial design of DeeDS
proposed the use of version vectors for conflict detection. As PRiDe detects
update conflict rather than replica conflicts (see section 2.4), version vectors
are not needed for correct operation. However, version vectors can still be
useful for fault tolerance reasons (if version vectors are propagated with
updates, they can be used at the destination to determine whether a repair
message should be sent). Version vectors can also potentially be accessed
by conflict resolution policies to determine the freshness of a replica at the
node that submitted a particular update. Hoffmann (2005) discusses the use
of dynamic version vectors in DeeDS.

5.6.2 Adding and removing objects

Adding a new object dynamically requires i) creation of a globally unique
identifier and ii) creation of a set of replicas for that object. The first
requirement can be met in a distributed fashion by having a fully replicated
factory object for each class. Creation of objects can be handled much like
updates to any other objects; the create operation takes a suggested identifier
as a parameter (to allow application-controlled identifier generation), and
on execution of the update method the uniqueness of the name is checked
against a list of identifiers maintained internally by the factory object.
Create operations in the same generation are checked for name conflicts,
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and the creating transaction is notified via callbacks whether the suggested
identifier was changed in conflict resolution. Once the create operation has
stabilized, it is possible to create replicas (see ”adding new replicas” below)
of the logical objects. Replica creation can be triggered on stabilization
of a generation containing a create operation in the factory object. At
a minimum, the node that created the object should create a replica on
stabilization; this initial replica is then used to create further replicas as
described in the next section. The factory objects records the identifiers of
all nodes that host replicas of all objects it creates.

Removal of objects can be supported by having an implicit delete method
in the interface of all PRiDe classes. Once a delete update stabilizes on a
node, the local replica of the object can be safely removed, and an update
can be made to the factory object that removes the object’s unique identifier
from the list of used identifiers. Unless objects are created and removed very
frequently (making name space size an issue), the latter operation can be
omitted to prevent any faults incurred by the use of stored identifiers that
refer to the wrong object.

5.6.3 Adding and removing replicas

Adding a new replica is an operation that will be performed mainly in two
situations: when a new node has been added to the system, and when a
new logical object has been created. Creating a replica requires that i) the
replica’s state (including its conflict set) is initialized such that the replica
will eventually converge to be consistent with other replicas in the system;
and ii) that the conflict sets of all other replicas of the same logical object
are modified to allow updates to the new replica.

Meeting the first requirement requires the assistance of a peer node,
which is asked to create a new replica on behalf of the node where the new
replica should be added. Call this peer node the assistant and the creating
node the creator. An assistant can be found through the factory object for
the relevant class, as described in the previous section. If no previous replicas
exist (e.g., if the original creator of the object has failed), the object has no
defined state. In this case, the previous object can and should be deleted
and a new object created along with an initial replica. The assistant and
the creator interact throughout the creation process as outlined below.

Assume that the interface of all classes contains a replica creation
method. The first step in replica creation is to have the assistant transmit
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its current optimistic view of the replicated object and its conflict set to the
creator (meeting requirement i). This can be done by using the distributed
recovery protocol that was proposed by Leifsson (1999) and refined by Öster
(2004). Using the assistant/creator names for the participants, this protocol
makes the assistant send database contents to the creator while forwarding
all update messages it receives. While Leifsson’s protocol is designed for
recovery of the entire database state, it can easily be modified such that
only the state of a single replica is transmitted.

Once the replica’s state has been transferred to the creator, the assistant
calls the replica creation method on its own local replica of the relevant
object, supplying the node identifier of the creator as a parameter. While
the replica creation method stabilizes, all updates to the replicated object
received by the assistant are relayed to the creator. Once the replica creation
update stabilizes on the assistant, the assistant stops relaying updates to
the creator. The assistant has now ensured that the creator has received a
copy of all updates that are concurrent with or causally precedes the replica
creation update. Once the creator is notified of the stabilization of the replica
creation update, it can start performing updates to the new replica.

On stabilization of a replica creation update on any node, the conflict set
of the local replica is increased with another column that contains updates
to the new replica. This is guaranteed to precede any updates to the
new replica, since the creator must wait for stabilization of the creation
update before making any updates. The stabilizing node also sends the
contents of its column in the conflict set to the creator. This ensures that
the creator receives a copy of all updates succeeding the replica creation
update, guaranteeing eventual consistency for the created replica. Figure
5.9 illustrates the replica creation process.

Removing a replica gracefully is similar to adding a new replica, but
does not require an assistant node. Assume that all classes contain a special
”remove replica” method; it is then sufficient to make an update using this
method on the node containing the replica to be removed (the node identifier
can be supplied as a parameter or derived from the update’s position in the
conflict set) – once the update stabilizes, the replica can be safely removed.
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Figure 5.9: Creating a new replica.

5.7 Summary

This chapter described PRiDe, a replication protocol designed for opti-
mistic replication with forward conflict resolution in distributed real-time
databases. The description showed how updates, reads and transactions
are handled by PRiDe, and showed the core mechanisms that are used for
detection and forward resolution of conflicts. The next chapter contains
formal analysis and evaluation of the protocol, while chapter 7 describes
how to create tolerant applications that use PRiDe.
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Chapter 6

PRiDe analysis

Anything that happens, happens. Anything that, in happening,
causes something else to happen, causes something else to hap-
pen. Anything that, in happening, causes itself to happen again,
happens again. It doesn’t necessarily do it in chronological order,
though.

- Douglas Adams, Mostly Harmless

This chapter presents an analysis of PRiDe, including formal proofs of
the core algorithm and analysis of its characteristics. Also included are
extensions to the core protocol and a discussion about how the protocol
can be used in existing database architectures. As explained in section 3.4,
protocol evaluation is primarily done through formal proofs and analysis,
since the performance of PRiDe is very application-dependent. Section 6.1
presents such a formal analysis, with correctness and predictability proofs for
the optimistic update replication algorithm (Algorithm 5.1) and an analysis
of the consistency model provided by PRiDe as well as the complexity of
the algorithm. Optimizations that can be made in an implementation of
the algorithm are also presented. Section 6.2 discusses the fault tolerance of
the algorithm based on the failure model presented in section 4.2. Section
6.3 gives an overview of an external project that has shown how PRiDe can
be used as a general replication module in any general-purpose database,
demonstrating the protocol’s general applicability. Lastly, section 6.4 shows
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how many of the simplifying assumptions presented in section 3.5 can be
relaxed through small alterations to the protocol.

6.1 Algorithm analysis

The main part of the protocol evaluation consists of formal analysis. Most
importantly, correctness and resource-predictability of the protocol must
be shown formally, which is done in subsections 6.1.1 and 6.1.5. Other
subsections formally specify the consistency models provided by PRiDe
(subsection 6.1.2), define bounds on stabilization times (subsection 6.1.3)
and discuss the resource-complexity of the algorithm as well as means to
improve the protocol’s performance (subsection 6.1.4).

6.1.1 Correctness

Correctness of the optimistic update replication algorithm (OUR; algorithm
5.1) is proved below. The proofs show that the algorithm guarantees the
safety and liveness predicates specified in section 5.1.1.

Safety

PRiDe must deterministically resolve all update conflicts. Using the conflict
relation (⊲⊳) from definition 4.37, PRiDe must ensure that all conflicting
updates are placed in the same generation.

Lemma 6.1. For any two updates u and v such that object(u) = object(v)
it holds that u ≺ v → gen(u) < gen(v).

Proof. Until a a node N has integrated an update u, that node cannot
execute any update w such that u ≺ w (the node must have ”seen” the
update to create a causally dependent update). Any node N that integrates
u will, if necessary, add generations to its conflict set csN [o] to allow
integration of u (this is done in the iteration in action UN ). Thus, the
highest generation number g among generations in csN [o] after execution of
UN for u is at least equal to gen(u), i.e., gen(u) ≤ g. Since action UN

generates a new generation in the conflict set for w, for any new update w
such that u ≺ w ∧ object(w) = object(u) executed on that node it will
hold that g < gen(w), Since gen(u) ≤ g < gen(w), it must hold that
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gen(u) < gen(w). The argument can be iteratively applied for any update
v such that u ≺ v.

Corollary 6.1. For any two updates u and v such that object(u) = object(v)
it holds that gen(u) = gen(v) → (u 6≺ v ∧ v 6≺ u).

Proof. This follows from lemma 6.1. For updates u, v such that object(u) =
object(v) and gen(u) = gen(v) it holds, by lemma 6.1, that if u ≺ v, then
gen(u) < gen(v), and if v ≺ u, then gen(v) < gen(u), which both contradict
the initial specification. Hence, it must hold that u 6≺ v ∧ v 6≺ u.

Lemma 6.2. For any two updates u and v such that u 6= v it holds that
u ⊲⊳ v → gen(u) = gen(v).

Proof. Let u and v be updates such that u ⊲⊳ v. Assume that gen(u) 6=
gen(v). Since u ⊲⊳ v, it must hold by definition 4.37 that object(u) =
object(v) ∧ u 6≺ v ∧ v 6≺ u ∧ ¬∃w((w ≺ u ∧ w ⊲⊳ v) ∨ (w ≺ v ∧ w ⊲⊳ u)).
Without loss of generality, let gen(u) < gen(v). Let N be the node where u
was executed, let object(u) = object(v) = o, and let M be the node where
v was executed. Since u 6≺ v and v 6≺ u, it must hold, by definition of ≺,
that N 6= M . When M executed v, it cannot have integrated u, since u 6≺ v.
Note that when executing v, there must be at least one entry e in generation
gen(v)−1 in csM [o] such that e 6= null. Let op be the operation that caused
e to be put in the conflict set. Regardless of whether op is the reception of
a propagation message or a local update, it was caused by an execution of
an update w, and it must hold that w ≺ v.

Consider an update z. If gen(w) = gen(u), let z = w. Otherwise, by
the same reasoning as above, the node executing w must have at least one
entry e′ in generation gen(w)−1 such that e′ follows from an update w′ such
that w′ ≺ w ≺ v, i.e., w′ ≺ v. Continuing this reasoning, there must be an
update z such that object(z) = object(u), gen(z) = gen(u) and z ≺ v.

By corollary 6.1 it holds that z 6≺ u ∧ u 6≺ z. It cannot hold that z = u,
since by the initial assumption it holds that u 6≺ v. Since u ⊲⊳ v and z ≺ v,
it cannot hold that z ⊲⊳ u (by definition of ⊲⊳). By definition of ⊲⊳, it
follows that ¬(object(u) = object(z) ∧ u 6≺ z ∧ z 6≺ u ∧ ¬∃w((w ≺ u ∧ w ⊲⊳
z)∨ (w ≺ z∧w ⊲⊳ u))), which translates to ¬(object(u) = object(z))∨¬(u 6≺
z) ∨ ¬(z 6≺ u) ∨ ∃w((w ≺ u ∧ w ⊲⊳ z) ∨ (w ≺ z ∧ w ⊲⊳ u)). Since it has
already been established that object(u) = object(z) ∧ u 6≺ z ∧ z 6≺ u it must
hold that ∃w((w ≺ u ∧ w ⊲⊳ z) ∨ (w ≺ z ∧ w ⊲⊳ u)). It cannot hold that
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(w ≺ z∧w ⊲⊳ u), since for any w ≺ z it also holds that w ≺ v (by transitivity
of ≺). By definition of ⊲⊳, it cannot hold that (w ≺ v) ∧ (v ⊲⊳ u) ∧ (w ⊲⊳ u).

Hence, it must hold that ∃w(w ≺ u ∧ w ⊲⊳ z). However, since w ≺ u it
holds by lemma 6.1 that gen(w) < gen(u). Thus, it can be concluded that
a conflict between updates in different generations (in this case, gen(u) and
gen(v)) can only exist if there is another update conflict that includes an
update in a lower-numbered generation (in this case, gen(w)). This conflict
can only exist if there is yet another update conflict including an update in an
even lower generation. However, there is a finite number of generations, with
the lowest-numbered generation being 0, which ends the recursive argument.
It can thus be concluded that there cannot be a conflict between updates in
different generations, proving the lemma.

As an aside, note that version vectors dominance cannot be used for
grouping updates into generations. While it holds that ∀u, v((object(u) =
object(v) ∧ gen(u) = gen(v)) → vv(u) 6∼ vv(v)) (updates in the same
generation of a particular replica have incompatible version vectors), the
inverse is not necessarily true – updates to the same object with incompatible
version vectors may be in different generations. This is consistent with
the observation by Mattern (1989) that concurrency as modeled by vector
timestamps is not a transitive relation.

Grouping updates by their generation numbers is useful for ensuring
eventual mutual consistency of replicas, since it forces all nodes to process
updates in the same order and use the same update sets as input to conflict
resolution. However, grouping updates into generations also makes sense
from an application semantics and causality perspective. Consider a triple
of updates u, v,w to the same logical object such that vv(u) 6∼ vv(v), vv(w) >
vv(v), vv(u) 6∼ vv(w). Even though w and u have conflicting version vectors,
w should be processed after u (and thus be in a later update generation
than u and v) since the node that performed w had already integrated v,
implying that v happened before w (v ≺ w). Hence, it performed w based on
optimistic information about the generation containing v (it optimistically
assumed that v was not in conflict with any other updates), which is perfectly
reasonable behavior in an optimistic system. Putting w and v in the same
generation would not make sense since w strictly succeeds v. Also, if updates
were not grouped into generations and version vectors were used for conflict
detection, a node that received updates w and u before v might optimistically
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resolve the conflict between w and u, providing a view of the updated object
that has no correlation to any future stable version of the local replica of
that object.

Given this view of update conflicts, it is possible to show that OUR is
safe. The safety proofs assume a fully replicated database 〈O,R,N〉.

Lemma 6.3. In OUR, each node broadcasts exactly one propagation message
per generation.

Proof. Note that a propagation message is only sent as part of actions UN

and RN at a node N . Execution of action UN creates a new generation
G, sets G[N ] to a non-null value, and sends a propagation message for
the update. In action RN , a stabilization message is sent for each new
generation that is created as a result of integrating the remote update (as
part of the iteration that is executed when the generation number of the
integrated update is higher than the highest generation number on N). A
propagation message for a generation G is thus sent only when G is created.
Since generation numbers are monotonically increasing, a generation G with
generation number g is created exactly once. It can thus be concluded that
exactly one propagation message is sent for each generation.

Theorem 6.1. OUR satisfies predicate GS1 (no commit of unstable
updates).

Proof. In OUR, updates are only added to the committed prefix of a replica
r ∈ R, cp(Sr), on node N ∈ N as part of action SN . Action SN adds all
updates in a single generation G of csN [object(r)] to cp(Sr), performing
conflict resolution and replacing updates with update abort markers as
necessary. The guard for this action is enabled only when G is the generation
with the lowest generation number in csN [object(r)] and all entries in G are
non-null. Since it has been established in lemma 6.2 that all conflicting
updates are part of the same generation, it must hold that if an update u
is added to cp(Sr) as part of stabilizing G, then any update v such that
u ⊲⊳ v must also be part of G. If v was executed at M , then G[M ] must be
the propagation message for v, since each node sends only one message per
generation (Lemma 6.3). Thus, v is added to cp(Sr) along with u.

Lemma 6.4. OUR ensures that a node N stabilizes (executes action SN)
generations in the order implied by their generation numbers, i.e., in an
infinite system execution, first generation 0 is stabilized, then generation 1,
etc.
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Proof. First note that, at a node N , generations are added to the conflict set
ordered by their generation number. Generations are added to the conflict
set in actions UN and RN . Whenever a new generation is appended to
the conflict set, its generation number is 1 higher than the previous highest
generation number among generation numbers of generations in the conflict
set. Thus, in an infinite execution of the algorithm, with infinite updates,
exactly one generation is created for each integer, and they are added to the
conflict set in integer order.

Action SN is executed for the lowest-numbered generation in the conflict
set. Since action SN also removes the stabilized generation from the conflict
set, generations are stabilized exactly once, ordered by their generation
numbers, proving the lemma.

Theorem 6.2. OUR satisfies predicate GS2 (mutually consistent versions).

Proof. New versions are added to the stable version history of a replica r
on node N only through action SN . Since action SN stabilizes generations
in the order implied by their generation number (lemma 6.4), versions are
added to the stable version history ordered their version numbers. Consider a
database 〈O,R,N〉, and let r, r′ ∈ R be replicas of an object o ∈ O on nodes
N,N ′ ∈ N , respectively. Since the replica managers are assumed to be state
machines (Assumption A6, section 3.5), if it holds that V (x, r) = V (x, r′),
then if generation x + 1 contains the same updates when it is stabilized
by SN and SN ′ , then it will also hold that V (x + 1, r) = V (x + 1, r′).
Since it holds by definition that V (−1, r) = V (−1, r′) (initial states of
same-object replicas are identical), it is sufficient to show that generations
with the same generation number have the same contents when stabilized
by action S on every node. Since a node sends exactly one propagation
message per generation (lemma 6.3), and since a node must collect messages
from all nodes replicating an object o before stabilizing a generation for o,
the contents of a specific generation will be equivalent on all nodes when
stabilizing that generation.

Theorem 6.3. OUR satisfies predicate GS3 (deterministic optimism).

Proof. It has already been established that nodes apply the updates in an
update schedule grouped by generation and in increasing generation order.
When an optimistic version is computed, all incomplete generations are
stabilized (but not pruned) as if all unknown generation elements were
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no update. Thus, since replica managers are state machines, it follows that
replicas of the same object with the same update schedule will produce
equivalent optimistic versions.

It can thus be concluded that OUR meets the safety requirements.

Liveness

It remains to show that OUR satisfies the global liveness predicates.
Consider a database 〈O,R,N〉 that uses OUR for update replication.
Relating the global liveness predicates to OUR, the committed prefix for
replica r ∈ R at node N ∈ N , cp(Sr), consists of all updates in stabilized
generations of updates to r at N . The tentative suffix for r at N , ts(Sr), is
the set of updates in non-stabilized generations of updates to r at N , i.e.,
the contents of all generations in cs(r).

Theorem 6.4. OUR satisfies predicate GL1 (global update delivery).

Proof. Consider a system using OUR for updates to a fully replicated
database 〈O,R,N〉, and let u be an update to a replica r ∈ R executed
on node N ∈ N . On N , the update is added to cs(r) as part of execution of
action UN . The update is sent through propagation messages to all other
nodes in N \{N}. On a node N ′ ∈ N ,N ′ 6= N , u is added to csN ′ [object(u)]
when the propagation message for u is received in action RN ′ . Assume that
propagation messages are processed by RN ′ ordered first by generation, then
by time of reception (any fair ordering can be used). Since a bounded number
of propagation messages can be received for each generation, the propagation
message for u will be received in action RN ′ if RN ′ is executed infinitely often
in an infinite execution of the system. Note that for each execution of SN ′ ,
RN ′ is executed exactly |N | times, since |N | propagation messages must
be received to complete a generation, enabling the guard for SN ′ . Thus,
the only thing that can prevent an eventual execution of RN ′ is if UN ′ is
scheduled exclusively. The proof therefore depends on the guard of action
UN ′ preventing updates from being scheduled to the exclusion of remote
update integration and stabilization of update generations. By limiting the
number of generations in a conflict set, the guard also limits the number of
local updates that can be executed without integrating remote updates and
stabilizing (and pruning) generations. Hence, u will eventually be integrated
by means of action RN ′ , proving the theorem.
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Effectively, the guard for action UN controls the balance between local
updates and integration of remote updates. Thus, it should be written
such that the number of non-stabilized generations is limited. The guard
(along with the guard for action RN ) is also crucial in ensuring resource-
predictability, since updates are only pruned from the conflict set when a
complete generation is stabilized. If remote update integration and local
update execution would be allowed to proceed without restriction, the
number of generations in the conflict set would be unlimited in the worst
case.

However, restricting the rate of updates due to the need for remote
update integration goes against the fundamental conjecture (FC1 in section
3.1) that predictability of local processing is more important than distributed
collaboration. A guard that throttles local updating to process propagation
messages may cause unpredictable response times for local updates, since the
update may need to wait for a series of executions of actions RN and SN in
order for UN to be enabled. Based on the criticality of the update, this may
or may not be tolerable, but if an update would be delayed past its deadline
due to a required series of update integrations or stabilizations, a fault has
occurred. How such faults can be handled is discussed in section 6.2; for
now, it suffices to note that if a node cannot meet deadlines for updates,
an overload has occurred, and the node should be treated as faulty and
temporarily stop integrating remote updates. Throughout the overload, it
should focus on meeting requirements of its local updates; when the overload
has been handled it can resume collaboration with the rest of the system by
executing a recovery protocol.

Theorem 6.5. OUR satisfies predicate GL2 (eventual stabilization).

Proof. Consider a database 〈O,R,N〉, and let u be an update that is part of
a generation G in a conflict set csN on a node N ∈ N . Let R(object(u),N) =
r. It must be shown that either u or ū eventually becomes part of the
committed prefix of Sr, cp(Sr). The proof consists of two parts; it must be
shown that i) the guard for SN will eventually be enabled, allowing G to be
stabilized, and ii) action SN will eventually be scheduled once the guard is
enabled.

For part i), assume, without loss of generality, that u was executed
on a node M ∈ N . When executing action UM for u, u was added to
csM [object(u)], and a set of propagation messages 〈prop, u, g〉 were sent to
each of the nodes in N \ {M}. Each such node either has already sent
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a propagation message for generation g, or sends a stabilization message
〈prop, no update, g〉 as part of receiving 〈prop, u, g〉. It was established
in the proof of theorem 6.4 that every propagation message is eventually
received on every node to which it was sent. Thus, each node will eventually
receive a propagation message for generation g from every node in N , which
ensures that the guard for SN will eventually be enabled for generation G.

For part ii), note that the guards for actions UN and RN will eventually
be disabled if SN is never executed. The conflict set size is limited by
the bound constant (the maximum number of updates in a conflict set is
bound×|N |), and actions UN and RN both add updates to the conflict set.
Their guards prevent them from being scheduled when the conflict set has
reached its maximum size. Thus, an infinite execution of the system must
schedule action SN an infinite number of times.

Since generations are stabilized in the order implied by their generation
numbers, it holds that the generation containing u will eventually be
stabilized. As part of conflict resolution, either u or ū will be added to
cp(Sr).

This proves the correctness of the algorithm. The proofs depend on
reliable message delivery (assumption A4 in section 3.5). How the algorithm
can be extended to tolerate message omissions and other types of faults is
discussed in section 6.2.

6.1.2 Consistency

The two types of read operations provide slightly different consistency
models, and it is important to note the differences between the guarantees
provided by the database for stable and optimistic reads. First, note that the
algorithm guarantees that updates to the same object are always processed in
happened-before order. Updates are applied to the replica state in generation
order, both when producing new stable versions and when deriving the
optimistic state of a replica for an optimistic read. By lemma 6.1, updates
are therefore processed according to the happened-before order. For stable
reads it can also be ensured that updates are not missing from the operation
schedule; i.e., if for updates u, v it holds that object(u) = object(v) and
u ≺ v, then if v has been applied to the stable state of a replica r ∈ Ro,
then u has also been applied to r before v.

It is, however, important to note that the latter property is not
guaranteed for optimistic reads. Let u, v be two updates such that
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object(u) = object(v) = o. For a replica r of o on node N it may hold that
v is in csN [o], but u is not (v was received on N before u). An optimistic
read of r may thus see the effects of v but not the effects of u. This is in line
with the central trade-off enabled by the algorithm; applications that cannot
tolerate this property can still use stable reads, while applications that can
improve their quality of service by reading optimistic values of objects can
benefit from optimistic reads.

A potential disadvantage of OUR is that updates to different objects
are not necessarily processed according to happened-before order. Let u, v
be updates such that u ≺ v and object(u) = o, object(v) = p, o 6= p. An
application running on a node N may first execute a stable read on replica
s = R(p,N) that sees the effects of update v (i.e., v ∈ cp(Ss)) and then
execute another stable read on replica r = R(o,N) that does not see the
effects of update u (i.e., u 6∈ cp(Sr)). The database designer for a system
that uses OUR must be aware of this property and design the database
accordingly. For example, if applications cannot tolerate the described
behavior, replication can be done on a higher level (e.g., objects o and p
from the example could be merged into a larger object o′ in the database
schema, and the accesses to the object should go through a single interface
to o′; this would force all updates to o′ to be placed in a single conflict
set on all nodes). Similarly, applications should be aware of potentially
inconsistent read results. Design guidelines for databases and applications
in systems that may be temporarily inconsistent are discussed in chapter 7.
The problem can also be handled by having a single interface for a group
of objects with relative consistency requirements, or by ensuring that all
accesses to objects with relative consistency requirements are done within
the scope of a single transaction and forcing related objects to stabilize in
lock-step. An extension of OUR for transactional updates is presented in
section 5.4, and relative consistency is discussed in section 5.5.4.

6.1.3 Progress and convergence

It has already been shown that the algorithms provide liveness. In this
section, general progress of the system is discussed, showing that it is possible
to reason about the time required for stabilization of updates. While it is
possible that the system never becomes fully consistent (if it never becomes
quiescent), it is still of interest to show that individual updates/transactions
become integrated on all nodes within a certain time, provided that no
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faults occur. In this section, it is discussed how a bound for stabilization of
individual updates can be derived, and how the system can progress even
when faults occur.

Stabilization

The eventual consistency model makes it impossible, at a given point in
time, to guarantee that global consistency is reached within bounded time
unless the system is quiescent. However, real-time systems may require that
there is an upper bound on the time needed to complete an operation. While
complete convergence can never be guaranteed as long as transactions are
running in the system, it is possible to argue about update stability, i.e.,
the time required for an update to be integrated by all correct nodes in the
system.

Let δu be the time required to replicate an update u, performed on a
node N , to another node M . δu = tprop

u + twait
u + tint

u , where tprop
u is the

time required to send the propagation message for u from N to M , twait
u the

time the update must wait for integration to start at M (i.e., while local
updates on M finish execution), and tint

u the time required to integrate u at
M . Provided that a real-time network is used, there is a known bound t̂prop

u

on tprop
u , and provided that a predictable and sufficiently efficient scheduler

is used at M , there is a known bound t̂wait
u on twait

u . Furthermore, since it
has been shown that OUR is resource-predictable, there is a known bound
t̂int
u on tint

u . Let δ̂o denote the worst-case replication time for an update to
object o; if u is an update of the potentially most expensive update type in
the interface of o, δ̂o = t̂prop

u + t̂wait
u + t̂int

u .

Theorem 6.6. An update to object o will be stable at any node N such that
R(o,N) 6= null within 2 × δ̂o time units.

Proof. From the reasoning above, it follows that an update to object o on
node N is guaranteed to have been replicated to all other nodes within δ̂o

time units. Let o be a logical object, and let N and M be nodes such that
R(o,N) = rN , R(o,M) = rM and N 6= M . Let uM be an update of o
performed at M at time t. For the theorem to hold, uM must be stable no
later than at time t + 2 × δ̂o.

In the worst case, integration of uM at N finishes at time t′ = t + δ̂o.
The latest time at which an update uN of o at N can be performed without
first integrating uM is at time t′ − ǫ, where ǫ is the minimum time granule
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in the system. Integration of uN at node M (and any other node) finishes
no later than time t′ − ǫ + δ̂o = t + 2 × δ̂o − ǫ < t + 2 × δ̂o. Thus, t + 2 × δ̂o

is a bound on the time it takes for a generation containing uM and uN to
become complete, and thus for uM and uN to become stable, proving the
theorem.

For the system designer, the most important component of the worst-
case stabilization time is t̂wait

u , since this is directly affected by the behavior
of the scheduler on an integrating node. While it was shown in section
5.2 that the replication algorithm forces the integration action (RN ) and
the stabilization action (SN , respectively) to eventually be scheduled for
every update received on a node N , the system designer may wish to force
integration/stabilization to occur more frequently to reduce the influence of
t̂wait
u on worst-case replication times. For example, execution of actions RN ,
EN and SN may be performed by periodic tasks, or the scheduler could
force integration and subsequent stabilization to be scheduled within a short
period of time after reception of a propagation message. The limiting factor
is the rate of local updates; by fundamental conjecture FC1 in section 3.1,
remote processing should not endanger the predictability of local updates. If
local updates consume all processing resources available locally, integration
and stabilization of remote updates may need to be postponed. Thus, each
node should be dimensioned such that there are enough resources to handle
both local updates and sufficiently frequent integration of remote updates,
even in worst-case scenarios.

Note that the discussion above assumes that no failures occur. If failures
such as network partitions are possible, it becomes harder to determine the
worst-case stabilization times for updates, since failure recovery times must
be included in the worst-case stabilization time. How failures can be handled
in the replication algorithms is discussed in section 6.2.

6.1.4 Complexity and optimizations

The message complexity in a näıve implementation of the optimistic update
replication algorithm is O(|N |2), since each node sends messages to, and
receives messages from, all other nodes in each generation. This is an
effect of using point-to-point multicast for propagation; since the algorithm
is independent of the underlying communication protocol, it is possible
to decrease the message complexity to a linear number of messages by
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using another propagation protocol such as true broadcast, daisy chaining
(Thomas 1979) or epidemic propagation (see section 8.2).

A big cost in the protocol is the sending of stabilization messages. Since
stabilization messages are very small, a feasible and important optimization
of the algorithm is to piggyback stabilization messages on regular updates
messages. Instead of broadcasting a stabilization message, the message is
stored in a queue until the next update message is broadcast, at which
point all stabilization messages in the queue are sent along with the update
message. To ensure that stabilization messages are sent within bounded
time, a timer can be used; whenever the timer expires, all stabilization
messages in the queue are sent collectively. The timer is reset whenever
an update is broadcast. This way, stabilization messages are effectively
free unless the local node generates no updates, in which case the node
should have bandwidth to spare. Piggybacking stabilization messages
thus reduces message complexity in all relevant scenarios, at the cost of
increased stabilization time for updates. If a real-time network with bounded
message delivery times is used, explicit stabilization messages can be omitted
altogether – the absence of an update message from a node N in a generation
G can be treated as an implicit stabilization message for G from N . This
saves bandwidth at the price of unnecessarily delaying stabilization – most
generations will stabilize after the maximum possible delay since nodes must
wait for late-running stabilization messages.

The worst-case size of a conflict set depends on the worst-case update
size, but is linear in the number of nodes |N |. The constant is the upper
bound on the number of generations in the conflict set (bound).

Implementation of data structures

There are two important data structures that are used in the optimistic
update algorithm – generations and conflict sets. A generation can be
efficiently implemented as a vector where individual entries are addressed
by node identifiers. If node identifiers are unique integers in a range 0...|N |
(or similar), entries can be accessed in constant time by using contiguously
allocated memory for the vector and computing an offset based on the node
identifier. Otherwise, a table that relates node identifiers to vector entries is
required. If such a table is sorted by node identifiers, a lookup can be made
in O(lg|N |).
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A conflict set should efficiently support the following three operations: i)
pruning generations from the tail end of the conflict set; ii) appending
generations to the front of the conflict set, and iii) retrieving a generation
from the conflict set (random access). A conflict set can be implemented
as a vector of size bound, with each vector element a generation pointer,
along with two integers mingen,maxgen representing the minimum and
maximum generation number (respectively) among generations stored in
the vector. In other words, a typical bounded-buffer producer/consumer
algorithm can be used, where all operations can be done in constant time.
Pruning a generation amounts to simply increasing mingen by 1. Adding a
generation G is done by setting vector element maxgen + 1 mod bound to a
pointer to G and increasing maxgen by 1. A generation can only be added
if maxgen − mingen < bound − 1 (enforced by the guard of action U) to
avoid overwriting pointers to other generations that have not been pruned.
Retrieving a generation with generation number g,mingen ≤ g ≤ maxgen
from the vector is done by returning the pointer stored in vector element g
mod bound.

Management of optimistic versions

A key issue in handling optimistic reads is maintenance of the optimistic
version of an object. Determining the value of the optimistic version of
a replica involves reading the stable value for that replica and applying
all updates in the associated conflict set. This is an expensive operation
if there are many updates in the conflict set. If updates are likely to be
received in causal order, and if conflicts are rare, it is beneficial to keep
a cached version of the optimistic value of a replica in addition to the
stable value. If an update is received that is of a later generation than
any update in the replica’s conflict set, it can simply be applied to the
cached version to compute the new optimistic version. A transaction can
also use the cached value immediately if it reads the optimistic version of
the replica. If an update of an older generation is received, the cached value
must be recomputed using the stable value and the conflict set contents.
This improves the average performance of reads but does not significantly
affect the worst-case performance. The optimistic version of an object can
be stored in the database along with the stable version, but should be visible
only to the replication module.
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It is likely that the most expensive operation in creating an optimistic
version of an object is making a deep copy of the stable version of the
object. Thus, an optimization of the algorithm is to create such a copy only
when necessary. Recall that opt(R(o,N)) is the optimistic version of replica
R(o,N), and assume that the highest generation number among updates in
csN [o] is g. opt(R(o,N)) becomes ”dirty” (must be recomputed by creating a
new copy of the stable version and applying all updates in csN [o]) whenever
a remote update u is received with generation number h ≤ g. If h > g, opto
can be recomputed simply by applying u to the current version of opto.

Since this optimization improves only the average case and not the worst
case (the optimistic version must be recomputed every time an optimistic
read is performed) it may be useful to separate maintenance of optimistic
versions from execution of read operations. This allows more flexibility
in scheduling; a transaction with a short deadline may read the current
optimistic version even though it may not reflect all updates that have been
received locally. For transactions with a longer deadline, the optimistic
version of the object may be recomputed before scheduling the read action.
Algorithm 6.1 shows such a separation between the recompute and read
actions. Due to page size limitations, the algorithm is split into two parts
(6.1a and 6.1b). A vector of boolean variables recomputeN is maintained on
each node, with an entry for each logical object replicated locally. The entry
recomputeN [o] is true iff opt(R(o,N)) needs to be recomputed. Whenever
a remote update to an object o is received on a node N it is immediately
applied to opt(R(o,N)) iff it logically succeeds all updates in csN [o]. If
the update conflicts with or logically precedes any updates currently in the
conflict set, recomputeN [o] is set to true, signalling that opt(R(o,N)) needs
to be recomputed. This is handled by a modified version of action RN . The
new action ON is executed in order to recompute opt(R(o,N)). Its guard
is enabled only if recomputeN [o] has been set, allowing this action to be
scheduled only if the current optimistic version of object o is not up to date.
It is up to the local scheduling policy to execute this action at its discretion,
allowing recomputation to be omitted if a read operation must be executed
with a tight deadline. Lastly, action QN has been changed by removing the
code that recomputes the optimistic version before returning the result of
an optimistic read.
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var i : integer;
var G : generation;

RN : { A message 〈prop, u, g〉 from M has arrived at N
∧ g − csN [object(u)].mingen() ≤ bound }
begin

receive 〈prop, u = 〈op, params, o〉, g〉 from M ;
if g > csN [o].maxgen() then

while csN [o].maxgen() < g do
create new generation G for replica R(o,N) with
generation number csN [o].maxgen()+1;
csN [o].append(G);
G[N ] := no update;
shout 〈prop, 〈no update, ∅, o〉, csN [o].maxgen()〉;

end
apply u to opt(R(o,N));

end
else

recomputeN [o] := true
end
G := csN [o].get(g);
G[M ] := u;

end

Algorithm 6.1a: Optimized management of optimistic versions -
receive action.
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QN : { Read q = 〈op, params, o〉 has been submitted.}
begin

if type(op) = stable read then
return result from executing q on stable(R(o,N));

end
else if type = optimistic read then

return result from executing q on opt(R(o,N));
end

end
ON : { recomputeN [o] = true }
begin

create a deep copy s of stable(R(o,N));
for i := csN [o].maxgen() to csN [o].maxgen() do

G := csN [o].get(g);
merge and resolve all conflicts between updates in G;
apply updates in G to s;

end
opt(R(o,N)) := s; recomputeo := false;

end

Algorithm 6.1b: Optimized management of optimistic versions - read
and recompute actions.
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6.1.5 Predictability

It remains to show that the algorithm is resource-predictable. Predictability
of algorithm execution and resource consumption on a node N in a database
〈O,R,N〉 is discussed below, based on the predictability criteria defined in
section 5.1.2.

• PR1 - bounded size of conflict detection data structures: as mentioned
in subsection 6.1.4, the conflict set for each replica is bounded by the
algorithm’s bound variable and the number of nodes in the database
(assuming full replication; if the object is replicated on just a subset of
the database nodes, the conflict set can be reduced in size accordingly).

• PR2 - predictable execution time for access to conflict detection data
structures: if the data structures are implemented as outlined in
subsection 6.1.4, all accesses to the conflict detection data structures
is done efficiently and predictably in, at worst, O(lg|N |) time.

• PR3 - bounded size of outgoing updates queue: assume that the
”shout” primitive actually puts the message in an outgoing message
buffer rather than sending the message inline with the UN and RN

actions. A node can have at most 2 × bound updates in its outgoing
update queue for each replica. To see this, consider a node N ∈ N ,
and assume, for contradiction, that N executes UN to perform an
update u on object o = object(r) while it has 2× bound updates in its
outgoing update queue for replica r. It can only perform UN ) if the
number of generations in its conflict set is less than bound; i.e., it must
have stabilized the generation with generation number gen(u)− bound
for replica R(o,N). Refer to this generation as G, and consider an
arbitrary node M 6= N . To stabilize G, N must have received a
propagation message from M detailing its behavior (performing an
update (action UM ) or sending a stabilization message (action RM ))
in the generation with generation number gen(u) − bound for replica
R(o,M). However, M can only have performed action UM or action
RM in this generation if it has already stabilized the generation with
generation number gen(u)−2×bound for replica R(o,M). Refer to this
generation as G′. To stabilize G′, M must have received a propagation
message from N with generation number gen(u)−2×bound. However,
since N has 2 × bound messages for replica r in its outgoing update
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queue, it cannot have sent such a message. By proof of contradiction, it
must hold that the number of updates in the outgoing update queue of
an arbitrary node is restricted to 2× bound messages per local replica.

• PR4 - predictable execution time for propagation task: it follows from
PR3 that the number of updates in the outgoing update queue for an
arbitrary replica r is bounded. Each update should be propagated
to each other node in N . The execution time for the propagation
task (assuming that no message omissions occur and that individual
messages must be sent to every node, i.e., no broadcast facility is
available) is thus linear in |N | and |RN |.

• PR5 - bounded size of incoming updates queue: assume that all
messages received by node N are collected in an incoming message
buffer before they are processed in action RN . The size of this
buffer is at most 2 × bound × |RN | × |N |. By the construction of
the algorithm, there can be at most bound incomplete generations
in a conflict set. Consider the situation where node N has bound
incomplete generations in its conflict set for a replica r of object o, and
csN [o].maxgen() = g. Another node M ∈ N ,M 6= N cannot make any
updates in a generation with generation number h > g + bound, since
in order for the guard of UM to be enabled for such an update node M
must have stabilized generation g +1 in csM [o], which in turn requires
reception of an update message for o in generation g + 1 from N . The
incoming updates queue can thus contain at most |N |−1 messages for
o in generations g − bound + 1 through g, and an additional |N | − 1
messages for o in generations g + 1 through g + bound, which amounts
to 2 × bound× |N | − 1 messages. Thus, the total amount of messages
in the incoming updates queue is bounded by 2× bound× |RN | × |N |.

• PR6 - predictable execution time for integration task: since the size of
the incoming messages buffer is bounded (PR5), and access to conflict
resolution data structures is predictable (PR2), it follows that the
execution time for integration is predictable.

• PR7 - bounded size of tentative suffix: the tentative suffix for a replica
r is exactly the set of updates in the conflict set for r. The size of any
conflict set is linear in the number of nodes and is limited by the bound
variable, as previously discussed.
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• PR8 - predictable execution time for update stabilization: since
update stabilization is concerned only with the updates in a sin-
gle generation, which contains exactly |N | updates, predictability
of update stabilization depends only on the application-dependent
conflict resolution function. The algorithm in itself does not add any
unpredictability to update stabilization.

It can thus be concluded that the algorithm is resource-predictable.
It may seem as if the bound variable works against the design goal

of autonomous and independent nodes (fundamental conjecture FC1).
However, bound is effectively used as a means of detecting failure scenarios.
bound is used in the guards of actions, preventing updates from creating
new generations before stabilizing earlier generations. If no actions can be
scheduled, a failure has occurred, and the system should handle the failure
as appropriate (e.g., by disconnecting an overloaded node temporarily while
it handles the overload). This is further discussed in section 6.2. bound can
also be used to limit the amount of inconsistency in the system, as discussed
in section 7.3.1.

6.2 Fault tolerance

The discussion in this section is based on the failure model described in
section 4.2. The effect of crashes and omission failures on OUR is discussed,
along with suggestions for how those types of faults can be handled.
Byzantine failures are not handled by PRiDe, and timing failures cannot
occur since the protocol is entirely asynchronous. Any timing constraints
are handled by a local scheduler on each node that ensures that actions are
scheduled such that deadlines on transaction execution and stabilization of
updates are met. Initially dead processes need not be handled explicitly in
PRiDe; either all initial process failures are detected during initialization,
which would simply reduce the number of nodes hosting a subset of the
database objects, or the failure is handled as a normal process crash failure.

6.2.1 Process crash failures

All application operations in PRiDe are performed on local replicas of the
accessed objects. Thus, a crash failure of a node causes failures of the replica
manager running on that node and exactly those applications that used the
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replicas handled by that replica manager. Crash failures thus do not affect
the availability of objects.

Crash failures can, however, affect the durability of updates. If all nodes
hosting replicas of a database object o crash simultaneously, the update logs
of o will be permanently lost. For a database 〈O,R,N〉, the DDBMS must
thus ensure that, for each object o ∈ O, at all times there must be at least
one node N ∈ N such that R(o,N) 6=⊥ and N is alive. Crashed nodes
can then recover information about o from N using the distributed recovery
protocol described by Leifsson (1999).

6.2.2 Omission failures

Assume that actions of OUR are selected for execution on a node N in an
order decided by a local scheduler on N . The exact behavior of the scheduler
is not important to the discussion and is highly system-dependent; if action
execution is mapped to real-time tasks, action scheduling could possibly
be performed by the local task scheduler. The scheduler must ensure that
update actions (UN ) are scheduled such that transaction deadlines are met,
and integration (RN ) and stabilization (SN ) of remote updates must be
scheduled such that any requirements on the stabilization time of updates
are met, and sufficiently often that the guard of UN is not disabled when a
local update must be scheduled.

An omission failure in PRiDe occurs when an action scheduled to execute
by a local scheduler fails to execute for any reason. It is assumed that
omissions of individual processing steps within an action can be detected
and transformed to an omission of the entire action. This type of omission
failure could be handled by rescheduling and reexecuting the failed action
at a later time, provided that enough resources exist for such a reexecution.
The system must be dimensioned such that there are sufficient resources to
reexecute failed actions within an assumed failure rate.

A slightly different type of omission failure occurs when an action must
be scheduled to ensure safety or liveness of the system, but the action guard
is disabled. Such failures are manifestations of local overloads or stabilization
omissions, two failure scenarios that are discussed below.

A local overload occurs when action UN for a replica r is scheduled to the
exclusion of actions RN and SN for replica r. By fundamental conjecture
FC1 (section 3.1), local updates must have priority over integration of remote
updates, and if local transactions arrive at a higher rate than the worst-case
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assumption, there will not be sufficient resources to schedule integration or
stabilization actions in addition to the local updates. If an overload lasts
for too long, the optimism bound for r will eventually be reached (i.e., the
guard of UN will become disabled due to the number of unstable generations
of updates to r exceeding the specified bound) 1. The situation when UN

must be scheduled to meet a local transaction’s deadline, but the guard of
UN is disabled, can be categorized as an omission failure since an intended
processing step (execution of action UN ) is omitted due to the disabled
guard.

Overloads can be detected by the local scheduler, and could be handled
by the overload management algorithm suggested by Hansson (1999). An
alternative approach would be to contain the failure by converting the
overload to a partition failure (see discussion of communication link failures
below) by disabling the guard of UN and allowing unbounded optimistic
local updates, while omitting to send or receive propagation messages for
the duration of the overload. If the latter method is used, the node would
announce its separation from the rest of the system, handle the overload
situation, and then recover and reenter the system once the overload has
passed, as if it were recovering from an actual partition failure. Overload
handling through explicit partitioning is most useful in applications where
applications have a high degree of autonomy, and collaborative update
replication is used to improve system performance.

A stabilization omission occurs on node N when a stabilization action
(SN ) is scheduled on N (e.g., to meet requirements on stabilization times for
updates in a replica’s update schedule on N) and the guard of SN is disabled.
A stabilization omission can be caused by omitted propagation messages or
by one or more omissions of action RN ; either of which could cause the
lowest-numbered generation in the update schedule of the stabilizing replica
to be incomplete.

If a stabilization omission occurs when executing a scheduled action for
replica r, explicit requests for missing updates can, provided that there
is enough time, be sent to other nodes hosting replicas of object(r), and
SN can be rescheduled at a later time once the missing updates have been
recovered. If the required updates cannot be retrieved from remote nodes, a
partition has occurred that can be handled similarly to the process described
for local overloads above. How implicit partitions are detected and recovered

1In other words, the bound constant can be used by the system designer to specify the
number of unstable generations that define a failure scenario.
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Figure 6.1: Sending of repair message.

is out of scope for this thesis, but an extension to PRiDe that handles long-
lasting partitions, pPRiDe, has been developed separately (Olby 2007). An
overview of pPRiDe can be found in section 6.2.5. Nodes in a partition
should continue operating optimistically until partitions can be reconciliated.
Methods for partition handling in optimistic systems have been presented
by, e.g., Davidson (1982).

To reduce the number of stabilization omissions, a node may send a
special type of propagation message called a repair message if the version
vectors of updates in a received propagation messages indicate that the
sending node lacks information available at the receiving node. Consider
the example in figure 6.1, which shows the conflict set of node N2 (since the
updates themselves are not relevant, only the version vectors of the updates
are shown in the conflict set). Node N2 receives a propagation message
from N1 containing an update u such that object(u) = o, gen(u) = 2 and
vv(u) =< 1, 2, 0 >. On integration of this update, node N2 compares the
vv(u) with its merged version vector of generation 1, < 1, 1, 1 >. Since the
vectors are incompatible, node N2 sends to N1 all updates in generation 1
that N1 did not see when performing u. Generally, any update v available
at N2 such that gen(v) < gen(u) ∧ vv(v) 6∼ vv(u) is sent to N1. In the
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figure, the only update meeting this criterion is N2’s own update. If instead
vv(u) =< 0, 2, 0 >, N0’s update with version vector < 1, 0, 0 > would have
been included as well. To ensure that repair messages can be built, a node
does not prune an update from a conflict set unless the version vector of
that update is dominated by the most recent version vector received from
each other node (indicating that the update has been seen by every other
node). This means that it might be necessary to retain some updates in
stable generations.

While repair messages are likely to contain redundant information (in
the example, N1 might have received the updates in the repair message
since performing v) it protects against message omissions without requiring
receivers of propagation messages to explicitly acknowledge the reception.
It also implicitly allows a node to act as a mediator in situations where
the communication graph is not fully connected. As an optimization, repair
messages can be piggybacked on normal propagation messages.

6.2.3 Communication link crashes

Since PRiDe, in its basic form, assumes that it is possible to communica-
tion in a point-to-point fashion between nodes (i.e., the network is fully
connected), each communication link crash would render communication
between the nodes connected by that link impossible, potentially causing
stabilization omissions as described above. However, as long as there are
no islands in the communication graph, PRiDe could execute correctly if it
were extended by a routing protocol that enabled multi-hop messaging. Such
protocols are readily available and part of most communication subsystems;
however, any calculations of worst-case message delivery times must take the
maximum number of message hops into account.

If there are islands in the communication graph, a partition has occurred.
Such partitions manifest themselves through stabilization omissions as
described above, and must be detected and recovered. As discussed earlier
in this section, PRiDe currently does not handle partitions, but a partition
handling extension has been developed separately (see section 6.2.5).

6.2.4 Communication link omissions

Individual message omissions, like network partitions, will be detected
through stabilization omissions. If message omissions are intermittent and
do not occur in bursts it is likely that the failure can be recovered from simply
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by reacting to the stabilization omission by retrieving missing updates from
remote nodes and rescheduling the stabilization action, as described above.
Otherwise, the communication link omission is equivalent to a partition and
must be handled as such.

6.2.5 Partition handling

Eventual consistency in PRiDe depends on the connectivity of the network.
Propagation messages must be sent to all nodes in order to guarantee that
generations are eventually stabilized and updates to an object are eventually
applied to every node containing a replica of that object. Failure to deliver a
propagation message to any node in the recipient set leads to a stabilization
omission, as described in section 6.2. Individual stabilization omissions may
be handled through a reparation procedure and repair messages as outlined
in section 6.2, but if stabilization messages are frequent the system may
have to accept the fact that the communication graph is not sufficiently
connected; i.e., it has become partitioned. Such a partition must be detected
and repaired, i.e., once connectivity has increased to a level where it is
possible to resume normal PRiDe operation, the partitions must be merged.
The merger involves re-establishing mutual consistency of replicas across
partitions, which includes resolving conflicts between replicas in different
partitions. Such partition reconciliation for pessimistic systems has been
thoroughly covered in literature (Davidson et al. 1985, Sarin, Kaufman &
Somers 1986, Gray et al. 1996, Phatak & Badrinath 1999). However, most
existing approaches to reconciliation aim to find a serializable schedule of
transactions executed during partitions, breaking cycles by rolling back
transactions, which is unsuitable for PRiDe. A partition reconciliation
scheme for PRiDe needs to support forward conflict resolution for conflicting
transactions executed in different partitions.

pPRiDe

pPRiDe (partitionable PRiDe) (Olby 2007) is an extension to PRiDe
that allows the protocol to tolerate long-lasting partitions. It is based on
view-synchronous communication (Moser, Amir, Melliar-Smith & Agarwal
1994, Coulouris et al. 2005b) and uses a hybrid of state- and update transfer
to ensure eventual consistency in spite of partition failures. When a partition
failure occurs, the nodes within a partition are delivered new system views
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where any nodes outside that partition are disregarded until reconciliation.
Effectively, nodes within a partition execute as a self-sufficient system until
the partition failure can be repaired. pPRiDe changes the concept of an
update generation such that only propagation messages from nodes in the
current view must be received for a generation to be considered complete.
Once propagation messages from all nodes in the current view have been
added to a generation, it can stabilize, conflicts between the constituent
updates can be resolved, and the resulting set of updates can be applied to
the local replica. Within a partition, the PRiDe protocol is thus executed
as if the nodes in the current view were the only nodes in the system.

This change to PRiDe means that replicas of the same logical object
that exist in different partitions may diverge arbitrarily for as long as the
partition failure lasts. Once partitions merge, there must be mechanisms for
reconciliating possibly divergent replica states, ensuring eventual consistency
for continued operation of the system. When merging partitions, pPRiDe
ensures that all nodes in the merged partitions are delivered new views that
include all nodes in both partitions. The nodes in this new view must agree
on a common, initial state for each replica. This initial state is derived,
in each partition, from the last version of the replica in the previous view.
These versions are exchanged between partitions, and are merged into the
initial state according to an application-specific policy. This is identical to
performing forward resolution of a version conflict, as described in section
2.4. Thus, version vectors can be used to determine if any strict causal
ordering among versions exists; if a strictly latest version exists, the initial
state can be set to the state of the latest version. If the version vectors are
incompatible, the versions must be merged. Once the initial state has been
determined for each replica, the nodes in the new view continue executing
the PRiDe protocol until a new view is delivered.

pPRiDe has been implemented on top of the Berkeley DB database,
an open-source, key-value database management system with transaction
support. The implementation uses one of the architectures (MMR/EC with
no instrumentation; see section 6.3.1) suggested by Holmgren (2006) for
using PRiDe in a general-purpose database. This implementation has been
used to perform simulations of pPRiDe (Olby 2007).
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6.3 PRiDe as a general protocol

As the acronym implies, PRiDe is designed for use in DeeDS (see section
2.2), and the fundamental conjectures (section 3.1) on which its design is
based are consistent with the design philosophy of DeeDS. However, the
protocol is self-contained and does not depend on any part of the DeeDS
architecture to function correctly. It is possible to implement PRiDe as
an independent replication module on top of other database architectures,
adding an optimistic replication protocol to existing database managers. An
initial effort in this direction has been presented by Holmgren (2006) (chapter
7), who proposes two different architectures for adding an MMR/EC
(Multi-Master Replication with Eventual Consistency) layer on top of the
relational RTDB Polyhedra (Enea 2006). The first approach is based on the
original replication protocol in DeeDS, which relies on instrumentation of the
database to extract replication information. The second approach is based
on PRiDe, and does not require any instrumentation; applications interface
with the MMR/EC layer, which applies stable updates to the database. The
latter approach is described in more detail in the following subsection.

6.3.1 MMR/EC without instrumentation

In the second design suggested by Holmgren (2006), applications interface
directly with the MMR/EC module, which logs relevant information and
eventually applies updates to the database. Updates are ”quarantined” in
the MMR/EC module until they become stable, at which point they are
submitted to the DBMS for integration. The DBMS has no knowledge of
quarantined updates, and optimistic replication is transparent to the DBMS.
By adding an intermediate wrapper layer to the design, the MMR/EC
module becomes independent of the underlying DBMS. The wrapper layer is
responsible for translating PRiDe operations into DBMS-specific reads and
updates; for relational databases such as Polyhedra the wrapper must thus be
able to convert method calls in PRiDe to relational queries. While the design
presented by Holmgren (2006) does not contain an explicit wrapper layer,
an initial discussion about how to apply PRiDe operations in a relational
database was provided. However, the exact specification of wrapper layer
interfaces and requirements needs further work.

Figure 6.2 shows the core design of the instrumentation-less design of
an independent MMR/EC module. The design is based on a distinction
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Figure 6.2: MMR/EC module without instrumentation – adapted from
Holmgren (2006).

between the stable view and the optimistic view of the database. The
stable view is represented by the contents in the database itself. The
optimistic view is the state of the database after applying all updates in
the conflict sets maintained by the MMR/EC module. This can either be
a materialized view (the MMR/EC module can maintain such an view by
keeping an internal representation of the optimistic view or even storing this
view as a separate database handled by the same DBMS) or a virtual view
that is constructed whenever an optimistic read is performed. Whether
a materialized or virtual view should be used depends on the system
requirements - a materialized view trades off storage space for faster access.
Keeping a materialized optimistic view alongside the stable view is similar
to the dual-view representation of the database in Bayou (see section 8.4.2).

Applications submit transaction operations directly to the MMR/EC
module, which handles individual operations as outlined below:

• Stable reads are translated into a query that translates the read into
a query on the stable database. The result is returned immediately to
the application.

• Optimistic reads are serviced by applying the read on the optimistic
view. Unless a materialized optimistic view is maintained by the
MMR/EC layer, servicing an optimistic read requires that a temporary
copy is made of the stable version of the accessed object, and that all
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updates in the conflict set for this object are applied to the copy before
executing the optimistic read.

• Updates are added to the conflict sets of the updated object, and
information about the update is propagated to the MMR/EC modules
on remote nodes. If the MMR/EC module maintains a materialized
optimistic view, the update is also applied to the updated object in the
materialized view after performing conflict resolution as necessary. If
the update precedes the most recent update to that object, the object
copy in the materialized view must be recomputed; the stable version
of the object must be copied into the materialized view and all updates
in the conflict set for that object must be applied.

If adding the update to the conflict set causes a generation to be
completed, the generation can be stabilized. In this case, conflict
resolution is performed for all updates in the generation, and the
resulting set of updates are applied to the stable database state by
accessing the underlying DBMS through the wrapper layer.

The MMR/EC module keeps track of the state of all transactions’ oper-
ations; once all updates and asserted reads in a transaction have stabilized,
the transaction’s compensation method (see section 7.2 is executed through
a callback to the application.

Implementing PRiDe as a separate module that is independent of the
underlying DBMS is a promising prospect, since it allows the protocol to be
used in existing real-time databases without any changes to the DBMS code.
It also allows replication to be used in heterogeneous systems where nodes use
different underlying DBMSs. Implementing a wrapper layer for a particular
database architecture should be a much simpler task than integrating PRiDe
in a DBMS or adding instrumentation hooks to the DBMS, particularly since
it should be possible to write a universal SQL wrapper for all databases
using SQL as their query language. The MMR/EC architecture with no
instrumentation has been implemented successfully on top of the Berkeley
DB database as part of implementation of the partition-tolerant extension
to PRiDe, pPRiDe (see section 6.2.5).

The main drawback of the instrumentation-less design is that all
applications must interface with the MMR/EC module rather than the
database itself. Any database accesses to replicated objects that do not pass
through the MMR/EC module are a potential threat to the consistency of
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the database. Thus, it may be hard to use this design in any legacy system
that contains applications that use the database directly – the applications
would need to be rewritten to use the MMR/EC interface rather than the
database’s own query interface. All maintenance operations such as creation
and deletion of objects must also pass through the MMR/EC module.

6.4 Assumption relaxation

In section 3.5, a number of assumptions about PRiDe’s environment were
listed. However, few of these assumptions are actually necessary for PRiDe to
function correctly and can therefore be relaxed; such assumption relaxations
have been discussed throughout the thesis. In this section, each of the
assumptions is reviewed in the light of these relaxations. The intent is to
summarize how relaxing the assumptions affects the protocol behavior and
the requirements on protocol implementation.

Assumption A1 (virtual full replication) is perhaps the most fundamental
assumption in that it allows the database to meet the requirements imposed
by fundamental conjecture FC1 (section 3.1), i.e., that local operation should
not be affected by distribution or replication. Having all objects accessed by
a transaction available locally allows, together with optimistic local access,
transactions to complete without any need for communication with remote
nodes. The mechanisms for implementing virtual full replication2 have not
been discussed in this thesis; the interested reader is referred to the work
performed by Mathiason & Andler (2003). By dynamically changing replica
allocation on the database nodes to reflect application behavior, the storage
requirements of virtual full replication can be further reduced.

Assumption A2 (ordered messages) serves two purposes; it i) ensures that
versions of objects with relative consistency constraints stabilize in an order
that is consistent with causal dependencies between updates to these objects
(see section 5.5.4), and ii) it reduces the need for stabilization messages.
To see that the second claim holds, consider an update u to object o in
generation g performed by a node N . As another node M receives the
propagation message for u, it knows that it must have received all updates
to o on N in generations preceding g. Propagation of u thus acts as implicit

2Obviously, simply providing full replication of all database objects would meet the
requirements for local access; virtual full replication is simply an optimization that reduces
the scalability problems that full replication implies.
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stabilization messages for o in all generations with generation numbers less
than g, meaning that stabilization messages can be omitted provided that
updates occur frequently enough.

How relative consistency requirements can be handled is discussed
in section 5.5.4. Most likely, the best solution in most systems is to
group data with relative consistency requirements into a single object or
by using a common interface object through which all updates to data
with relative consistency requirements are funneled. This solution can
also be used to counteract the effects of relaxing assumption A2. The
protocol implementation presented in this chapter sends explicit stabilization
messages, meaning that this aspect of ordered messages does not affect the
suggested implementation. The protocol must be changed to exploit implicit
stabilization by ordered messages, but whether such an optimization yields
any benefits is debatable – while the number of messages sent by the protocol
is reduced, stabilization of updates will become slower unless updates are
performed very frequently, in which case few stabilization messages are sent
anyway.

Assumption A3 (no arbitrary failures) is crucial in guaranteeing protocol
correctness. PRiDe has no built-in way of verifying that propagation
messages are authentic and correct; a node that sends different propagation
messages to different nodes will therefore cause the system to become
permanently inconsistent. This is a security problem as well as a fault
tolerance concern; it is therefore important that future work addresses this
weakness of the protocol.

There are two aspects of assumption A4 (reliable, real-time communi-
cation) - reliable communication and real-time communication. Reliable
communication implies that messages are always delivered at their intended
destination, and real-time communication implies that they are delivered
within sufficiently short and bounded time. Reliable communication is
important for the performance of PRiDe – an undelivered message prevents
an update generation from being stabilized, eventually halting all progress
for the affected object. An extension to the protocol that detects undelivered
messages and retrieves the necessary information from peer nodes is
presented in section 6.2. Real-time communication is necessary for timely
stabilization of updates (see section 6.1.3), but the protocol is completely
asynchronous; as long as the system requirements do not dictate that
stabilization of updates must be timely, the assumption about real-time
communication can be relaxed.
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Scheduling of the replication actions defined in chapter 5 has not been
covered in any depth in this thesis. Scheduling is necessary to choose an
action to execute when several guards are enabled. It is assumed that a
predictable and sufficiently efficient scheduling algorithm exists (assumption
A5). To best fit fundamental conjecture FC1 (prioritizing local operation),
local read and update actions should have precedence over integration and
stabilization actions, but this is not the only concern; quality of service
should also be improved by, e.g., ensuring that optimistic reads access data
that is as fresh as possible by scheduling integration actions as frequently as
possible. Design of scheduling protocols for PRiDe is an interesting track of
future research.

As mentioned in section 3.5, assumption A6 is necessary for any systems
that define eventual consistency in terms of eventual execution of a canonical
update log. It is therefore a very hard assumption to relax without making
fundamental alterations to the replication model in PRiDe.

Relaxation of assumption A7 (static configuration of nodes, logical
objects and replicas) has been covered in section 5.6, where it is shown
how nodes, objects and replicas can be added to the database dynamically.

Assumption 8 (fully connected network) is a simplifying assumption
that allows a description of the replication protocol that is independent
of the underlying network model and communication protocol. It is not
crucial to the operation of PRiDe; the replication protocol works on any
network architecture that supports pair-wise communication between nodes,
and the protocol even tolerates temporary, short-running partitions and link
failures in the communication graph. The pPRiDe extension described in
section 6.2.5 also shows how PRiDe can be extended to handle long-lasting
partitions.

6.5 Summary

This chapter presented an evaluation of PRiDe, based on formal proofs,
formal analysis and discussions of its general applicability. Formal cor-
rectness and resource-predictability was shown in sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.5.
The complexity of the algorithm was discussed in section 6.1.4, along with
optimizations and suggestions for efficient implementation of the protocol.
Fault tolerance was discussed in section 6.2, where it was shown how PRiDe
can handle omissions, overloads and partitions.
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PRiDe has also been used as a basis for two separate projects (Olby
2007, Holmgren 2006), which demonstrate the feasibility and flexibility of
the protocol. An extension to PRiDe, pPRiDe, that handles replication
in systems with long-running partitions, was described in section 6.2.5.
A separate module for general-purpose databases that uses PRiDe for
replication was described in section 6.3. Lastly, the assumptions from section
3.5 were discussed in section 6.4, where it was shown that many of these
assumptions can be relaxed if the system is implemented carefully.
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Chapter 7

Building tolerant
applications

The three rules of the Librarians of Time and Space are: 1)
Silence; 2) Books must be returned no later than the date last
shown; and 3) Do not interfere with the nature of causality.

- Terry Pratchett, Guards! Guards!

Chapter 5 described PRiDe and the algorithms used by the protocol to
ensure eventual consistency through continuous convergence. Applications
that aim to exploit the properties of PRiDe must be tolerant of the
temporary inconsistencies that are introduced by locally committed up-
dates/transactions and must also tolerate forward resolution of any conflicts
that occur. This chapter shows how tolerant PRiDe applications can be
constructed, and consists of four main sections. Section 7.1 describes a
classification of update relationships according to update semantics, as well
as an abstract framework for conflict resolution with hooks to application-
specific decisions. The framework provides application programmers with
a core structure for designing application-specific conflict resolution policies
that can be used with PRiDe. Section 7.2 shows how applications can react
to inconsistencies through compensation, and outlines how compensation
procedures can be constructed for transactions. Section 7.3 shows how
applications can be designed to tolerate inconsistency, and how applications
can limit the amount of inconsistency in the system. Lastly, section 7.4
presents VADer, a prototype simulation and visualization tool that has been
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developed to allow programmers to rapidly prototype and analyze PRiDe
applications.

7.1 Conflict resolution framework

Construction of good conflict resolution policies is critical to development
of PRiDe applications. While it is easy to write very restrictive policies
that ensure deterministic and consistent database states (e.g., a policy that
discards all conflicting updates), such näıve policies greatly reduce any
value gained from using PRiDe. In order to allow stabilization of as many
unmodified updates as possible, increasing the ”update throughput” of the
system, conflict resolution policies should identify as many non-conflicts
(i.e., syntactically conflicting updates that are not semantically conflicting)
as possible. Furthermore, a good conflict resolution policy should aim to
produce a database state that is consistent with the intention of as many
conflicting updates as possible, with as few modifications of the updates as
possible.

Two tools are provided to aid the application programmer in constructing
good conflict resolution policies for PRiDe applications: an abstract
framework that provides guidelines for constructing resolution policies based
on a classification of update relationships, and VADer, which is a tool that
allows rapid prototyping of policies and evaluation/debugging of policies
through controlled simulation and visual inspection. The conflict resolution
framework, along with discussion of related topics such as resolution
determinism, is presented in this section. VADer is presented in section
7.4.

7.1.1 Update relationships

While resolution of write-write conflicts is application dependent, the design
of conflict resolution policies can be guided by an examination of how
different update types relate. As outlined below, updates have different
characteristics that can be exploited to classify conflicts. A conflict
resolution policy for a particular object or class can then be separated into
smaller conflict resolution policies based on the conflict classes that exist
among operations in the interface of that object or class. In this section,
a classification of update relationships is provided. These relationships are
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then used in formulating a generic conflict resolution framework in section
7.1.2.

Update relationships are classified as mutually exclusive, competitive, col-
laborative or commutative. For the definitions below, a database 〈O,R,N〉 is
assumed, and the ⊲⊳ relation from definition 4.37 is used to define a syntactic
update conflict.

Definition 7.1. Two updates u and v such that u ⊲⊳ v are mutually
exclusive, written u ⊥ v, if execution of either update prevents correct
execution of the other.

For example, if o represents the state of the front lights in a car,
then updates u = 〈headlights on, null, o〉 and v = 〈headlights off, null, o〉
(turning the lights on and off, respectively) are mutually exclusive if u ⊲⊳ v,
since the lights must be either on or off.

Definition 7.2. Two updates u and v such that u ⊲⊳ v are competitive,
written u ⇆ v, if their correct execution requires consumption of a common
resource.

For example, let o represent the available bandwidth on a shared
communication link. Consider updates u = 〈allocate,< 2Mbps >, o〉 and
v = 〈allocate,< 5Mbps >, o〉, u ⊲⊳ v, that optimistically allocate bandwidth
on the link via updates to o. The updates (allocating 2 and 5 Mbps
of bandwidth, respectively) are competitive, since their correct execution
depend on the availability of a common resource (the bandwidth on the
link). Another example of competitive updates are two seat reservations on
the same airplane.

Definition 7.3. Two updates u and v such that u ⊲⊳ v are collaborative,
written u ⇈ v, if they share a common goal and the combined effects of the
updates may provide a better result than either update by itself.

For example, consider two camera-equipped helicopters that collaborate
to pinpoint the position of an avalanche survivor. If they both update the
survivor’s coordinates, merging the two updates may provide a more precise
result than any of the updates used individually. However, it may sometimes
be useful to prioritize among collaborative updates; for example, a GPS-
equipped helicopter’s position updates may be more reliable than those of a
camera-equipped helicopter.
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move(Coord c) // Request the helicopter to move to coordinates c
land() // Request the helicopter to land at its current position
patrol(Coord[] patrol points) // Requests the helicopter to patrol the
coordinates in the list

Figure 7.1: Interface for the helicopter class

Coord target // Current movement target; may be null
Coord[] patrol points // List of patrol points

Figure 7.2: Internal state of helicopter class

Definition 7.4. Two updates u and v such that u ⊲⊳ v are commutative,
written u‖v, if the correct execution of either update is not affected by the
execution of the other update.

For example, two updates are commutative if they update unrelated
values in a complex object.

The application designer can specify update relationships in terms of
update types and relationships between these types. If updates are method
calls in a data object’s interface, each method corresponds to a specific
update type. For each possible pair of methods in the class interface, an
update relationship can be specified, leading to (n2 + n)/2 specifications
per class, where n is the number of operations in the class interface. A
specification of update relationships for all methods in an object’s interface
can be entered in an update relationship matrix for that object.

As an example, consider the interface for an object that represents the
current movement mode in an unmanned helicopter (figure 7.1). The internal
state of the object is depicted in figure 7.2. The state determines the behavior
of the helicopter – if coordinates for a movement target exist, the helicopter
moves towards those coordinates; if no movement target exists, the helicopter
patrols the coordinates specified in the list of patrol points.

The update relationships for each pair of methods are presented in
the update relationship matrix in figure 7.3 using the relation operators
introduced above. The text in parentheses indicates how the conflict will
be resolved, with ”p:” meaning that a prioritization is required. The text
following the colon is the prioritized update type.

As examples of how update relationships and resolution policies can
be determined, consider the following cases. For move/land, the updates
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move land patrol

move ⇆ (merge) ⊥ (p:move) ‖
land ⇈ (idempotent) ⊥ (p:patrol)
patrol ⇈ (merge)

Figure 7.3: Update relationship matrix for a helicopter object

are obviously mutually exclusive, since one operation prohibits the other.
For the resolution policy, move is prioritized over land since this leaves the
most options open and at least one node wants to keep the unit mobile.
Move/move is an interesting combination; if the coordinates are close, the
updates have collaborative characteristics, but if the coordinates are far from
each other the updates are more competitive (the competition resources are
time and fuel). The updates are identified as competitive; the decision about
whether to treat the updates as collaborative or competitive is left for conflict
resolution to consider when merging the updates.

Update relationships is not a new idea, although the classification
above introduces new relations in the form of competitive and collaborative
updates. An overview of related approaches is provided in section 8.3.

7.1.2 Conflict resolution steps

Conflict resolution is performed on an update generation by a conflict
resolution function that implements a conflict resolution policy. The function
may be any of a set of generic functions provided by the DBMS, but may
also be an application-specific function that is associated with an object
or a class defined by the application programmer. A conflict resolution
function takes a set of updates as input and returns another set of updates
as output. Typically, the role of the conflict resolution function is to
ensure that compatible updates (e.g., collaborative updates or updates that
compete for a plentiful resource) among the input updates are merged such
that the intention of each individual update is compromised as little as
possible. Among incompatible updates (e.g., mutually exclusive updates or
updates that compete for a scarce resource), the conflict resolution function
could select an individual update or modify competing updates to allow
them to be executed despite the resource contention. Generic functions for
conflict resolution are presented later in this section and application-specific
examples are presented in chapter 7. Appendix D contains pseudocode for
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a set of generic conflict resolution functions that can be implemented by a
DBMS.

Even though the exact operation of a conflict resolution function is
application-specific, a generic conflict resolution framework can be specified
that exploits semantics of the update relationship classes presented in section
7.1.1. Such a framework is presented below, and contains hooks where
application-specific policies can be ”plugged in”. The policies can be either
standard conflict resolution policies built into the database (see section 7.1.5)
or policies supplied by the application programmer. The conflict resolver
has full access to information about the transactions that performed the
updates in the generation. The most important information are the types
and parameters of the updates. Conflict resolution policies may also access
the information embedded in the version vectors of updates.

The following is a generic framework for resolving conflicts between
updates in a generation G. The framework is designed for a database that
uses algorithm 5.1 (OUR) or algorithm 5.3 (OTR), but can easily be adapted
for use with variant algorithms. In the description, G is the set of all
updates in G. It is assumed that the competitive (⇆) and collaborative
(⇈) relations are transitive, which is reasonable provided that, e.g., all
competitive updates compete for the same resource and the collaborative
relation models a single ”type” of collaboration. If this is not the case, several
different types of competition/collaboration in the context of a single class
can be modeled (several versions of the ⇆ and ⇈ relations can be used), but
such a situation implies a bad object-oriented design with too large object
granularity. For example, only one type of resource should be managed by a
single object; competitive updates to such an object should all compete for
the managed resource.

1. Evaluate preconditions for all updates in G and discard any updates
whose preconditions are not met. Discarded updates are removed from
G.

2. From the power set 2G of G, determine the maximal subset M ⊆ 2G

such that each set X ∈ M is maximal and contains updates that are
not mutually exclusive.

Formally, the following predicates must hold: i) ∀X ∈ M(X ⊆ G) (all
sets in M are nonempty subsets of G); ii) ∀X ∈ M∀u, v ∈ X (u 6⊥
v∧∀w ∈ G \X∃y ∈ X (w ⊥ y)) (sets in M are maximal sets of updates
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from G that are not mutually exclusive); and iii) ¬∃X ⊆ G(∀u, v ∈
X (u 6⊥ v ∧ ∀w ∈ G \ X∃y ∈ X (w ⊥ y)) ∧ X 6∈ M) (M is maximal).

3. Select one set X ∈ M according to a conflict resolution policy. Discard
all updates in G \ X .

4. Determine the maximal set C ⊆ 2X \ ∅, such that the following
predicates hold: i) ∀Y ∈ C(∀u, v ∈ Y(u 6= v → u ⇆ v)) and ii)
∀Y ∈ C(∀u ∈ X \Y¬∃v ∈ Y(u ⇆ v))). Each set Y ∈ C thus consists of
mutually competitive updates in X .

For each set Y ∈ C, if all updates in Y can be satisfied, they all remain
in X , and Y is removed from C.

5. For each remaining set Y ∈ C of mutually competitive updates, resolve
the conflict between updates in Y according to a conflict resolution
policy and create a new set Y ′ that represents the resolved conflict.
Generic strategies for resolution of conflicts between competitive
updates are discussed later in this section. The updates in Y are
removed from X , and the updates in Y ′ are added to X .

6. Determine the maximal set L ⊆ 2X \ ∅, such that the following
predicates hold: i) ∀Y ∈ L(∀u, v ∈ Y(u 6= v → u ⇈ v)) and ii)
∀Y ∈ L(∀u ∈ X \Y¬∃v ∈ Y(u ⇈ v))). Each set Y ∈ L thus consists of
mutually collaborative updates in X .

For each set Y ∈ L, merge or prioritize the constituent updates ac-
cording to a conflict resolution policy such that each set is represented
by a single update u. u is added to a set F .

7. Check if the updates in F collectively exceed any application-specific
limits on the amount of introduced inconsistency per generation. If
so, discard updates or otherwise reduce the amount of inconsistency
introduced according to a application-specific policy.

8. The updates in F now represent the resolved conflict and can be used
to create a new – stable or optimistic – version of the updated replica.

Apart from step 2 (discussed below), the algorithmic complexity of the
entire framework is O(|G|2), since in the worst case the relation between
all pairs of updates must be determined. The application programmer
always has the option to forego the framework if the running time of conflict
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resolution becomes an issue; for example, a simpler conflict resolution policy
that selects a single update from a generation without considering update
relationships that runs in O(|G|) could be used.

As noted in the previous section, several of the conflict resolution steps
require application-specific decisions. These are discussed below.

Step 1
Step 1 is an initial culling step where updates whose preconditions are not
met can be immediately discarded. This removes the need to consider
such updates in later steps. This step could potentially be used also
for application-specific exclusion of updates. For example, if nodes may
experience byzantine failures, such failures could be detected in this step, and
updates from failed nodes could be discarded. If all updates are discarded
from a generation during this step, the resulting version is identical to the
previous version.

Step 2
The method listed for Step 2 in the framework – constructing and evaluating
all sets in the power set of G – runs in O(2|G|) and is thus not feasible if G
is large. A more efficient way to perform Step 2 – that approximates the
intended result and runs in at worst O(|G|2) – is to choose one update from
each pair of mutually exclusive updates. If there is only one pair of update
types related by ⊥ in the relationship matrix, the set X for Step 3 can be
constructed by discarding all updates of one of the conflicting types and
adding all other updates in G to X . The result from these simpler methods
may differ from the ”optimal” result (as specified in the framework) only if
there are multiple instances of the ⊥ relation in the relationship matrix, and
if there are multiple updates that are related by ⊥ in a generation. For this
reason, avoiding mutual exclusion between updates is a good design aim for
PRiDe applications.

Step 3
In step 3, an update set must be deterministically chosen among the mutually
exclusive sets according to an application-specific policy. For example, a
value can be assigned to each update, and the policy could select the set with
the highest total update value. Obviously, the policy must be deterministic
to ensure that all nodes select the same update set.
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Steps 4&5
Each set Y ∈ C can be created by first selecting an update u ∈ X not yet
in any set Y ∈ C and then adding to Y all updates in the transitive closure
for ⇆ starting with u. An application-specific policy can then be used to
check if the resource requirements of all competitive updates in Y can be
satisfied. If the resource they are competing for is easily quantifiable, this
is simply a matter of summing up the resource consumption of each update
and comparing the sum with the available resource amount. For resources
that are not quantifiable, more intricate resolution policies are required. For
example, for competitive move() updates to a helicopter object (see figure
7.1 and the description of the example in section 7.1.1), the policy must
determine if the target coordinates of the updates are close enough to merge
the move operations into one update, or prioritize one of the updates.

Three strategies for resolving conflicts between a set of competitive
updates can be used. Using the cake cutter method, updates are discarded
until the resource requirements of all remaining updates ca be satisfied.
Using the cheese cutter method, update parameters are modified to reduce
their resource requirements such that the requirements of all updates in the
set can be satisfied; e.g., an update that attempts to allocate 5Mbps of
bandwidth may be allowed to execute, but be modified such that it only
allocates 3Mbps. Lastly, using the overbook and compensate method, all
updates are allowed to execute, temporarily overconsuming the contented
resource. If this method is used, it is likely that a compensation action
must be taken; e.g., if a set of withdrawals are allowed to overdraw a bank
account, the compensation procedure could bill the customer for the missing
amount. Generic templates for the cake cutter and cheese cutter methods
are available in appendix D.

Step 6
Construction of the set L in step 6 is equivalent to the construction of Y
in step 4, but instead of using the transitive closure of ⇆, the transitive
closure of ⇈ is used. Collaborative updates may be idempotent, i.e., applying
all updates has the same effect as applying only one of the updates. For
example, all land() operation from the helicopter example are idempotent.
If the collaborative updates are not idempotent, they can, like competitive
updates, be merged or culled according to priority. However, any discarded
collaborative updates are typically not compensated for, since it is likely that
the role of the discarded updates is subsumed by any prioritized updates.
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Step 7
Applications may need a limit on the amount of inconsistency introduced by
updates in a generation. If such a limit needs to be enforced, an application-
specific policy may be executed in this step. Suitable strategies for deciding
which updates to cull or modify can be derived from the cake cutter and
cheese cutter policies presented in appendix D.

Ultimately, it may be necessary to compensate for updates that are discarded
or modified during the conflict resolution process. For example, consider
concurrent seat reservations in an airline booking application. The updates
are competitive, since they are competing for the available seats in an
airplane. If one of the reservations must be discarded due to overbooking,
a reasonable compensation strategy would be to perform a preliminary
reservation on the next plane with a free seat to the same destination. All
compensation should be performed as the generation is stabilizing, during
the conflict resolution phase that determines the new stable value for the
object. A compensation policy can be specified for each update type. This
policy is executed locally whenever an update of that type is discarded.
Compensation is discussed further in section 7.2.

As an example of how the framework can be used for conflict resolution,
consider the following set of concurrent updates to an object of the helicopter
class whose interface is defined in figure 7.1: {move(1138, 1337), land(),
move(1134, 1329), patrol([x, y]), patrol([z])}. Assume that no updates are
discarded in step 1. In step 2, two groups X0 = {move(1138, 1337),
move(1134, 1329), patrol([x, y]), patrol([z])} and X1 = {land()} are created.
By priority order, the update in group X1, land(), is discarded in step 3. In
step 4, the group C = {move(1138, 1337), move(1134, 1330)} of competitive
updates is created. Since the coordinates of the two move operations
are relatively close, the updates are merged into move(1136, 1333). In
step 6, the group L = {patrol([x, y]), patrol([z])} of collaborative updates
is created. The patrol coordinates are merged into an ordered list of
coordinates that minimizes the fuel consumption in navigating the patrol
points, such as patrol([x, z, y]). The remaining updates, move(1136, 1333)
and patrol([x, z, y]), are commutative and can both be applied to produce
the new object version. The helicopter will move to position (1136, 1333)
and then start patrolling the coordinates represented by x, z, y.

To ensure progress of the system, the system designer should aim to
discard as few updates as possible. In many cases, acting optimistically
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based on an unstable version may be better than inaction, even though the
results would have been better had the version been stable. For example,
consider a transaction T that optimistically reads the list of patrol points for
a helicopter and updates that helicopter’s movement vector. In many cases,
this behavior is preferable to waiting for stabilization of the version, since
most of the time the movement vector will be correct, and even if it is not,
the helicopter may still be traveling in roughly the right direction. However,
even if the version read by T turns out to be unstable, its updates should
not be discarded when performing conflict resolution, since the transaction
has already affected the real-world state (the helicopter has started moving
according to its new vector). Discarding the transaction’s updates would
lead to a database state that is inconsistent with the real world.

7.1.3 Guaranteeing determinism

To ensure eventual consistency as defined by the correctness criteria in
section 5.1.1, conflict resolution policies must be deterministic, i.e., the
results of executing a policy should be independent of external factors, such
as states of unrelated objects or the order in which updates were added to a
generation. Determinism ensures that every node sees the same stable ver-
sions for a given database object. The framework presented in section 7.1.2
ensures a deterministic result as long as no nondeterminism is introduced
by application-specific processing. To avoid such nondeterminism, the data
accessed by the conflict resolution policy must be restricted to the updates
in the conflicting generation (which is deterministic on all nodes, as shown
in chapter 5) and the previous version of the stabilizing replica. If necessary,
earlier updates in the committed prefix of the replica or earlier versions of the
replica can be accessed, as long as all accessed values can be guaranteed to
be available on every node when stabilizing the generation in question (i.e.,
they must not have been pruned from the history). Other database objects
can typically not be accessed, since objects evolve independently on every
node, which means that the states of other objects are not deterministic.
The only exception is that it is allowed to access replicas that use the same
interface (replicas in the same consistency group as the stabilizing replica;
see section 5.5.4) and static data (see section 4.3).
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void incBudget(int amount) // budget += amount
void decBudget(int amount) // budget -= amount
int getBudget() // return budget
bool sufficient(int required) // Returns true iff required≥budget

Figure 7.4: Interface for a Budget object

7.1.4 Handling assertions in conflict resolution

Generally, any assertions included in a generation are handled in a separate
step that is executed after conflict resolution; the method specified by the
assertion is executed, and the results are added to the assertion. If the
assertion fails, the compensation procedure for the asserting transaction can
access the results and determine whether compensation is necessary.

However, it is possible to allow assertions to affect stabilization of a
generation by adding methods used by assertions to the update relationship
matrix and specifying the relationship between assertion methods and
update methods. For example, consider the interface of a Budget object
specified in figure 7.4. The incBudget() and decBudget() are update methods,
while getBudget() and sufficient() are read methods. To allow assertions to
affect stabilization of update generations for objects of type Budget, the read
methods could be added to the update relationship matrix, for example as
shown in figure 7.5. In this matrix, getBudget() is specified as being mutually
exclusive with incBudget() and decBudget(), meaning that any asserted
execution of getBudget() could cause concurrent executions of incBudget()
or decBudget() updates to be discarded. The relationship between the
sufficient() method and the decBudget() method is more intricate; an
asserted execution of sufficient() with a parameter required can be concurrent
with a decBudget() update as long as the execution of decBudget() does
not cause the budget to drop below required. Since this relationship is
similar to two competing updates, the relationship between decBudget() and
sufficient() is specified as competitive (⇆).

Adding assertions to the update relationship matrix as specified above
allows explicit resolution of read-write conflicts during the conflict resolution
step. While this can be useful it should be used with caution, since it may
counteract many of the benefits of using optimistic replication. Generally,
a system where correct results of read operations and explicit resolution of
read-write conflicts are crucial should not be implemented using PRiDe.
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incBudget decBudget getBudget sufficient

incBudget ‖ ‖ ⊥ (p:getBudget) ‖
decBudget ⇆ (merge) ⊥ (p:getBudget) ⇆

getBudget ‖ ‖
sufficient ‖

Figure 7.5: Update relationship matrix for a Budget object

7.1.5 Generic conflict resolution policies

The DBMS can provide a standard library of conflict resolution policies.
This way, for data objects where these are applicable, the involvement of the
application programmer in specification of the conflict resolution function
is reduced to choosing the generic policy that best reflects the application
semantics. A set of such policies are listed in Appendix D. Several of the
listed policies were inspired by the policies available the commercial database
system Oracle10g, which is described in section 8.4.1.

7.2 Compensation

PRiDe allows an application programmer to specify a compensation proce-
dure for each transaction type. The compensation procedure is executed
whenever a transaction instance of that type stabilizes, i.e., when all of
the transaction instance’s updates and assertions have stabilized. The
input to the compensation procedure for a transaction T is the set of
updates/assertions performed by T , including the submitted parameters of
the update (the update parameter as set by the application), the actual
parameters of the update (the parameter values after any modifications in
conflict resolution) and the acceptance state of the update (whether it was
accepted or discarded in conflict resolution).

The primary purpose of compensation is to allow the application to react
to an optimistically executed transaction and compensate for any update
conflicts or incorrect optimistic reads. For example, consider a transaction
that optimistically allocates 5Mbps of bandwidth on a communication link
for a video stream (c.f. example in section 5.3.2) and sets the stream quality
to ”High”. The transaction may conflict with other allocation transactions
and have its allocation request reduced to 2Mbps during conflict resolution.
A suitable compensation procedure could be to reduce the stream quality to
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”Medium” in order to better fit the available bandwidth for the stream. If a
transaction’s updates are discarded in conflict resolution, re-submitting the
transaction may be a reasonable compensation strategy.

Used in an optimistic fashion, the compensation procedure thus reacts to
previous optimistic behavior of a transaction. The compensation procedure
can also be used to validate optimistic reads. In the example above, the
application may optimistically reserve 5Mbps on the communication link,
but use only 1Mbps of the bandwidth (based on an estimate of the worst-
case divergence between the optimistic read of the object and the eventual
stable value; see section 7.3.1 for a discussion about how such estimates can
be calculated) until the reservation has been validated. The compensation
procedure would then activate the full use of the allocated bandwidth
provided that the optimistic allocation turned out to be correct. Similarly,
an airline reservation system could send a confirmation of a reserved seat to
the customer as part of the compensation procedure.

Note that compensation procedures in PRiDe are different from similar
concepts such as counter-steps (Garcia-Molina 1983) and compensating
transactions (Korth et al. 1990). The goal of compensation in these
approaches is to undo effects of earlier transactions. In PRiDe, compensation
acts as a complement to already committed but compromised transactions,
whose effects cannot be undone.

Consider a database D = 〈O,R,N〉. The compensation procedure for a
transaction T in D is executed only on T ’s origin node N = node(T ) ∈ N .
While it may seem more correct to execute the compensation procedure on
every node that hosts objects updated by T (i.e., every node in {M |M ∈
N ∧ ∃o ∈ MT (R(o,M) 6= null)}), executing the compensation procedure
only on N is actually more powerful since it allows the compensation
procedure to start new transactions and access local information without
introducing nondeterminism. If nodes would perform autonomous, local
compensation, a compensation procedure would not be allowed to create
regular database transactions, since the effects of these would be replicated
to other nodes, who may have created identical transactions themselves.
Ensuring correct behavior and consistent results of several identical com-
pensation transactions created by multiple nodes would become incredibly
complex. Furthermore, in order to ensure deterministic compensation results
of autonomous compensation, a compensation procedure for a transaction
T would be restricted to accessing only the objects accessed by T , since T
stabilizes independently of the local states of any other database objects.
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For example, consider the scenario described in section 7.1.2, where it is
suggested that a compensation procedure for a flight reservation transaction
may compensate for overbooked seats by making preliminary reservations of
seats on flights with the same destination. If compensation were performed
autonomously by each node integrating the reservation transaction, each
node may have different information about seat availability on other flights,
and may thus make different reservations, introducing global inconsistency
due to the nondeterministic results of compensation procedure execution.
This does not happen if the compensation procedure is executed only on
the origin node of the reservation transaction and its effects replicated as
normal.

An argument against relying on only a transaction’s origin node to
perform compensation is that the system becomes sensitive to node failures.
If the origin node of a transaction T crashes after committing T but before
stabilizing T , no compensation will be performed for T . The system must
therefore not depend on compensation to achieve eventual consistency if
node failures can occur; conflict resolution should be sufficient to reach
a consistent state. Compensation should simply improve an application’s
quality of service by reacting to conflicts and inconsistent reads.

7.3 Tolerating inconsistency

Consistency is a highly application-specific property that can be hard
to quantify. If there is no way of determining a replica’s consistency,
applications cannot assess the quality of an optimistically accessed value.
Saito & Shapiro (2005) argue that many applications do not need to make
such estimates, but that some applications can benefit from knowing and
possibly enforcing a limit on how much a replica’s value can possibly
diverge from that of a current and consistent version of that replica.
Some consistency models, such as epsilon-serializability (see section 2.7.3)
depend on consistency being quantifiable in order to relax serializability
requirements.

7.3.1 Bounding inconsistency

Yu & Vahdat (2002) acknowledge that consistency metrics are highly
application-specific, but specify three general metrics – numerical error,
order error and staleness – that they claim can capture most application
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semantics. Numerical error specifies a bound on the number of global writes
not yet applied to a specific replica; order error limits the number of unstable
local updates (subject to reordering as remote and preceding updates are
received) to a replica at an individual node; and staleness is a bound on the
(wall-clock) time between an update to a replica and the integration of that
update on a specific node.

PRiDe provides a rough way of bounding inconsistency limits through
the bound variable in algorithms OUR and OTR that bounds the number of
concurrent accesses to a replica by limiting the number of new generations
that can be created for a replica before stabilizing earlier generations. bound
thus limits the order error of the associated replica. A limit on the amount
of inconsistency in the system can be enforced by a conflict resolution policy
that bounds the change to a metric value by updates in a single generation,
i.e., the conflict resolution policy ensures that those updates collectively
do not change a metric value by more than a specified amount δ. In this
case, the maximum error observed by an optimistic read can be computed
by multiplying δ with the number of unstable local generations for the read
value. Such a policy would be implemented in step 7 in the conflict resolution
framework presented in section 7.1. This allows updates to optimistically
exceed any artificial limits on inconsistency for individual updates; the limits
are only enforced if a set of logically concurrent updates collectively exceed
the limit.

While the bound variable can be used to limit replica divergence in a
PRiDe system as described above, its primary function is to ensure that
the size of conflict sets remains bounded and predictable. Setting bound
to an unnecessarily small value means that applications cannot progress
independently; remote update integration is required in order to decrease
the number of local unstable generations and thereby satisfy the artificial
constraint imposed by the low bound. In real-time and availability-critical
applications, bound should be set as high as possible; the application designer
should ensure that an application is tolerant of inconsistency rather than
rely on a low bound to decrease the amount of inconsistency seen by the
application.

A stabilizing transaction can check the actual amount of imported
inconsistency post-commit by using assertions. By comparing the actual
result of the asserted read with the tentative result from the read, the
transaction can determine the amount of imported consistency and perform
relevant compensation in execution of its compensation procedure.
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7.3.2 Choosing the appropriate type of read

As has been described in earlier sections (5.2.1,5.5.2), an application can
choose to perform a stable, optimistic or asserted read. To benefit the most
from the optimistic replication provided by PRiDe, and to best support
PRiDe’s model of potential causal dependencies, asserted and optimistic
reads should be used in as many situations as possible, since these make
use of all information available locally. A stable read can still be stale –
the object that is read could have been modified several times by updates
succeeding the updates in the stable generation, even locally. Stable reads
should be used primarily when it is important not to observe information
about an object that may later be corrected, for example when saving a series
of object versions for time-series analysis or construction of a graph, or when
displaying information to a user who would later be confused by corrections
to that information (such as a player’s score inexplicably decreasing in a
computer game). Asserted reads should, as described in section 5.5.2, be
used when it is necessary to react to inconsistent reads during compensation.

7.3.3 Properties of tolerant data

The tolerance of a system depends partly on correct and semantics-
preserving conflict resolution policies, but also on careful design of data
objects, interfaces and transactions. This subsection discusses properties
of data objects and how they can affect the tolerance of the system. The
next subsection then formulates a set of application design guidelines that
can help in making applications tolerant of inconsistencies and simplify
construction of conflict resolution policies.

• Continuous and metric value domain: the value domain of
data objects for use with PRiDe should be continuous, and values
close in the value domain should be similar from an application
semantics perspective. By ensuring that similar values also cause
similar application behavior the impact of accessing inconsistent data
is decreased, likely reducing the cost of incorrect operation and
the amount of compensation needed. Preferably, the value domain
should be free of hot spots, i.e., values in the domain with particular
significance. For example, the negative implications of an inconsistent
read of a sensor that measures the temperature of a fluid is likely to be
larger if the temperature is close to its boiling or freezing temperature.
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• Small, incremental changes: data objects whose values change
incrementally and in small increments are typically more tolerant than
data objects whose value can change arbitrarily. By ensuring that
values are not updated absolutely, the application can make estimates
about the potential error of an optimistic read by counting the number
of unstable generations used to compute the the optimistic value.

• Self-validating data: ideally, data objects that may be temporarily
inconsistent should be self-validating, such as hints (Lampson 1983). A
hint is a piece of information that provides extra value to the program
if it is correct, but does not incur a failure if it is incorrect. Attempting
to use the hint reveals to the application whether it is correct or not.
A typical example of a hint is a cached address for a host. If correct,
it can be used directly, but if wrong, attempting to use it will reveal
that it is wrong (the host will not be found) and the new address
must be retrieved via a request to a name server. Similarly, if a
transaction can detect that it is trying to use an inconsistent value
in a replicated database, it can decide to abort, use the inconsistent
value and compensate later, or simply wait for the inconsistency to be
resolved.

• Simple objects and simple interfaces: by making object semantics
simple, it is easier to write simple, comprehensible conflict resolution
policies. Similarly, by ensuring that there are few methods in an
object’s interface, the risk of misinterpreting the relationship between
two methods decreases.

7.3.4 Application construction guidelines

The previous section described properties of data that makes it easier to
make applications tolerant. In this section a set of application construction
guidelines is presented. The guidelines are developed to assist an application
programmer in creating tolerant applications by careful design of object
interfaces and transactions.

• State-independent updates: the effects of an update method
should be as independent of the current state of the object as possible.
If the effects of the method depends on the object state, the results
from executing the method optimistically and its eventual stable
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execution may differ considerably, potentially invalidating optimistic
reads of the updated object. The conflict resolution framework (section
7.1) allows preconditions of updates to be evaluated in the first step,
which helps alleviate this problem, but by making update methods
state independent this check can be avoided, decreasing the execution
time for conflict resolution and the risk of introducing bugs in the
conflict resolution policies.

• Sparse remote interfaces: the remote interface for a database
object should contain as few methods as possible. Reducing the
number of methods in the interface greatly reduces the number of
update relationships (section 7.1.1), making it easier to construct
correct conflict resolution policies that cover all possible combinations
of updates.

• Thin update methods: update methods in an object’s interface
should be as thin as possible, meaning that besides updating the
affected values they should perform as few operations as possible.
Particularly, an update method should not read the states of other
local objects since this makes it very difficult to ensure that the result
of the update is deterministic. Instead, read operations that affect the
update should be performed by the transaction executing the update
and relevant information should be relayed to the update method
through the update parameters.

• Optimistic reads precede updates: if a transaction reads an
object o and later updates o, the initial read should not be stable,
but optimistic. The update will be causally ordered after all updates
received locally, meaning that it will be treated as if it had seen the
effects of all preceding local updates.

• Single updates: a transaction should not update the same object
more than once. If a transaction performs multiple updates to the
same object, the updates will be placed in different generations, and
will thus stabilize independently. This means that a stable read of an
object may return a value that includes some of a transaction’s updates
but not the other, effectively violating transaction atomicity.

• Simple real-world actions: transactions that perform actions that
are difficult to compensate for (such as real-world actions) should not
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perform updates that are mutually exclusive with other updates, and
risk being discarded in conflict resolution. Such a transaction may see
some of its updates being discarded, but be unable to compensate for
its other actions, leaving the database in an inconsistent state.

7.4 VADer

Experience from constructing system with optimistic replication and forward
conflict resolution has shown that writing tolerant applications and good con-
flict resolution policies is a complex exercise (Preguica, Shapiro & Matheson
2002, Saito & Shapiro 2005). For this reason, a prototype of a Visualizer and
Application Designer tool (VADer) has been implemented to aid database
designers and application programmers in constructing PRiDe applications.
A secondary reason for constructing VADer was to provide a proof-of-
concept implementation of the PRiDe algorithms in a useful framework;
while VADer does not actually perform any distributed computation (it was
written to execute on a single machine), it allows simulation of distributed
operation with any configuration of nodes, providing the PRiDe application
programmer with an accessible environment for prototyping, testing and
debugging applications. VADer also illustrates techniques for constructing
hooks from the protocol to application-specific conflict resolution policies
and compensation procedures. VADer is written in Java (and supports
applications written in Java) to enable rapid prototyping and to ensure
portability of the tool and associated applications; however, the concepts
and techniques used in constructing VADer and the example applications
should be easily transferable to other object-oriented languages.

The description of VADer in this section serves two main purposes: it
shows an example implementation of PRiDe and demonstrates how VADer
can help in designing and implementing applications. It should be noted that
the focus of this section as a whole is on how VADer supports application
construction; for a programmer’s guide to actually implementing VADer
applications, see appendix B.

7.4.1 Overview

The main interface of VADer is the database manager (figure 7.6). VADer’s
interface allows the user to perform three main types of tasks: i) manually
manipulate objects, nodes and transactions in the database; ii) inspect the
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Figure 7.6: The main interface of VADer, running the bank application from
appendix C.

state of the database and iii) execute VADer applications. Some of these
tasks require the use of sub-interfaces that are launched in new windows.
An overview of these three tasks is provided in this section.

Manual manipulation

VADer allows the user to manually create objects, nodes and transactions
in the database. Objects are managed through the right-hand side of the
database manager interface (figure 7.6), and can be added at any time, even
when an application is running. Objects can be created based on any VADer
class that has been added to the set of application classes by the user (see
appendix B). A sub-interface (figure 7.7) allows the update relationships
for an object or class to be defined. While update relationships are not
used internally in VADer, they are accessible by application-specific conflict
resolution policies.

Database nodes can be added through the ”Add” button in the left-
hand side of the database manager interface. The number of nodes to
be added is specified in the associated text field. Nodes cannot be added
dynamically; as soon as an object has been created, no further nodes can be
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Figure 7.7: Editing update relations for an object in VADer.

added to the database, since VADer currently does not have the functionality
required to create new replicas of existing objects and update the version
vectors/conflict sets of existing replicas. Since figure 7.6 shows the database
manager interface with an application running and several objects in the
database, the ”Add” button is disabled. The ”Crash” and ”Recover” buttons
are meant for future use and are permanently disabled in the current version;
VADer does not currently support any failure handling.

VADer allows manual creation of transactions in order to let the user
test the results of specific transaction execution patterns in a database. The
transaction creation interface (figure 7.8) is accessed from the node interface
(figure 7.9) and allows a simple type of abstract transaction to be created.
The read and write sets of the transaction can be manipulated through the
arrow buttons; in its current form, a manually created transaction cannot
execute an arbitrary method in an object’s interface, but is restricted to
updating a string value. In order to allow the user to manually create
application-specific transactions that perform application-specific updates
to data objects, the application interface must explicitly implement this
(as in the bank application shown in figure 7.12). Functionality that
allows application-specific transactions to be manually created and executed
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Figure 7.8: Interface for manual transaction creation in VADer.

from the VADer GUI can be added to VADer in the future. Besides
transaction creation, it is possible for the user to control propagation and
integration of individual transactions from the node interface (figure 7.9);
automatic integration and propagation of transactions can be turned off in
the simulation settings (figure 7.13).

Inspection

VADer allows the user to inspect the current database state through
several views. The database management interface shows the current node
configuration (i.e., the contents of N for a database 〈O,R,N〉) on the left-
hand side, and the current set of replicated objects (O) on the right-hand
side. The state of a specific node can be accessed by selecting a node and
pressing the ”Show” button in the database manager interface; this brings
up the node interface window (figure 7.9). In the node interface window, the
state of individual replicas can be inspected; by selecting an object in the
node interface, string representations of the current stable and optimistic
values of the local replica are shown, along with its version vector. The
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Figure 7.9: Two instances of the node interface in VADer.
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Figure 7.10: A transaction dependency graph displayed in VADer.

programmer can control the output in the value fields by overloading the
toString() method in the object’s class. The node interface also shows
any transactions waiting for integration and propagation. By pressing the
”Show Transaction Graph” button, a graphical representation of the node’s
transaction history (excluding any stabilized transactions) can be displayed.
The transaction graph is a graphical representation of a dependency graph
as described in section 2.7.2. An example of a transaction graph is shown in
figure 7.10 – the boxes at the top of the window represent objects, while the
darker boxes in the center column represent transactions. The label of an
object box is the string representation of the object’s current tentative state,
while the label of a transaction box is a concatenation of the transaction’s
origin node, the transaction’s type, and the transaction’s ID. Thus, the box
labeled ”N0 DEPOSIT 0” represents a DEPOSIT transaction that has ID 0
and was run on node N0. Graph edges represent transaction dependencies;
the label on an edge shows the type of dependency that it represents (only
write dependencies are shown, hence the prefix W: on all edges) and the
object(s) accessed by the operations that cause the dependency.

Another view of the database is provided through the event queue
interface (figure 7.11), which is available if discrete event simulation is
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enabled. The event queue window contains the currently scheduled events
along with the logical time at which they are scheduled.

Application execution

All VADer applications are collected in a Java package. On startup of
VADer, this package is scanned, and all available applications are added to a
drop-down list in the database manager interface (figure 7.6). The user can
choose to run the application on any subset of available nodes by choosing
the application from the list, selecting a set of nodes and pressing the
”Launch” button. An application can be any Java program, which allows the
application programmer to (for example) easily create graphical interfaces
for the applications. Figure 7.12 shows an interface for a bank office in a
VADer implementation of the bank application described in Appendix C.

Discrete event simulation

VADer applications can run in a ”competitive threads” mode or a ”discrete
events” mode. The user can change between these modes through a radio
button in the simulation settings interface (figure 7.13). In the competitive
threads mode, applications and application transactions run in separate
Java threads, leading to potentially nondeterministic execution orders. In
a discrete event simulation, execution is deterministic (provided that the
application behavior is deterministic), providing the possibility to iteratively
execute a series of identical simulations when debugging an application.
Significant events in VADer (typically thread switches, but the user can
schedule application-specific events) are scheduled at a certain logical time
and are added to an event queue (figure 7.11). The user can control the
execution of events in the event queue through the event queue interface
shown in the figure; the interface is accessed by pressing the ”Event Queue”
button in the main database manager interface (figure 7.6). The ability of
VADer to change between the two execution modes depend on applications
using VADer’s built-in Wait() method when yielding the processor. If the
database runs as a discrete event simulation, executing a wait automatically
constructs a new event and adds it to the event queue; the thread that
called the Wait() method is not scheduled again until the event is executed
by VADer. In competitive threads mode, Wait() simply executes Java’s
inherent Thread.sleep() method for the specified amount of time.
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Figure 7.11: The interface of the VADer event queue.

Figure 7.12: Interface of the bank application running in VADer.
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Figure 7.13: VADer simulation settings.
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7.4.2 Future extensions

The purpose of VADer is mostly to act as a proof of concept, demonstrating
a functional implementation of PRiDe and providing a prototype for a tool
that helps a programmer construct PRiDe applications. Thus, there is room
for several improvements of VADer, the most important of which are listed
below:

• Assertions: assertions have not yet been implemented in VADer,
which means that applications have no implicit way of validating
optimistic reads. However, it is possible for an application programmer
to ”emulate” assertions by implementing empty update methods
that act as assertions and modifying the conflict resolution policy
accordingly. An asserted read could then be performed by first
executing an optimistic read and subsequently execute a corresponding
”assertion” update method that does not contain any code but takes
a parameter that shares a type with the result of the read. In conflict
resolution, the parameter can be set to the actual value of the read
object, providing the compensation method with information about
the actual state of the object that was read. While this is a passable
solution, it is not very elegant and requires unnecessary and possibly
confusing methods to be added to class interfaces. It would be better
to allow VADer applications to simply create asserted reads in addition
to optimistic and stable reads.

• Networked simulation: VADer currently simulates multiple nodes
on a single machine, with no way of distributing nodes on different
computers in a network. While it is possible for the user to alter some
network simulation parameters such as the network delay for messages,
it would be useful for a programmer to test a prototype application
under real-world conditions.

• Implementation of the generic conflict resolution framework:
section 7.1 contains a framework for generic conflict resolution, showing
a series of steps based on update relationships that can be used to
ensure deterministic conflict resolution results. In future versions
of VADer, this framework should be supported through a set of
helper functions that can be used to, e.g., find the maximal set of
mutually exclusive update sets for a generation (useful for step 1 in
the framework).
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• Dynamic node creation: since the current version of PRiDe does
not allow dynamic node sets, VADer restricts simulations to run on a
static set of nodes. Once an object has been added to the database,
no more nodes can be added or removed from the set of nodes. Future
versions of VADer should be updated to allow creation and removal of
nodes during runtime.

• Simulation of failures: currently, failures cannot be simulated in
VADer. For example, message losses cannot be simulated (although the
maximum network delay can be increased to emulate a protocol that
detects message omissions and resends messages), and it is not possible
to simulate node crashes and recovering nodes. In order to allow
the programmer to test the application’s behavior during suboptimal
conditions, such features should be added to VADer.

• Inheritance: the current implementation of VADer does not allow
inheritance among object, transaction and application classes. The
main limitation is that new classes are assumed to be direct subclasses
of specific abstract root classes. By having new classes implement
Java interfaces rather than extend abstract root classes (e.g., new
transaction classes implement a transaction interface consisting of the
compensate() method rather than extend the TransactionRoot class)
this problem would be removed, and the software design would be more
elegant.

In addition to the listed limitations there are small improvements that
can be made to VADer in order to increase its usability. For example, the
tool does not allow a simulation to be saved and resumed later, and the
interface can be improved to make the tool more user friendly. Also, the
documentation for the tool is very sparse, mostly consisting of an application
example and comments in the code.

7.5 Summary

In this chapter, the construction of tolerant applications that use PRiDe
for replication was discussed. A formal and general conflict resolution
framework was presented in section 7.1. The framework can be used as a
template for construction of application-specific conflict resolution policies,
and is based on a set of update relationships, which model how updates
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in a data object’s interface relate. One of the fundamental concepts of
PRiDe, compensation, was discussed in section 7.2, where it was shown
how applications can react to inconsistent operations after a conflict or stale
read has occurred. Section 7.3 showed properties of tolerant applications,
and provided design guidelines for objects and applications that use PRiDe
for replication. Section 7.4 contained an overview of VADer, a visualization,
debugging and prototyping tool for designers of PRiDe applications.
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Chapter 8

Related work

I believe virtually everything I read, and I think that is what
makes me more of a selective human than someone who doesn’t
believe anything.

- David St. Hubbins

This chapter contains an overview of related work. Section 8.1 describes
two independent update protocols that are related to the continuous
convergence-protocol on which PRiDe is built (Gustavsson & Andler 2005).
Section 8.2 discusses two approaches to optimistic replication in systems
with epidemic propagation. Section 8.3 focuses on update relationships,
outlining similar approaches to semantics-based conflict classification and
comparing them to update relationships as described in section 7.1.1. Section
8.4 contains more in-depth descriptions of other optimistic replication
approaches, along with discussion about their fundamental similarities and
differences to PRiDe.

8.1 Independent update protocols

In the independent update protocol (IUP) (Ceri et al. 1995), a fully replicated
database is assumed, and transactions execute and commit locally. The
node where a transaction is executed is referred to as the coordinator, and
all other nodes are called participants. As a transaction is executed, the
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coordinator immediately propagates all write operations to the participants.
Upon reception of a propagated write operation, a participant replies with an
ACK message. However, the coordinator commits the transaction regardless
of whether or not it has received ACK messages for all its write operations
from all participants. Upon commit, the coordinator propagates the commit
decision to the participants. It is assumed that all messages are delivered
in the order in which they were sent, meaning that if a commit message for
transaction T is delivered to a participant P , all write operations in T must
have already been delivered to P .

A participant may choose not to apply a write to object o if it determines
(via a so-called reception vector) that it has not applied all previous writes
to o that the coordinator has performed. In this case, it omits to send
an ACK message for the write. Other reasons for omitted ACK messages
may be node failures or network partitions. Unacknowledged writes remain
in the coordinator’s log, and are later propagated via a reconciliation
mechanism. Two nodes reconciliate by exchanging the necessary subsets
of their operation logs.

Unlike PRiDe, IUP does not consider conflicting operations. It is
assumed that either updates are commutative, or the timestamps of
operations constitute a global total order. Executing the operations in the
global order is assumed to be a correct execution. This means that if updates
in the execution order are in conflict, the update with the highest timestamp
(which for logically concurrent updates is arbitrary) ”wins” by overwriting
earlier updates. IUP also assumes that optimistically performed operations
can be undone via compensation; incorrectly applied operations are undone
and re-executed in timestamp order. The possibility that inconsistency
spreads in the system due to transactions reading optimistically updated
data is not considered.

In the token-based independent update protocol (TBIU) (Zhou & Jia
1999), a token ring architecture is used. Local transactions can perform
partial commit locally, and local transactions are propagated when a node
receives the token. Unlike the forward conflict resolution used in PRiDe,
conflicting transactions are rolled back, but the probability of update
conflicts is reduced by a data partitioning scheme.

Transaction rollback ensures eventual global serializability of transac-
tions, but makes TBIU an unsuitable protocol for use in a real-time system
(Ramamritham 1993). Also, token passing introduces a bad or unpredictable
worst-case delay before propagating a local transaction, and if the token
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is lost a potentially time-consuming and unpredictable recovery protocol
must be executed. Lastly, duplicate tokens are not considered; should
an additional token mistakenly be introduced in the system, conflicting
transactions could be permanently committed.

8.2 Epidemic update propagation protocols

Several implementations of optimistic replication using epidemic propagation
protocols have been suggested (Rabinovich et al. 1996, Agrawal et al. 1997,
Petersen, Spreitzer, Terry, Theimer & Demers 1997). Epidemic propagation,
where data spreads through random, pair-wise exchanges, works well in
systems with a dynamic network infrastructure, mobile nodes or unreliable
communication links. Since these attributes are typical of systems where
optimistic replication will yield the most benefit, epidemic propagation is a
natural way of disseminating update or transaction information in optimistic
replication protocols.

Rabinovich et al. (1996) present an epidemic approach that aims to
increase the scalability of update propagation by reducing the number of
version comparisons performed during peer interaction. In a simple epidemic
protocol, the overhead in update propagation is linearly proportional to
the number of database objects (since the peers’ object versions must be
compared to infer which replicas or updates need to be transferred). The
approach suggested in the paper is instead linear in the number of replicas
that are actually copied (i.e., that have seen changes on one peer but not
the other). To achieve this, version vectors (section 2.4) are associated not
only with individual replicas, but also with entire local databases. The
database version vectors (DBVVs) are maintained in parallel with replica
version vectors (IVVs); each entry in the DBVV for a node N , VN , is equal
to the sum of the corresponding entries in all IVVs on node N . A node
keeps track of the most recent DBVV seen from each other node, i.e., node
N maintains a view VNM of VM for every other node M . VNM is updated
to reflect updates from M as they are received during update propagation.

Each node N maintains a log LNM of update records received from each
other node M . The update record for an update u performed by M is a pair
(ID(object(u)), VMM ) containing the name of the updated object and the
DBVV of node M immediately after applying u. During update propagation,
a target node M contacts a source node N and includes its DBVV VN . If
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VN = VM , no further action is taken, since the protocol ensures that identical
DBVVs implies that M and N contain identical replicas of all database
objects. If VN > VM , N sends a propagation message to M containing a set
of update records D and the set S of replicas that are accessed by the updates
in D. D is constructed from logs available on N : D =

⋃
K∈N{(ID(o), V ) ∈

LNK |V > VM}. Informally, the propagation message contains all objects
that strictly succeed the database state of M as reflected by VM . Assuming
bounded replica size and a fixed number of servers, the time required to build
a propagation message scales linearly with the number of replicas included
in propagation (Rabinovich et al. 1996).

Once the update propagation has been received, the target node
integrates the replicas in S and integrates the log records in D in its own logs.
If it is found (by incompatible replica IVVs) that a replica in S conflicts with
a local replica, the replicas are declared to be inconsistent and any records
referring to the conflicting replica are excluded from D before log integration.

Complementary to the regular epidemic propagation protocol, out-of-
bound data copying of individual objects is allowed. At any time, a node N
may copy an object o from another node M . This results in an auxiliary
replica a of o being created on N in addition to the regular replica r. The
auxiliary copy has its own version vector that is maintained separately from
the version vector of r. As long as an auxiliary replica of o exists on N ,
any local updates to o are recorded in an auxiliary log for o. Auxiliary log
records, unlike regular log records, contain enough information to redo the
logged updates at a later time. Once an auxiliary replica a is ”verified”
by the regular update propagation protocol, the auxiliary log is processed
for updates that can now be applied to the regular version. These updates
are handled just like regular local updates. If the auxiliary log contains
updates that conflict with the newly received replica version, the system
contains conflicting replicas; the conflict is reported like conflicts detected
during update propagation. If the auxiliary log becomes empty, the auxiliary
replica is deleted (the regular version is said to have ”caught up” with the
auxiliary version). A simple example is depicted in figure 8.1. In the figure,
replicas ri0 and ri1 of object oi both have identical states: |ri0| = |ri1| = S.
A local update on node N0 transforms the state of replica ri0 to S’, and node
N1 performs an out-of-bound copy of oi, receiving replica ri0 with state S’.
An auxiliary replica is created on N1. A local update of ri1 is applied to the
auxiliary replica on N1, transforming its state from S’ to S”. This update
is not applied to the regular replica ri1 until the update that led to state S’
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Figure 8.1: Use of auxiliary replicas in the protocol by Rabinovich et al.
(1996).

is received during regular update propagation. By the version vectors of the
received replica version and the update in the log, it can be determined that
the update was based on the newly installed replica, and the update can be
applied to the new regular version. Since this empties the auxiliary log, the
auxiliary replica is deleted. Once N0 receives update propagation from N1,
mutual consistency of the replicas is established.

Out-of-bound copying of objects does not reduce the amount of work
needed during update propagation. It is used to trade off bandwidth usage
for increased object freshness. Critical objects can quickly be copied out of
bounds without incurring the overhead of regular update propagation.

Auxiliary copies are similar to optimistic versions of replicas in PRiDe
in that they are used as a complement to stable (”regular”) versions to
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allow correctness to be traded off for freshness. However, it is not clear
how reads of auxiliary copies are handled, and conflict resolution is not
considered (conflicts are assumed to be extraordinary events). No guidelines
are provided as to how applications should exploit auxiliary values or handle
updates that are discarded due to conflict. As observed by Agrawal et al.
(1997) the protocol does not support transactions and thus has no way of
maintaining relative consistency constraints or avoid read-write conflicts.

Agrawal et al. (1997) describe an epidemic transaction propagation
algorithm for systems where transaction conflicts are assumed to be rare. In
its basic form, the algorithm uses local write locks and optimistic transaction
pre-commits to ensure one-copy serializability of transactions. In summary,
the basic algorithm maintains a log of pre-commit records on each local node.
Each record is assigned a version vector (section 2.4; Agrawal et al. (1997)
refer to version vectors as timestamps of vector clocks since they are used
for timestamping events in an event log rather than identifying versions of
database objects) by the node executing the transaction, ensuring that the
potential causal dependency between transactions executed on a single node
is preserved.

The logs are disseminated using epidemic propagation along with time
table information that contains the node’s view of all nodes’ version vectors.
Transactions that are found to be in conflict (by the version vectors of
their pre-commit records) are eventually aborted on every node. Nodes
epidemically exchange version vector information that can be used to derive
commit confirmations. For a database 〈O,R,N〉, consider transaction T
with version vector vv(T ); a node N ∈ N can safely commit T when its
local time table contains a version vector vv(M) for each node M ∈ N such
that vv(T ) � vv(M) and no transaction T ′ such that vv(T ) 6∼ vv(T ) has
been received. On reception of a pre-commit record for a transaction T , the
local log is checked for conflicting pre-commit records, and all conflicting
transactions are aborted. If no conflicts are detected, write locks are
requested for the objects written by T . If any ongoing local transaction holds
conflicting (read or write) locks, it is aborted. If any causally preceding (pre-
committed) transaction T ′ already holds conflicting locks, the lock request
is enqueued until T ′ has either committed or aborted. Once all causally
preceding transactions have committed, T is granted its locks, its updates
are performed, its pre-commit record is inserted in the local log, and the
local time table is updated. Once all records in a received log have been
processed, the local log is checked for transactions that can safely commit.
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All records for committed or aborted transactions are pruned from the local
log.

Two optimistic extensions to the algorithm have been proposed (Agrawal
et al. 1997). The first extension allows transactions to optimistically read
pre-committed values by releasing all of a transaction’s write locks once it
has pre-committed. The log record of a transaction T is extended with a
field containing the IDs of transactions whose pre-committed writes affected
T ’s reads. If a pre-committed transaction is subsequently aborted, any
transaction that read its updates must also be aborted. This behavior may
lead to cascading aborts, but it is assumed that conflicts are sufficiently
rare in systems using epidemic transaction propagation that this will not
significantly affect performance (Agrawal et al. 1997).

A second extension to the protocol makes it more similar to PRiDe
in that it allows transactions to commit locally, i.e., instead of adding a
pre-commit record to the log a commit record is added and all locks are
immediately released. If any conflicts are detected during integration of
remote transactions, an inConflict flag in each conflicting transaction’s log
record is set to true, and a special procedure ResolveConflict is invoked for
each conflicting transaction. In addition, ResolveConflict is invoked for a
transaction T if it turns out that T reads objects updated by a transaction
whose inConflict flag is set to true. Few details are provided about
the protocol’s behavior; for example, it is not clear how ResolveConflict
should be implemented to ensure eventual mutual consistency – it appears
that ResolveConflict is more similar to PRiDe’s compensation methods
than the conflict resolution policies. Since ResolveConflict is invoked for
one transactions at a time, it seems as if it cannot access information
about updates performed by other transactions involved in the conflict.
ResolveConflict might also be invoked several times for the same transaction
if more than two transactions are in conflict. The order in which
ResolveConflict is invoked could differ between nodes, since the integration
order for remote transactions may differ. These are concerns that need to
be addressed in an eventual implementation of the protocol.

8.3 Update relationships

Update relationships as described in section 7.1.1 are similar to commuta-
tivity tables and commutativity procedures in Deno (Keleher & Cetintemel
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2000). However, the classification presented in this thesis contains two
additional relationship classes (competitive and collaborative updates) in
addition the class of commutative updates used in Deno. A more in-depth
comparison between PRiDe and Deno is provided in section 8.4.4.

Badrinath & Ramamritham (1992) also present an approach that allows
specification of commutative operation pairs through a commutativity
matrix. The authors identify a property referred to as recoverability that
allows concurrent operations to proceed in parallel by creating a commit
dependency between the transactions performing the operations. The
commit dependency forces the transactions to commit in the order in which
they were invoked. Like PRiDe’s update relationships, the commutativity
and recoverability relations are state-independent but parameter-dependent;
whether two operations are commutative or relatively recoverable depends
only on the parameters supplied with the operations, not on the state of the
database when the operations are executed. This reduces the complexity of
commutativity specification (Badrinath & Ramamritham 1992).

DiPippo & Wolfe (1997) suggest the use of user-defined compatibility
functions to determine pair-wise semantic compatibility for method calls in a
centralized, object-oriented RTDBMS. The compatibility functions are used
to evaluate lock requests from concurrent transactions; concurrent locks may
be granted if the parallel execution of the transactions does not endanger
temporal or logical consistency of the object. The method is limited to
centralized databases with soft real-time constraints, but has been shown to
positively affect the number of deadlines met by transactions.

8.4 Similar architectures

This section contains in-depth discussions of replication approaches that are
similar to PRiDe. For each approach, the main protocol and the fundamental
design decisions are described, along with a comparison with PRiDe.

8.4.1 OracleTM

Oracle is a commercial distributed database management system with
extensive support for data replication. The information in this section is
based on the replication documentation for versions 8i (Oracle 1999) and
10g (Oracle 2005a, Oracle 2005b).
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Replication in Oracle is based on two types of nodes; master sites and
snapshot sites. Data objects are sorted into replication groups that are
replicated on the master sites. If more than one master site is used (in
so-called multimaster replication), the replication groups are referred to
as master groups. Each master group has a master definition site, which
handles the specification and maintenance of that master group.

Each snapshot site is connected to a master site, and a master site may
serve several snapshot sites. Data on a master site is replicated on its
associated snapshot sites. Snapshot sites are either read-only or updatable.
In this aspect, they are analogous to database views. The master sites are
responsible for conflict detection and conflict resolution; a master site thus
resolves any conflicts among its snapshot sites before replicating updates to
any other master sites. It also performs conflict resolution for all conflicting
updates to master sites. Update conflicts are detected by comparing the
before-value of a replicated update with the current value of the updated
object on the receiving site. If they differ, a conflict has occurred.

Oracle10g (Oracle 2005a, Oracle 2005b) contains several generic conflict
resolution policies. These policies, as applicable to the type of system
described in this thesis, are summarized below1. The first three policies
can handle all types of values, while the last three are meant primarily for
numerical values. The minimum (or maximum) value policy may be used
for non-numerical values if there exists a total ordering of the object’s value
domain. According to the Oracle10g manual (Oracle 2005a), the overwrite
and discard and average value policies do not guarantee consistent results,
while the remaining policies do. It should be noted that these policies
were designed for systems using state propagation rather than update
propagation; however, the policies can be modified to be applicable to sets
of updates rather than sets of object states.

• Overwrite and discard
The overwrite and discard policy does not actually resolve conflicts. It
applies each update as it arrives, and may notify the user if a conflict
has occurred. Convergence of this policy depends on the user’s actions,
and is therefore unsuitable for a real-time or embedded system that
requires eventual consistency (users are unpredictable and error prone).

1The Oracle10g manual (Oracle 2005a) contains several variants of the timestamp and
priority policies. However, since the slight differences between these variants are not
relevant for this thesis, they have been omitted.
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• Timestamp
Timestamp-based conflict resolution requires object values to have a
timestamp representing when the update was made. Depending on
application semantics, either the value having the earliest or the latest
timestamp is used. For this policy to provide any benefit, the clocks
of the nodes must be synchronized to within the time granularity at
which the application operates. If two conflicting values have the same
timestamp, a secondary method must be used to deterministically
select one of the values (e.g., node priority or value-based resolution).

• Priority
Priority-based conflict resolution uses the value written by the update
with the highest priority. The priority of an update can, for example,
be inherited from the transaction in which the update was performed
or the node at which the transaction was executed. For this policy to
be deterministic, all updates must be assigned a unique priority, and
priorities must be strictly and totally ordered.

• Additive value
Additive value conflict resolution merges updates by adding the
difference between the after- and before-values of all updates.

• Average value
Average value conflict resolution takes the average of all updates
involved in the conflict. Care must be taken to ensure that this policy
produces consistent results when more than two updates are involved
in the conflict, since the average is computed pair-wise.

• Minimum (maximum) value
Minimum (maximum) value conflict resolution uses the minimum
(maximum) after-value of all objects involved in the conflict.

The overwrite and discard policy is nondeterministic unless all updates
are received in the same order on all nodes, and does not actually resolve
conflicts in any meaningful sense. For these reasons, it has no counterpart
in PRiDe. The timestamp policy is also not suitable for PRiDe, since
timestamp-based prioritization implies that updates’ timestamps reflect
their causal ordering; updates in a generation are defined to be causally
concurrent, making timestamp-based ordering arbitrary. Furthermore,
PRiDe uses update propagation rather than state propagation – while states
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can be assumed to subsume states with lower timestamps (cf. Thomas write
rule (Thomas 1979)), no such assumption can be made for updates.

The priority policy, however, can be used in PRiDe when selecting a
single set among mutually exclusive sets in step 3 of the conflict resolution
framework (section 7.1.2). If updates are assigned individual priorities, the
set of updates with the highest combined priority or the set containing the
update with the highest priority could be selected. Furthermore, resolution
of conflicts between a set of competitive of collaborative updates could be
priority based. The Priority() function shown in appendix D could be
used in step 5 to prioritize among a set of competitive updates Y (Y ′ =
Priority(Y)).

The additive, average and minimum (maximum) value policies can all be
implemented as resolution policies in PRiDe (see Appendix D), basing the
resolution on parameters of conflicting updates rather than the after-values
of the updates. Unlike in Oracle, the result of the average value policy is
always deterministic in PRiDe.

Comparison to PRiDe

The main differences between the replication protocols in PRiDe and Oracle
are summarized in the bullets below:

• In PRiDe, no distinction is made between nodes (Oracle’s sites). Thus,
nodes may function as ”snapshot sites” (for information dissemination)
or ”master sites” (with updatable data).

• Judging by the replication documentation, Oracle does not seem to
handle read-write (cycle) conflicts.

• Oracle does not guarantee convergence for all conflict resolution
policies. Of the standard conflict resolution policies (see above),
the additive value policy is guaranteed to converge for any number
of master sites, the maximum/minimum value and latest timestamp
policies guarantee convergence given that there exists a way to resolve
ties, while the earliest timestamp and average policies do not guarantee
convergence for more than one master site. There is no support for
guaranteeing convergence of user-defined policies. PRiDe guarantees
convergence of all internal conflict resolution policies (with bounded
time for update stability), and also provides support for guaranteeing
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convergence of user-defined policies, in the form of guidelines for
designing policies (see section 7.1) and a tool, VADer, that helps in
determining whether a conflict resolution policy is convergent (section
7.4).

Oracle provides data replication rather than operation replication. There
is (limited) support for the latter through so-called procedural replication,
but this type of replication does not provide automatic conflict detection,
and is mainly used for large batch operations.

8.4.2 Bayou

Bayou (Terry, Demers, Petersen, Spreitzer & Theimer 1994, Terry et al.
1995, Petersen et al. 1997) is a fully replicated storage system with weak
consistency intended primarily for mobile environments; i.e., environments
where nodes frequently become disconnected from parts of the network. Like
DeeDS, Bayou does not aim to provide transparent replication with the
argument that applications must be aware of possible inconsistencies, and
aid in resolving them.

Replication protocol

Bayou operations are grouped in atomically executed Bayou writes. A
client submits a Bayou write (which is essentially a transaction, since it
may perform any number of reads and write operations, and may also
execute application logic) to a Bayou server (possibly but not necessarily
co-located on the same machine with the client). The server executes the
transaction and returns a tentative result to the client. Much like in PRiDe,
no coordination with other servers is performed during this step. Updates are
propagated to other Bayou servers through pairwise anti-entropy sessions.
During an anti-entropy session, two Bayou servers exchange information
about locally known writes in order to ensure mutual consistency of their
local database states. Anti-entropy sessions can use any communication
medium currently available (Petersen et al. 1997). The anti-entropy sessions
allow server subsets to perform mutual synchronization without necessarily
forming a quorum or contacting a primary server. However, the writes will
remain tentative until sufficient information about remote writes has been
received or write stabilization has been authorized by a locally available
primary replica (the use of a primary for stabilization is discussed under
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conflict management below). The protocol relies on epidemic propagation
of writes through anti-entropy sessions to ensure eventual consistency of all
servers in the system.

Session guarantees

Bayou clients may access several different Bayou servers throughout their
lifetime. Since the contents of separate Bayou servers may differ for
arbitrarily long periods of time, a client that switches from a server A to
another server B may experience consistency violations that could not have
occurred had it continued to use server A. For example, server B might not
have received writes that the client previously submitted to server A. To
define exactly the minimum level of consistency a client can expect when
accessing different servers, Bayou provides four session guarantees (Terry et
al. 1994) that a client can request when submitting operations to a Bayou
server. The guarantees are based on the concept of a session, which is a
sequence of operations over which the session guarantees are defined. A
session can – indeed is likely to – include all operations performed by an
application throughout its lifetime.

• The Read Your Writes guarantee ensures that the results of client reads
always reflect previous writes performed by the client in a particular
session.

• The Monotonic Reads guarantee ensures that successive reads during
a session see increasingly up-to-date database states. Informally, the
database state never ”jumps back” in time by omitting to include
writes whose effects have previously been seen in the session when
responding to a read operation.

• The Writes Follow Reads guarantee ensures that if a write operation
follows a read operation in a session, the effects of that write are applied
to the database after all writes whose updates were seen by the read.
This includes writes outside the session.

• The Monotonic Writes guarantee ensures that writes are applied to
the database in the order they were submitted during a session.

A client can request all, none, or a subset of these guarantees when
submitting an operation. For example, if a client submits a database query
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requesting the read your writes guarantee, Bayou selects a server that can
satisfy this guarantee and returns a failure if no such server can be found.

Conflict management

Eventual consistency in Bayou depends on the property that all writes are
totally ordered, regardless of their server of origin. Each server maintains
a write log that (conceptually) contains all writes that have been received
by that server, either through client requests or anti-entropy. The write
log orders writes according to a local estimate of the total write order. As
servers take part in anti-entropy sessions they eventually receive sufficient
information about remote writes to determine the total order of writes.
Whenever it can be established that a write cannot be preceded by any
writes received in the future, the write can be committed, while it is otherwise
labeled as tentative. Bayou uses a primary server to decide when writes can
be committed; a client must communicate with the primary to determine
which of its tentative updates that can be committed (Terry et al. 1995).
While server-based commit is not strictly required – writes are assigned
logical timestamps and a write could be safely committed once its timestamp
is lower than the logical clocks of all other servers – the server allows writes
to be committed in situations where it would otherwise be problematic. For
example, a server that remains disconnected for long periods of time cannot
stall the commitment process unless it is the primary.

A Bayou server maintains two views of the database; one that has only
been affected by locally available and committed writes, and another that
also includes all tentative writes that have been received by the server. A
server’s database represents the union of these views; each database tuple is
associated with two bits that determine whether that tuple is part of either
or both of these views. Tuples that have been updated by both committed
and tentative writes are thus represented twice in the database until no
more tentative writes exist locally, at which time the representations are
merged into a single tuple. This representation implies that writes that have
tentatively been performed may have to be undone and reexecuted as new
writes are received and added to the local write log.

Apart from the logic used to perform the write when no conflicts occur, a
Bayou write contains two additional parts – a dependency check and a merge
procedure – that can be used to automatically detect and possibly resolve
semantic update conflicts. (Terry et al. 1995). The dependency check is a
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boolean query that checks all preconditions for the update. The application
programmer specifies an SQL query that is executed by the dependency
check along with an expected result; the dependency check succeeds if the
query result matches the expected result and fails otherwise. A successful
dependency check lets the write be performed as normal, while a failed
dependency check causes the merge procedure to be executed. The merge
procedure should attempt to resolve the conflict indicated by the failed
dependency check. For example, a Bayou write that reserves a room for
a meeting could, via its dependency check, determine whether that room
has already been reserved by a conflicting write. When performing the
reservation, the user could supply a set of alternative dates for the meeting;
the merge procedure could use these to automatically resolve the conflict
by rescheduling the meeting at one of the alternative dates. When the
write eventually commits, the user is informed whether the meeting was
successfully scheduled at the proposed date or one of the alternate dates;
until then, any results of the write are tentative.

Comparison to PRiDe

PRiDe and Bayou share many properties. Most significantly, both archi-
tectures use non-transparent optimistic replication and aim to guarantee
eventual mutual consistency of replicas through forward resolution of update
conflicts. However, the architectures differ in several ways; a discussion
about the main differences is provided below.

• Update order: In PRiDe, logically concurrent updates are placed
in the same generation and thereby treated as concurrent. In Bayou,
there is no notion of concurrency; logically concurrent updates still
need to be totally ordered. As there is no causal relationship
between such updates, their placement in the global order becomes
somewhat arbitrary (the order is determined by the primary and
thereby deterministic; however, the primary has no information that
it can use to order updates intelligently). This has ramifications for
conflict resolution, as discussed in the next bullet.

• Conflict resolution and compensation: Unlike conflict resolution
policies in PRiDe, merge procedures in Bayou do not actually merge
conflicting updates. Since logically concurrent Bayou writes eventually
become ordered by the global total order (see previous bullet), a write
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that is placed before all logically concurrent writes will effectively
”win” all conflicts to the detriment of the other writes. This happens
since the precondition of that update will be satisfied, and its merge
procedure will never be executed. Its execution may, however, cause
the preconditions of concurrent updates to be violated, forcing them
to execute their merge procedures.

For example, consider a Bayou implementation of the bandwidth
allocation application described in section 5.3.2, and assume that
two logically concurrent Bayou writes u0 and u1 attempt to allocate
5Mbps each on a communication channel with 8Mbps of available
bandwidth. When these writes are placed in the global total order,
one of the writes will be placed before the other. Consider the case
when u0 is placed first. Its dependency check will recognize that its
precondition is satisfied (the available bandwidth exceeds 5Mbps) and
will reserve 5Mbps for u0. When u1 is executed, its dependency check
will fail and its merge procedure will be executed, perhaps choosing
another communication link or reserving the aviailable 3Mbps. In
this case, the merge procedure does not actually merge the writes;
write u0 ”wins” the conflict due to its (arbitrary) placement in the
global order and cannot be compromised. The merge procedure of
u1 cannot fairly distribute 4Mbps to each of the updates since it has
no knowledge of the existence of u0. The merge procedure is thus
similar to a PRiDe compensation procedure, while dependency checks
are similar to PRiDe assertions. Bayou’s conflict handling thereby
has the characteristics of PRiDe compensation rather than conflict
resolution.

Even if it were possible to write a clever merge procedure that
somehow determines how to fairly distribute the bandwidth among the
concurrent writes this procedure would be executed when u1 commits.
This, by the total order, will happen after u0 has already committed
with a successful reservation of 5Mbps. The merge procedure would
then decrease the amount of bandwidth available to the client that
submitted u0; however, this client had already received confirmation
that u0 had been successfully committed, making this solution even
more unsatisfactory than the compromise of u1 described above.

• Syntactic conflict detection: PRiDe combines syntactic conflict
detection (by generation numbers) with semantic conflict detection –
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conflict resolution policies can allow logically concurrent updates to
execute if it can be determined that they do not conflict semantically
(e.g., syntactically conflicting bandwidth allocation updates can all
be allowed to execute if there is sufficient bandwidth available to
satisfy all requests). Bayou, however, depends on the user-supplied
dependency checks to detect all conflicts. If the dependency check is
incorrectly specified, a conflict may go unnoticed. Arguably, the same
holds for PRiDe conflict resolution policies – an incorrect policy may
allow (semantically) conflicting updates to proceed without resolving
the conflict. However, in PRiDe there is a single conflict resolution
policy for each class, regardless of how many applications use objects
of that class. In Bayou, there is a separate conflict resolution policy
for each type of write. A conflict between two writes may thus
be resolved in two different ways, depending on how the writes are
ordered. Furthermore, it should be easier to debug PRiDe conflict
resolution policies since all syntactic conflicts are detected. In Bayou,
the system may not even be aware that a conflict situation has occurred
if the dependency check is faulty.

• Granularity: Bayou totally orders all writes, regardless of which
objects are accessed by the writes. The data-centric conflict detection
approach employed by PRiDe allows updates to separate objects to
stabilize independently, allowing progress in parts of the database even
if no updates are received from, e.g., an overloaded node or a node
that is disconnected for long periods of time. However, this is not a
strict advantage. Due to the larger granularity of conflict resolution,
Bayou’s merge procedures and dependency checks can access all parts
of the database state, while conflict resolution policies in PRiDe cannot
deterministically access objects other than the object for which the
policy is executed. On the other hand, compensation procedures
in PRiDe are treated as independent transactions, and can thus
access any part of the database state. As mentioned above, Bayou’s
merge procedures have more in common with PRiDe’s compensation
procedures than its conflict resolution policies.

• Policy specification: While Bayou hides conflict resolution from the
end users, PRiDe hides policy specification also from the application
programmers, putting the responsibility and ultimate conflict resolu-
tion decisions in the hands of the class designer. While this is likely
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to be the application programmer in many situations, the distinction
of roles is important. An application programmer that simply uses
data of types that already exist in the system does not have to worry
about implementing conflict resolution policies (although they need to
understand the conflicts that may occur and the policies that are used
to resolve them). This is a double-edged sword; it also renders the
application programmer unable to directly control conflict resolution.
However, if an application programmer needs to control how conflicts
are resolved for a particular data object, it is likely that a new type
was needed anyway.

8.4.3 IceCube

IceCube (Kermarrec, Rowstron, Shapiro & Druschel 2001, Preguica et al.
2002) is a component for optimistic write sharing between collaborating
applications in a distributed system. IceCube supports disconnected and
partitioned operation through centralized reconciliation of independent
action logs. Reconciliation consists of creating candidate action schedules
according to static ordering constraints, and simulating these schedules to
evaluate dynamic constraints on actions in the combined schedule.

IceCube employs a protocol with two phases: the isolated execution phase
and the reconciliation phase (Kermarrec et al. 2001). During the isolated
execution phase, applications perform actions independently and maintain
action logs. During this phase, the local execution of actions produces
tentative local states. When applications reconnect, they submit their action
logs a centralized scheduler to initiate the reconciliation phase. This phase
is further subdivided into three stages; in the scheduling stage, admissible
schedules of actions are created for the combined action logs. The set of
admissible schedules consists of all possible orderings of the actions in the
merged logs, possibly restricted by user-defined policies and static ordering
constraints (the number of schedules is subject to combinatorial explosion;
the approach thus requires that pruning of the set of admissible schedules
can be done efficiently). During the scheduling phase, cycles of ordering
constraints are detected and broken by selecting and removing a cutset of
the actions in the cycle. After the scheduling stage, the admissible schedules
are evaluated in a simulation stage, where the schedules are executed on
shadow copies of the updated objects. During the simulation stage, dynamic
constraints on the system state are evaluated. If any dynamic constraints
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are violated during simulation, the simulated schedule is rejected. Once
all schedules have been evaluated through simulation, the best schedule is
selected in the selection stage – either by a user or automatically according
to application-specific criteria. The result of the selection phase is the
reconciled log, which can then be applied to the real system.

Application control

Static and dynamic constraints are defined by the application programmer.
Since static constraints are the only restrictions imposed on the admissible
schedules, IceCube is able to find consistent schedules that would be rejected
by a syntactic scheduler. For example, the best schedule may require
reordering the actions in one or more of the independent action logs; a
syntactic scheduler with no knowledge of application semantics would not
allow such a schedule due to possible violation of causal dependencies.
Furthermore, applications can control simulation; a simulation can be
aborted if it does not meet application demands (for some heuristic),
and failed simulations are reported back to the application for possible
analysis. Applications also influence the selection of cutsets in scheduling,
and application-defined policies are used when selecting among the set of
admissible schedules.

Constraints

Static constraints are based on two primitive constraints, order (→) and
implies (⇒), which control ordering of actions in a schedule (Preguica et al.
2002). These constraints are considered too low-level for general use, and are
therefore used only for constructing log constraints and object constraints.
Log constraints are used to model a single user or application’s intentions
(i.e., they reflect constraints on actions in a single, independent log) and
object constraints model relations between actions on a shared object.

The suggested log constraints are, for any two actions a and b,
predecessorSuccessor (a → b ∧ b ⇒ a), alternative (a → b ∧ b → a), and
parcel (a ⇒ b ∧ b ⇒ a). A parcel (a group of actions mutually related by
the parcel relation) thus groups actions atomically, but without the implied
ordering constraints of transactions.

Object constraints are commute (no constraints), mutuallyExclusive (a →
b ∧ b → a, i.e., identical to alternative) and bestOrder (a → b).
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Figure 8.2: The heuristic IceCube scheduler.
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Dynamic constraints are expressed in the form of pre- and postconditions
for actions. Unlike static constraints, dynamic constraints cannot be
evaluated during scheduling, since the result of a dynamic constraint
evaluation depends on the system state at the time of evaluation. For
example, a dynamic constraint may require that the balance of an account
covers a tentatively executed withdraw action.

Optimizations

The original reconciliation approach, where all admissible schedules are
simulated and evaluated (Kermarrec et al. 2001) is very sensitive to
combinatorial explosion, and strong static constraints are required for the
system to scale well to large action logs. Assuming that an optimal schedule
is not required, and that good heuristics exist for guiding a search of the
schedule space, the efficiency of the approach can be improved (Preguica
et al. 2002). An updated version of the protocol creates schedules by
iteratively selecting and adding actions to a partial schedule. The partial
schedule is continuously simulated, and is discarded if an action’s pre- or
postconditions are violated. Otherwise, the action’s value (an application-
specific heuristic) is added to the total value of the schedule. Candidate
actions for addition to the schedule are randomly selected, but randomization
is skewed towards actions with high merit, which is a heuristic computed as
a function of the action’s value, the values of any alternative or mutually
exclusive actions, and the values of actions that must be scheduled before
or after it. If an action has caused violation of any dynamic constraints, its
merit is decreased. Once a complete schedule (i.e., a schedule that contains
all actions in the combined action logs) has been created, it is simulated and
the result evaluated. Schedules are created and simulated iteratively until an
application-specific criterion has been met. For example, the iteration could
stop once a sufficiently good schedule has been found (i.e., its estimated
value exceeds a threshold), after a certain number of iterations, or after a
certain amount of time. The highest-valued schedule is then selected for
execution. Figure 8.2 illustrates the operation of the IceCube scheduler.

Discussion

While the worst-case complexity of a non-heuristic scheduler (Kermarrec
et al. 2001) is O(n!) (all combinations of actions in the combined schedule
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must be evaluated), it may still be useful for short logs if static constraints
can sufficiently reduce the search space. However, for the approach to scale
to larger logs, a heuristic scheduler must be used. The complexity of the
heuristic scheduler in IceCube is O(n2) (Preguica et al. 2002), but several
optimizations of the algorithm that reduces the average-case behavior of the
scheduler have been suggested by the creators.

Several proof-of-concept applications have been created for IceCube. A
collaborative puzzle game was implemented to illustrate the feasibility of
the original scheduler (Kermarrec et al. 2001). The application behaved well
with small logs and strong static constraints, but scheduler performance
decreased rapidly with larger action logs and weaker static constraints. The
heuristic scheduler has been shown to work well for a calendar application,
a mail system with replicated IMAP folders, a replicated file system and
a multi-application system that combines constraints from a calendar, a
bank account manager and a flight reservation application. It is noted that
IceCube simplifies development of this type of collaborative applications,
but that static constraints are crucial to improve scheduler performance.
Dynamic constraints should be avoided, since violation of such constraints
can cause the scheduler to abort scheduling and roll back the current partial
schedule (see figure 8.2). Furthermore, it is noted that commutative actions
improve performance of applications. It is also noted that applications
should be aware and tolerant of potential reconciliation and rollback/replay
of actions.

Empirical evaluations of IceCube (Preguica et al. 2002) show that while
the scheduler is slower than a syntactic scheduler, it is able to find optimal
or near-optimal schedules in a reasonable amount of time (see the original
paper for details) with the action drop rate growing very slowly with the size
of the logs. However, the results of the scheduler in a particular application
is obviously dependent on the quality of the heuristics that guide the search.
For the applications presented in the paper, sufficiently good heuristics have
been found.

Comparison to PRiDe

IceCube and PRiDe are similar in that they both allow application semantics
to affect reconciliation of independent update logs. However, IceCube
resolves conflicts primarily by changing the order of updates in a combined
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update schedule; in PRiDe, the order is derived syntactically by the logical
timestamps. The update schedule in PRiDe models potential causality,
while IceCube relies on the user to model all causal dependencies between
updates using log constraints and dynamic constraints. The ability of
IceCube to reorder updates in the combined schedule yields both benefits and
drawbacks – reordering updates may give better results in certain situations
(for example, it may be possible to cover a withdrawal operation by executing
it after a deposit operation); the price that is paid for this flexibility is
the need for the application programmer to explicitly model all ordering
dependencies, and the need to simulate and evaluate all syntactically correct
schedules.

Furthermore, IceCube suffers from the same drawback as Bayou (see
section 8.4.2) – actions are eventually totally ordered, with no support
for merging logically concurrent actions. Thus, if two actions conflict,
one eventually ”wins” by being placed first in the eventual stable order.
IceCube does not support forward conflict resolution via action merging,
neither is there any way to notify applications about or perform automatic
compensation for dropped actions. Just like Bayou, IceCube uses a single
log for the entire database in contrast to PRiDe’s object-specific logs.

Reconciliation in IceCube in neither distributed nor continuous; action
logs must be collected on a single node (it is not clear from the cited
papers whether this is a dedicated node or if any IceCube node can perform
reconciliation), which constructs a canonical schedule that is adopted by
all nodes. It seems as if no updates can be performed while reconciliation
is performed, since the independent update and reconciliation phases are
separate. Reconciliation is also an expensive operation in IceCube due to the
need to perform scheduling of actions and simulation of candidate schedules.
Performing reconciliation during run-time in a real-time system is likely not
feasible.

For the reasons listed above, IceCube works best in systems with long
disconnections, where reconciliation is rare and it is valuable to find optimal
or near-optimal action schedules. PRiDe is constructed primarily for systems
that can benefit from continuous update propagation and reconciliation
running in parallel with normal updates. A distinct disadvantage in PRiDe
as compared to IceCube is the inability to reorder updates in different
generations; however, it is possible to control the order in which same-
generation updates are executed in the conflict resolution policy – updates
are executed in the order they are returned in the resulting update vector.
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8.4.4 Deno

Deno (Keleher & Cetintemel 2000, Cetintemel & Keleher 2000, Cetintemel,
Keleher, Bhattacharjee & Franklin 2003) is a voting-based, decentralized ob-
ject replication protocol that is designed for environments with intermittent
network connections between nodes or partitions. It uses epidemic peer-
to-peer interchange of transaction information to ensure that each node
eventually reaches a commit decision for each transaction, and that each
node reaches the same decision for a specific transaction.

Figure 8.3 (based on Fig. 2 by Cetintemel et al. (2003)) shows a simplified
view of transaction processing in Deno. The upper half of the figure shows
local states, and the lower half shows the local part of the distributed election
protocol that decides the eventual result of the transaction.

Deno refers to concurrent and conflicting transactions as candidates in an
election. The winning transaction in an election commits on each node in the
system, while losing transactions are aborted. Thus, a transaction remains
in a pre-committed state until the result of the election can be determined.
If local transactions are found to be in conflict with candidate transactions,
they are blocked until the conflicting candidates have been committed or
aborted. If the candidate transaction is aborted, the local transaction is
reconsidered as a candidate in subsequent elections; otherwise it is aborted.

Elections

Each node possesses an amount of currency, which is used to vote for
transactions in elections. In a specific election, a node votes for a single
transaction: either the locally executed candidate, or the first candidate it
becomes aware of through interaction with other nodes. Commit decisions
are made independently but deterministically by each individual node as
soon as it has received enough information to determine the winner of an
election. Slightly simplified, this occurs when the known votes for a single
transaction have enough total currency that no other transaction can receive
more currency, given any allocation of currency in votes yet to be received.
Ties are broken by node identifiers. A node can also receive commit decisions
from trusted peers (see discussion of security extension below). Votes and
commit decisions are propagated between nodes in an epidemic fashion via
peer-to-peer exchanges. Since dissemination of votes is not deterministic,
commit times for a specific transaction may vary significantly between nodes.
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The amount of currency in the system is static, meaning that nodes
can always determine the amount of currency that remains to be allocated
in a specific transaction. This allows commit decisions to be made before
every vote has been received locally. The Deno protocol works with any
currency allocation strategy as long as the total amount in the system is
invariant, but it is suggested that peer-to-peer systems may work best with
a uniform currency allocation, while a client/server architecture benefits
from having the server and any client form a quorum (Keleher & Cetintemel
2000). However, optimal currency allocation depends on a number of factors,
including anticipated availability of servers and network topology (Keleher
& Cetintemel 2000, Cetintemel & Keleher 2000, Cetintemel et al. 2003).
Since the basic Deno protocol splits the currency of an existing replica
on creation of a new replica, the currency allocation in the system may
become skewed with unbalanced replica creation. However, a light-weight
currency reallocation protocol has been suggested to dynamically reallocate
and balance the currency in the system (Cetintemel & Keleher 2000). Using
random peer-to-peer currency exchanges, the protocol ensures that currency
allocation converges exponentially fast with the number of exchanges to a
target allocation, independently of the reallocation policy. How to construct
a suitable currency allocation policy is not discussed in the context of Deno,
since it is considered an application-specific problem; however, finding a good
allocation policy in a highly dynamic and mobile systems may be a difficult
task.

Protocol Extensions

Extensions to the basic Deno protocol have been suggested to compensate
for planned disconnections and malicious participants, to allow concurrent
execution of commutative transactions, and to ensure strong consistency.
A primary node that is about to experience a planned disconnection can
empower another node to act as a voter proxy for the primary (Keleher &
Cetintemel 2000). The proxy votes with the primary’s currency as well as
its own. When the primary reconnects, it reclaims the right to vote its
currency from the proxy, and updates the states of its replicas to reflect
those of the proxy’s replicas. If the primary fails, the proxy retains its right
to vote in the primary’s place, thus providing transparent failure handling.
Since the protocol does not require authentication of proxies, there is an
obvious risk that malicious participants may incorrectly claim to be proxies
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for other nodes. While the security issues inherent in the use of proxies
are not explicitly covered in any of the cited papers (Keleher & Cetintemel
2000, Cetintemel & Keleher 2000, Cetintemel et al. 2003), prevention of
proxy impersonation is likely covered by the measures against currency
misrepresentation in the secure update commitment protocol (Cetintemel
et al. 2003).

The basic Deno protocol only ensures a weak form of consistency:
while query transactions (transactions performing no updates) only see
transactionally consistent states, and conflicting update transactions are
serialized, query transactions are not serialized with respect to each other.
By having each node specify an order among candidates it votes for, and
only consider candidates coming first in any node’s order, mutual exclusion
is enforced between any pair of transactions, providing one-copy serializable
execution of transactions (Cetintemel et al. 2003).

Deno’s extended protocol also allows applications to express application-
specific commutativity requirements through commutativity tables and com-
mutativity procedures (Keleher & Cetintemel 2000). Commutativity tables
are similar to update relationship matrices in PRiDe (see section 7.1.1),
but only represent commutative updates. Losing candidates in an election
check whether their updates were commutative with those of the winning
candidate; if all updates were commutative with the winner’s updates, the
transaction is committed rather than aborted. A commutativity procedure is
an application-supplied procedure that is executed for each losing transaction
in an election. For example, if concurrent debit transactions take part in
the same election, a commutativity procedure can determine that there is
sufficient money on the account for any losing debit transactions to commit
rather than abort. It is not clear from the description in (Keleher &
Cetintemel 2000) in which order commutativity procedures are executed,
but a reasonable assumption is that execution is ordered by the amount
of votes received by each candidate, although it may then be necessary to
collect more votes before the commutativity procedures can be executed.

Comparison to PRiDe

Elections in Deno are similar to generations in PRiDe in that a finished
election and a completed generation both represent consistent steps in the
progress of the database state. Also, both Deno and PRiDe use a completely
decentralized algorithm that guarantees that every node reaches the same
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database state. However, while elections are performed on a transaction
level, generations are on an update/object level. Generations are completed
and applied independently on individual objects, while transactions in an
election may access several objects. Deno aborts conflicting transactions
(although this problem is mitigated if commutativity procedures are used)
while PRiDe is built for forward resolution of conflicts. A big difference
is that in Deno, a node’s local database state proceeds in discrete steps
coinciding with finished elections; PRiDe continuously evolves local database
states and allows applications to optimistically make use of the most
recent information available locally. PRiDe also supports handling of
concurrent, non-commutative updates whose combination may still be
benign by allowing specification of competitive and collaborative updates.
Also, compensation for aborted transactions is not possible in Deno.

Since the concepts of elections and generations are similar, PRiDe
could easily be extended with a voting scheme similar to Deno’s while still
allowing optimistic use of all available information. Propagation messages
could include the amount of currency available to the sending node, and
stabilization messages could include a vote for the update causing the
stabilization message to be sent. Conflict resolution policies could then use
the votes to determine how to resolve the updates in a generation; selecting
the update with the most votes makes the protocol similar to the Deno
protocol. However, since PRiDe uses forward conflict resolution to merge the
updates in a generation, PRiDe cannot exploit Deno’s powerful assumption
about a static currency total without compromising the core concepts of
continuous convergence and local commit; PRiDe requires implicit or explicit
information about every node’s participation in a generation before creating
a new object version. However, note that by the time a transaction
could be declared the winner of an election in the Deno protocol, this
transaction’s updates would also be visible to optimistic reads made by a
PRiDe transaction.

PRiDe’s core protocol is orthogonal to the update propagation method,
meaning that PRiDe could use an epidemic protocol in systems where such
a protocol is preferable to broad- or groupcasting. However, in real-time
systems the probabilistic nature of epidemic protocols means that it is hard
to determine an upper bound on the time needed for a generation to be
completed on all nodes.
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8.5 Summary

This chapter described related work that has been studied during construc-
tion of PRiDe and as background material for this thesis. Section 8.1 focused
on IUP and TBIU, two replication protocols that allow tentative results of
updates to be accessed optimistically while distributing and stabilizing the
updates. Neither protocol is suitable for use in real-time databases due to
the lack of conflict handling in IUP and the backwards resolution of conflicts
in TBIU.

Section 8.2 outlined replication protocols that use epidemic propagation
for stabilization of optimistic updates. The protocol suggested by Rabinovich
et al. (1996) is similar to PRiDe in that it allows applications to trade off
correctness for freshness through creation of auxiliary copies, but does not
handle conflicts and does not support transactions. The protocol presented
by Agrawal et al. (1997) ensures one-copy serializability of transactions
in spite of local commit, but does not specify enough details about how
transaction conflicts are handled.

Section 8.3 compared the update relationships presented in section 7.1.1
with similar methods for conflict classification and semantic detection of non-
conflicts among syntactically conflicting updates. Lastly, section 8.4 gave an
overview of several substantial replication approaches that have similarities
to PRiDe: Oracle, Bayou, IceCube and Deno. Each protocol description was
concluded with a comparison of PRiDe and the described protocol.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and discussion

I didn’t jump to conclusions. I took a small step, and conclusions
there were.

- Buffy Summers

This chapter contains the thesis conclusions, focusing on the thesis
contributions (section 9.1). The contributions are listed in three different
categories: PRiDe, application tolerance, and VADer. Section 9.2 describes
identified weaknesses of PRiDe and approaches for addressing these. Future
work and research directions are presented in section 9.3.

9.1 Contributions

This thesis has three main contributions: i) a replication protocol (PRiDe)
that is suitable for real-time and availability-critical distributed applications;
ii) an analysis of inconsistency tolerance of PRiDe applications resulting in
a generic framework for conflict resolution and compensation; and iii) a
tool (VADer) that aids application developers in developing inconsistency-
tolerant applications for use in a database that uses PRiDe as its replication
protocol. A list of contributions can be found in section 1.4. In this section,
different aspects of these contributions are discussed in more depth.

211
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9.1.1 PRiDe

The primary contribution in this thesis is PRiDe, an optimistic and
distributed replication protocol without centralized components that is built
primarily for resource-predictable operation in real-time systems. PRiDe is
described and analyzed in detail in chapters 5 and 6. PRiDe’s main features
are discussed in the bullet points below.

• Resource-predictable replication: as discussed in section 5.1.2,
real-time systems require that constituent subsystems or algorithms
are resource predictable and sufficiently efficient. While the exact
amount of resources consumed by the protocol depends on application-
and system-specific values such as message size, network latency and
size of update parameters, the core PRiDe protocol ensures an upper
bound on the number of messages sent and received by each node, the
size of all data structures and execution time of all actions performed
by the protocol, as shown in section 6.1.5.

• Emphasis on local autonomy: PRiDe was designed to provide sup-
port for eventual consistency without compromising local operation.
Availability and predictability of local operation are never affected by
distributed processing, and transactions are never rolled back due to
conflicting concurrent transactions. PRiDe provides these guarantees
on local operation through detached replication: a transaction commits
locally without any need for distributed processing, and replication of
that transaction’s updates to other nodes is performed in a separate
step. If a local overload occurs, propagation of local updates and
integration of remote updates can be postponed until the overload has
passed.

• Data-centric conflict management: PRiDe provides a data-
centric approach to conflict management where other protocols use
transaction- or update-centric conflict management (see for example
the protocols described in chapter 8). This allows a separation of
concerns between database design and application design; conflict
resolution policies are specified for classes of data objects based on the
class interfaces, allowing multiple applications to run in the database
without knowledge of the semantics of other applications’ transactions.
Furthermore, new applications can be added to the database without
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requiring existing applications to modify their transactions’ behavior,
and without specifying how the new application’s transactions interact
with transactions of already existing applications. Conflict resolution
policies must only be specified when adding new classes to the
database, and can – when appropriate – be selected from or based
on a policy from a set of generic policies available in the database.

Through the data-centric approach to conflict management, PRiDe
supports the use of update semantics to detect syntactic conflicts
that are actually non-conflicts, such as syntactic conflicts between
collaborative or commutative updates. Since conflict classification is
based on operations in an object’s class interface, semantic conflict
detection and resolution can be performed even for totally separate
applications that have no knowledge about each other’s existence or
application semantics.

Lastly, the small granularity of conflict management - conflicts are de-
tected and resolved for individual objects - allows conflict management
and update stabilization to proceed at varying speed in separate parts
of the database. For example, stabilization of an update to an object
that is replicated only on nodes connected via a reliable, high-speed
connection is not necessarily postponed due to missing updates to other
objects that are replicated on remote nodes with bad connections. If
necessary, the application programmer can control the granularity of
conflict management by using a single interface for a group of objects;
in the extreme case, the whole database can use a single interface
- effectively making the whole database a single, replicated object
from PRiDe’s perspective. Such a design makes replication in PRiDe
comparable to replication in, e.g., Bayou and IceCube in terms of
granularity.

• Support for forward conflict resolution: collaborative systems
and real-time systems tend to benefit from forward conflict resolution,
where conflicting updates or transactions are not undone or rolled
back, but rather merged or fused in order to take the system to a new
state that incorporates the changes made by all conflicting updates or
transactions. The design of PRiDe supports forward conflict resolution
through the concept of generations; a generation functions as the
unit of conflict resolution, providing the designer of a forward conflict
resolution policy with well-defined input (the set of updates in the
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generation) and an intuitive output (a set of updates that represent the
merger of the updates in the generation). This simple structure allows
very powerful and intricate conflict resolution policies to be specified;
for example, a policy can merge a set of updates into a new update,
or change the parameters of any number of updates in the generation.
A generation maps intuitively to an object version, and updates are
guaranteed to be placed in generation in a way that is consistent with
causal ordering of updates.

While the data structures are designed to support forward conflict
resolution, it is still possible to discard updates when resolving
conflicts, effectively undoing the update whose effects will never
become persistent. However, PRiDe is most suitable for systems where
updates are rarely discarded in conflict resolution.

• Support for application-specific compensation: PRiDe provides
callbacks to application-specific compensation methods, allowing ap-
plications to react to updates that were discarded in conflict resolution
or updates whose parameters were modified. A special type of read
operation called an assertion (section 5.5.2) also allows a compensation
procedure for a transaction to reexamine the result of any optimistic
reads performed by the transaction by comparing the optimistic result
of the read with the eventual result of the assertion. Assertions are
added to conflict sets, which allows detection of read-write conflicts
and transaction read-write cycles. Read-write conflicts can then be
resolved through forward conflict resolution on a per-transaction basis.

9.1.2 Application tolerance

Many applications, especially in real-time systems, can benefit from the
increased availability and predictability provided by optimistic replication
in general and PRiDe in particular. However, other applications may
not tolerate the temporary inconsistencies that can result from optimistic
reads and local transaction commit. Chapter 7 contains an analysis of
application tolerance - the ability of applications to tolerate inconsistencies
and resolve it through forward conflict resolution and compensation. The
thesis contributions that relate to application tolerance are summarized
below.
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• Classification of update conflicts: a classification of update
conflicts into four separate classes is proposed. The classification
is based on update semantics, and the application programmer can
specify a relationship class for each pair of methods in a class
interface. The conflict classes can help the programmer understand
the interaction between updates, and can be used to guide conflict
resolution. The classes have been used to define a general framework
that can be used as a template for construction of conflict resolution
policies.

• Conflict resolution framework: a generic framework for conflict
resolution and compensation is provided in section 7.1. The framework
is a series of steps that (provided that no nondeterminism is introduced
by application-specific policies) ensure deterministic resolution of
update conflicts within a generation. The steps are based on the update
conflict classes presented in section 7.1.1; the framework iteratively
groups updates according to their conflict relations, and conflicts
within a group are resolved through callbacks to application-specific
methods. The framework is flexible; steps can be omitted or optimized
based on application semantics and knowledge about the conflict types
that exist for a particular object class.

• Generic conflict resolution policies: a collection of generic conflict
resolution policies is presented in appendix D. The policies are
designed to be ”plugged in” to the framework discussed in the previous
bullet. While presented in pseudocode only, these policies can easily
be implemented as, e.g., templated functions in C++ or Java methods.
These policy functions can be made available to the database as stored
procedures or as a library, allowing the application programmer to
simply specify a generic policy for conflict resolution when this is
sufficient to meet application semantics. The policies can also be seen
as examples or templates for constructing application-specific policies.

9.1.3 VADer

Writing applications that are tolerant of optimistic replication and forward
resolution of update conflicts has been shown to be a complex task. For
example, Preguica, Shapiro & Matheson (2003) report that experience with
Bayou (Terry et al. 1995) has shown that writing merge procedures is hard
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for many applications. In order to make construction of tolerant applications
easier for programmers, the VADer tool (see appendix 7.4) has been created
to aid application designers in constructing PRiDe applications. VADer
also serves as a prototype implementation of PRiDe, demonstrating the
feasibility of implementing the protocol and optimistic applications in a
modern, object-oriented language. The main benefits of using VADer are
listed and discussed below.

• Rapid prototyping: VADer allows PRiDe applications to be quickly
prototyped using Java, a standardized, high-level language that is
well suited for rapid prototyping. VADer contains a set of base
classes for applications, database objects and transactions, allowing
database-related classes to be easily implemented by subclassing the
standard classes and overloading significant methods. For example,
a transaction can be quickly constructed by subclassing the abstract
TransactionRoot class in VADer, and implementing the run() and
compensate() methods, which contain code for transaction execution
and compensation, respectively. Applications can be easily started
from the main VADer GUI, and can be simulated on any number of
nodes.

• Visual inspection: the VADer GUI provides multiple ways of
inspecting the state of the database at any point during a simulation.
For example, the optimistic and stable state of a particular replica can
be viewed from the node interface for the replica’s host node, as can the
replica’s version vector. The incoming and outgoing transactions can
also be viewed, and all events in the system are added to an event queue
that can be viewed by the user. The dependency graph for all unstable
transactions on a particular node can also be shown and manipulated
by the user for visual inspection of transaction dependencies. This
allows an application designer to see snapshots of the global database
state, which provides a powerful tool for finding bugs in the main
application code, conflict resolution policies or compensation methods.

• Discrete event simulation: VADer supports two main simulation
modes: a competitive threads mode and a discrete event simulation
mode. The first mode, where the simulation of each node runs in an
individual thread, is similar to a true execution of a PRiDe application,
since it is nondeterministic – two executions with the same parameters
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may yield different results due to nondeterministic thread scheduling.
The second mode allows repeatable simulations; while the simulation
is still multithreaded, application execution is modeled as a series
of discrete events that are added to a queue and processed by the
application in order. The user can view the list of events and choose the
rate at which the simulation advances, and step through the simulation
one event at a time. This is helpful in debugging of applications since
executions are repeatable and the application programmer can easily
”fast-forward” to a particular execution state.

• Application examples: the VADer distribution contains an im-
plementation of the bank application example in appendix C. The
example illustrates how transactions, conflict resolution policies and
compensation procedures are constructed. The example also shows the
construction of an API that allows the user to create all the different
types of transactions and execute them either in single instances or
periodically.

9.2 PRiDe weaknesses

While PRiDe meets its main goal – allowing local transaction commit while
guaranteeing eventual consistency – there are aspects of the protocol that
can be improved. These are listed and discussed below.

• Strict generation order: in the current PRiDe specification, it is not
possible to reorder updates between generations. In certain situations,
it could be beneficial to switch the order of updates in different
generations, e.g., to execute a deposit update before a withdraw update
in order to ensure that the account balance can cover the withdrawal.
However, due to nondeterministic pruning of stable generations in the
current PRiDe specification, if updates are moved between generations
it may not be possible to ensure deterministic results from conflict
resolution. This holds true because it cannot be guaranteed that all
nodes have access to all required information to perform the update
reordering. For updates in a single generation, it is simple to implement
the bestOrder relation from IceCube in PRiDe if the result from
conflict resolution is an ordered set of updates such as a Java Vector.
Updates can then be executed in the order that they were added to the
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set, allowing the creator of the conflict resolution policy to implicitly
control the eventual execution order.

• No implicit handling of relative consistency constraints: as
discussed in section 5.5.4, relative consistency constraints require
careful specification of objects and conflict resolution policies to
maintain. This follows from PRiDe’s focus on consistency of individual
objects; objects ”evolve” individually (i.e., their generations are
completed and stabilized on a per-object basis) making it necessary
for an application programmer to either have a single interface for a
group of objects with relative consistency constraints, or ensure that all
objects with such constraints evolve in ”lock-step” through careful use
of assertions. Conflict resolution policies are harder to specify due to
this inherent weakness (it must be ensured that resolution of an update
conflict does not cause violations of relative consistency constraints)
and in some applications compensation procedures may be required to
restore relative consistency after a conflict.

• No testing outside simulations: No implementation or evaluation
of PRiDe in a ”sharp” system has been performed. PRiDe has been
implemented and used for simulations in both the VADer tool (see
section 7.4) and the pPRiDe extension (see section 6.2.5), supporting
the correctness proofs in chapter 5, but it is still necessary to implement
PRiDe in actual real-time systems to ensure that it is feasible to use
PRiDe under more realistic conditions.

9.3 Future work

This section contains a discussion about potential future research and
implementation directions in development of PRiDe. Subsection 9.3.1 lists
possible enhancements to PRiDe itself, and subsection 9.3.2 contains a
discussion about how the protocol can be evaluated in specific applications.

9.3.1 PRiDe extensions

A number of possible future extensions to PRiDe have been identified:

• Support for multiple consistency models: In this thesis it has
been assumed that the database is fully replicated, and that all data
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objects use eventual consistency as their consistency model. Maintain-
ing eventually consistent data with multiple updaters generates a large
amount of storage overhead in the form of conflict sets for each object,
and communication overhead in the form of individual propagation and
stabilization messages. It is likely that in many systems, the subset of
objects for which eventual consistency is a suitable consistency model
is relatively small. It is also likely that not all of these objects are
updated by several sources, further reducing the number of objects for
which conflict detection and resolution is necessary. A very interesting
research topic is how multiple consistency models can coexist in the
same database. Initial work on segmenting the database into several
parts, each of which has different properties has been performed within
the DeeDS project (Mathiason & Andler 2003). One of these segment
properties could be the consistency model for objects within that
segment; an important question is how to handle transactions that
access multiple objects, each with different consistency models.

• Scheduling protocol for replication actions: the specification
of PRiDe in chapter 5 is based on a set of actions, each of which
has a guard that determines whether that action can be executed.
Scheduling of actions is a topic that has not been covered in this thesis
and which requires future work. Action scheduling is influenced by a
number of factors, such as the relative values of stabilizing updates,
receiving updates from remote nodes, and ensuring local progress.
Any real-time requirements, such as predictable stabilization time and
deadlines for local transactions must also be considered when selecting
among the actions whose guards are enabled. As discussed in section
6.2, transient overloads may also affect scheduling decisions.

• Recovery: Leifsson (1999) specified a distributed recovery protocol
for DeeDS that exploits the fact that the database is fully replicated;
a crashed node recovers its contents from a peer node that sends its
state page by page to the recovering node and relays all updates that
it receives during protocol execution. Öster (2004) later implemented
and refined the protocol. It is not clear how PRiDe interacts with the
recovery protocol – for example, conflict sets and update/stabilization
messages must be handled correctly during recovery (the recovered
state must be eventually consistent). Section 5.6 contains an initial
discussion about this problem – a method for dynamically adding a
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replica to the database. Recovering the state of a node is conceptually
similar to adding new replicas on the recovering node, but a more
thorough investigation about the interaction between the recovery
protocol and PRiDe should be performed if PRiDe is to be added
to DeeDS or any other DDBMS that uses distributed recovery.

9.3.2 Application- and system-specific evaluation

Since PRiDe is a generic replication protocol whose value depends greatly
on the requirements of applications and the possibility to create good
conflict resolution policies, it is hard to perform an application-independent
evaluation of the protocol beyond the proofs and formal arguments about
predictability and complexity presented in chapter 5. In hard real-time
systems these proofs and arguments should be sufficient; efficiency of the
protocol is of secondary concern to correctness and predictability.

In order to determine the protocol’s value for other types of systems, such
as soft real-time systems or collaborative non-real time applications, the
protocol must be implemented and used in such applications. Preferably,
it should be implemented in applications that use pessimistic replication
or other optimistic replication protocols in order to determine whether the
overhead incurred by maintenance of conflict sets and sending of stabilization
messages negatively affect the application. Implementation of a DBMS-
independent replication module (as described in section 6.3) should greatly
assist such evaluation. The VADer tool should also help in creating and
instrumenting PRiDe applications.

Perhaps the most important aspect of evaluation is determining the
value of optimistic reads and forward conflict resolution in a set of different
applications. Such an evaluation should, for example, contrast the benefits
of correct optimistic reads with the cost of incorrect optimistic reads, and
evaluate how delayed updates and stabilization messages impacts the value
of the application. Obviously, this type of evaluation becomes highly
application-specific, and a series of evaluation experiments in different
domains and for different application types is required to obtain a complete
picture of PRiDe’s usefulness.

It would seem that you have no useful skill or talent whatsoever.
Have you thought of going into teaching?

- Mr. Kibler, to Death (Terry Pratchett, Mort)
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Pseudocode conventions

The distributed algorithms in this thesis are presented using pseudocode
based on that used by Tel (2000a). The syntax is Pascal-like with a few
additions such as primitives for message-based interprocess communication
and handling of sets. A summary of the conventions that are used in this
thesis follows; Tel’s appendix A contains a more detailed description of the
pseudocode syntax.

Since messages are a crucial component of distributed algorithms, the
syntax must contain primitives for handling messages. A message is a tuple
consisting of a type and a set of data fields. For example, a message 〈 prop,
t, n 〉 is of type prop and contains data fields t and n (which could, for
example, contain serialized transaction information (t) and the identifier of
the sending node (n). Messages are sent using the send primitive and received
using the receive primitive. Sending a message requires a destination to be
specified; for example, ”send 〈 prop, tidT , UT 〉 to q” would send a prop
message containing the identifier of transaction T and the update set UT of
T (see section 4.1) to process q. Conversely, a process receives a message
by means of the receive primitive; ”receive 〈 prop, t, n 〉 from q” receives
a message of type prop from an arbitrary process q. To receive a message
from a specific sender, a slightly different syntax is used; ”receive 〈 prop,
t, n 〉 fromthis q0” receives a prop message from the specific process q0. A
shorthand primitive ”shout” can be used by a process p to send a message
to all neighboring processes. That is, ”shout 〈 prop, tidT , UT 〉” at process
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p is equivalent to ”forall q ∈ {r|r is a neighbor of p} do send 〈 prop, tidT ,
UT 〉 to q”.

Algorithms are described using an event-driven notation, consisting of a
set of variable declarations and a set of actions. The variable declarations
consist of a semicolon-separated list of variable names along with their types
and an optional initialization. An action consists of a name, a guard and a
statement (its body). The guard is a boolean expression; the action is said
to be enabled when the guard evaluates to true. A process can execute an
action (i.e,. run the code in the action’s statement) only when the action
is enabled. The specification does not constrain the system in any other
way – all enabled actions can potentially be executed infinitely often and in
arbitrary order.

Algorithm A.1 contains an example of a token ring algorithm for mutual
exclusion (as described by, e.g., Coulouris, Dollimore & Kindberg (2005d)),
specified using the event-driven notation. The token ring algorithm is used
in a system where processes are arranged in a logical ring. Each process
has a boolean token variable (has token in the example) denoting whether
it may access its critical section. Upon initialization of the system, one of
the processes (this process may be elected by, e.g., a consensus algorithm;
for simplicity, this is not included in the example) sets its token variable
to true; all other processes sets it to false. When a node exits its critical
section, it sets its token variable to false and sends a token message to its
left neighbor in the logical ring. On reception of a token message, a process
sets its token variable to true and may either access its critical section or (if
it has no need to access its critical section at the time) pass the token on to
the next process in the ring as described above.

The specification in the figure defines the algorithm as three actions Rp,
Sp and Ap. The index p is the process identifier and is used to tie both
actions and variables to a specific process. The guard of action Rp checks
that a token message is available for reception (assuming that the system is
asynchronous, this means that the message must be available in its queue of
incoming messages). The body of the action receives the message and sets
the token variable has token to true. Action Sp passes the token to the next
process in the logical ring; its guard ensures that this is allowed only when a
process has the token and is not in its critical section. Lastly, the Ap action
allows a process to access its critical section only when it has the token.

In this thesis, processes are not discussed explicitly; instead, nodes are
the communicating entities. For example, the send, receive and shout
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var has token : boolean init false;

Rp: { A message 〈token〉 has arrived }
begin

receive 〈token〉 from q;
has token:=true;

end

Sp: { has token = true and p not in critical section }
begin

(* qnext is the next process in the logical ring *)

send 〈token〉 to qnext;
has token:=false;

end

Ap: { has token = true }
begin

(* Access critical section *)

end

Algorithm A.1: Pseudocode example - token ring mutual exclusion

statements are modified to specify nodes rather than processes. It is
assumed that for each node N there exists a process pN that handles all
communication for that node. For example, ”send msg to N could be read
as ”send msg to pN”. Similarly, process indices (e.g,. Rp) are replaced with
node indices, e.g., RN for node N . This simplification is done to make the
pseudocode more consistent with the rest of the thesis.
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Appendix B

VADer programming

This section complements the description of VADer in section 7.4 by describ-
ing the fundamental steps in creating VADer applications, i.e., applications
that can be launched from and inspected in VADer. VADer provides
a set of abstract base classes for applications, objects and transactions
that the programmer extends to create the database-related code for their
application. The rest of the application can then be built as the programmer
prefers.

B.1 Specification of database components

VADer allows the application programmer to create application-specific
classes for database objects and transactions. These classes can then be
instantiated and used by a VADer application. This section provides an
overview of how application, object and transaction classes are specified,
and how object and transaction instances are created based on these classes
through Java’s reflection services. Later subsections discuss how conflict
resolution policies and compensation procedures are implemented for VADer
applications.
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B.1.1 Application construction

VADer allows Java applications to run on its simulated database. A
VADer application is created by extending the ApplicationRoot base class
contained in the VADer package. The application is then included in
the VADer.Applications package to allow VADer to automatically detect
all supported applications and add them to its GUI. Once started, an
application runs in its own thread, and the ApplicationRoot class provides
the application with an interface for creatng database objects, running
transactions and waiting for a specified amount of time units. The database-
specific classes and transactions that are used by the application are created
by inheriting from the ClassRoot and TransactionRoot classes as described
in the following subsections.

B.1.2 Class specification and object creation

A class for VADer database objects is specified as a normal Java class that
directly extends the abstract ClassRoot class supplied with VADer in the
VADer.ApplicationsClasses package. The class should also be added to
this package in order to show up in the database management interface
and allow applications to create instances of the class. The class must
implement the abstract methods deepCopy() and resolve conflict() methods
in the ClassRoot class; the deepCopy() method should create a deep copy
of another object of the same class, and resolve conflict() should resolve the
conflict between updates in a generation of updates to an object of the class.
Specification of resolution policies in VADer is discussed in section B.1.4.
Besides these two methods and any constructors, all methods added to the
class by the user become part of the class interface.

An application can create a database object through execution of the
addObject() method defined in VADer.Application (i.e., the method is
inherited by any VADer application). The method takes as parameters the
class name, the instance name, an object ID, and a vector of parameters
that are supplied to the constructor when creating the object. The object
is created through Java’s reflection interface. In order for object creation
to succeed, the named class must exist in the VADer.ApplicationClasses
package. As mentioned in section 7.4.1, the user can also manually add
objects of any class in the VADer.ApplicationClasses package from the
database manager interface.
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B.1.3 Transaction specification and execution

Similar to object classes, VADer transaction classes are created by directly
extending the TransactionRoot object in the VADer.ApplicationTransactions
package and adding the class to the package. A transaction must implement
the callback compensate() method, which is called on a transaction’s origin
node once the transaction has stabilized. The compensation allows the
transaction to ”react” to any incorrect optimistic reads or any modifications
of the transaction’s updates in conflict resolution. Compensation is discussed
in section 7.2.

VADer applications can create and execute a transaction by calling
the runTransaction() method defined in VADer.Application. The method
takes as parameters a transaction ID, a transaction type and a vector of
transaction parameters. Like database objects, the transaction is created
through Java reflection, and the named transaction type must be the
name of a class available in the VADer.ApplicationTransactions package.
The runTransaction() method creates the transaction and adds it to
the local transaction manager, the VADer component that ensures serial
local execution of transactions and handles propagation and integration of
transactions.

B.1.4 Resolution policy specification

The conflict resolution policy for a particular VADer class is implemented
in the class’s resolve conflict() method. The method takes one parameter
– a Java Vector of updates containing updates from one generation of
updates. The method returns a new Vector containing a set of updates
that represent the result of resolving all conflicts between the updates in
the input vector. While the application is free to return any set of updates,
it must be guaranteed that the result is deterministic; for example, calling
the resolve conflict() method with the same input vector should yield the
same results regardless of the local database contents, the time of execution,
and the node where the method is executed. If the resolve conflict()
method is not deterministic, convergence cannot be guaranteed by PRiDe.
Furthermore, the output should preferably correlate to the input somehow;
for example, the returned Vector could contain a subset of the updates in
the input vector, or the same updates with modified parameters (see section
7.1). Note that if the input vector contains only one update or there are no
conflicts between updates in the input vector, the output vector is identical to
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the input vector. This should be the most common case in most applications.
The conflict resolution framework described in section 7.1 has not yet

been implemented in VADer – future versions of VADer should contain
generic helper functions for sorting and selecting updates based on update
relationships for several of the steps in the framework; however, no such
support exists in the current version. When implementing application-
specific conflict resolution policies, the user can access update relationships
for the methods in a class interface if such relations have been specified
manually using the VADer GUI (see section 7.4.1).

B.1.5 Compensation procedure specification

A transaction class’s compensation procedure is implemented in the compen-
sate() method for the transaction class. The method takes no parameters
and returns void; however, it has access to all reads and updates performed
by a transaction, and can, e.g., compare an update’s submitted parameters
with its actual parameters to find updates that were compromised in conflict
resolution. A compensation procedure executes as normal application code
and can take any actions that an application can, such as create new
transactions. Any transactions created by a compensation procedure are
replicated as though they were executed as normal application transactions.

Since the compensation procedure is only executed on the transaction’s
origin node, it does not need to be deterministic; it can access any parts
of the database state, and can even make use of local information such as
non-replicated database objects, the local system clock or a random number.
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Application examples

This section describes a set of small applications that illustrate how PRiDe
can be used to support optimistic replication in different types of systems.
The purpose of the application examples is to show how applications can
benefit from optimistic replication through PRiDe, and how transactions,
interfaces, conflict resolution policies and compensation procedures can be
designed to support the application semantics. The bank account and active
control examples (subsections C.1 and C.2) have been selected based on
application examples from previous literature; the bank account example is
a ”traditional” example of replicated data that allows PRiDe to be compared
with earlier work in the field. The active control example is based on an
example from an earlier DeeDS paper (Andler, Eriksson & Lundin 2000)
that shows how DeeDS can be used to support several subsystems in a real-
time active control system.

C.1 Bank account management

As an initial instructive example, this section shows an implementation
of the simple bank application from (Garcia-Molina 1983) using PRiDe.
The example shows how transactions, conflict resolution functions and
compensation can be designed to support application correctness criteria.
This is an atypical PRiDe application in that it has very strict consistency
requirements (money must not be lost!) and requires compensation to
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Account: Internal representation
int balance // The current account balance
int customerID // The ID of the customer that owns the acocunt
String branch // The name of the account’s branch

Account: Interface
reset() // Set the account balance to 0
deposit(int amount) // Add amount to balance
withdraw(int amount) // Subtract amount from balance

Figure C.1: The Account class

Branch total: Internal representation
int total // The total of a set of accounts.

Branch total: Interface
add(int delta) // Add delta to total
dec(int delta) // Subtract delta from total
reset() // Set the total to 0

Figure C.2: The Total class
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reset deposit withdraw

reset ‖ ⊥ ⊥
deposit ‖ ‖
withdraw ⇆

Figure C.3: Relationships for updates to an Account object

reset add dec

reset ‖ ⊥ ⊥
add ‖ ‖
dec ‖

Figure C.4: Relationships for updates to a Total object

maintain relative consistency constraints. However, the bank account
example is an easy-to-understand, ”classical” example that is used to
illustrate many optimistic replication protocols. Its inclusion in this
thesis thus serves two purposes; it provides a gentle introduction to the
construction of PRiDe applications, and makes it easy to relate PRiDe to
previous research that uses bank account management as an example (see
for example (Garcia-Molina 1983, Wong & Agrawal 1992, Strom, Banavar,
Miller, Prakash & Ward 1997)). An implementation of the example is
included with the VADer tool (section 7.4) as a tutorial example.

Classes

Figures C.1 and C.2 show the internal representations and interfaces of the
classes in the system. Instances of Account are bank accounts divided into
two branches, A and B (in the original paper, this subdivision does not exist;
rather, the objects are on separate nodes – the branches are introduced
to make the example interesting even if full replication is used). A total
(B total) is the instance of Total that represents the total for branch A (B).
All accounts is a generic collection object that is used internally to maintain
the set of accounts; since the example does not consider account meta-
operations (creation and deletion), this collection is never updated, and the
interface of All accounts is thus omitted from the description. bank total is
an instance of Total that represents the total of all accounts in both branches.
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Update relations

The update relations for the Account and Total classes are shown in figures
C.3 and C.4. It is assumed that reset() operations are mutually exclusive
to all other updates, since a reset() indicates a global reset of the database,
which is in conflict with any concurrent processing of database transactions.
It is also assumed that account overcharges should be avoided if possible;
thus, withdraw() operations on an account compete for the money on that
account.

Transactions

The system runs transactions of five different types. An INIT transaction
initializes the database, setting the balance of all accounts to 0. A DEP
transaction deposits an amount to a single account. A WIT transaction
withdraws an amount from a single account. A TRANS transaction transfers
an amount from one account to another (the accounts can be in different
branches). Lastly, a REP transaction reads the values of all objects in
the database and produces a report. The transactions are presented in
pseudocode below.

BEGIN TRANSACTION INIT()
var a : Account;

foreach a ∈ All accounts do
a.reset();

end
A total.reset();
B total.reset();
bank total.reset();
COMMIT

Transaction INIT - initializes database.

The read- and write sets of an INIT transaction are all objects in the
database. The query set is empty, and the update set consists of a reset()
operation for each object in the database.
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BEGIN TRANSACTION DEP(int amount, Account target)
(* Deposit amount to account target *)

target.deposit(amount);
if target.branch = ”A” then

A total.add(amount);
end
else

B total.add(amount);
end
bank total.add(amount);
COMMIT

Transaction DEP - deposits money to an account.

The read- and write sets of a DEP transaction are the target account,
the branch total object of its branch, and the bank total object. The query
set is empty, and the update set contains a deposit() on the account object
and an add() operation on both relevant total objects.

BEGIN TRANSACTION WIT(int amount, Account source)
(* Withdraw amount from account source *)

if source.balance < amount then
ABORT

end
else

source.withdraw(amount);
if source.branch = ”A” then

A total.dec(amount);
end
else

B total.dec(amount);
end
bank total.dec(amount);

end
COMMIT

Transaction WIT - withdraws money from an account.

The read- and write sets of a WIT transaction are the source account,
the branch total object of its branch, and the bank total object. The query
set contains (optimistic) reads of the account’s branch and balance fields,
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and the update set consists of a deposit() on the account and an add() for
both relevant total objects.

BEGIN TRANSACTION TRANS(int amount, Account source,
Account target)
(* Transfer amount from account source to account target *)

if source.balance < amount then
ABORT

end
else

source.withdraw(amount);
target.deposit(amount);
if source.branch6= target.branch then

if source.branch = ”A” then
A total.dec(amount);
B total.add(amount);

end
else

B total.dec(amount);
A total.add(amount);

end

end

end
COMMIT

Transaction TRANS - transfers money between accounts.

The read- and write sets of a TRANS transaction contain the accounts
involved in the transaction. If both accounts are part of the same branch,
the read- and write sets also contain the branch total object for that branch.
If they are part of different branches, the read- and write sets contain both
branch total objects. The bank total object is not involved in the transaction;
the total amount of money in the bank does not change if the transaction is
executed without conflict. However, the bank total object may be affected
by compensation. The query set consists of an (optimistic) read of the source
account’s balance and both the source and target accounts’ branch field.
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BEGIN TRANSACTION REP()
(* Read all accounts and produce a report *)

var a : Account;
var report total A, report total B : integer;

foreach a ∈ All accounts do
if a.branch = ”A” then

report total A += a.balance;
end
else

report total B += a.balance;
end
if report total A = A total then

print ”Branch A locally consistent”;
end
else

print ”Branch A locally inconsistent”;
end
if report total B = B total then

print ”Branch B locally consistent”;
end
else

print ”Branch B locally inconsistent”;
end
if report total A + report total B = bank total then

print ”Bank total locally consistent”;
end
else

print ”Bank total locally inconsistent”;
end

end
COMMIT

Transaction REP - produces a local report.

The read set of a REP transaction contains all objects in the database.
The write set is empty, since no updates are made. Thus, the query set
consists of balance reads for all account objects, and total reads for all total
objects. A REP transaction may report inconsistencies if instances of WIT
or TRANS transactions have been compromised (due to concurrent account
withdrawals). Such inconsistencies are resolved by charging the customer
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via real-world actions (such as sending out a ”nasty letter” (Garcia-Molina
1983)). If the system were modified to include an object maintaining a list
of pending customer charges, the report transaction could check this list to
ensure that collecting these charges would make the database consistent. A
more detailed report transaction that performs such a check is included in
the VADer implementation of the example.

Conflict resolution policies

Conflict resolution for Account objects require decisions for mutually exclu-
sive and competitive updates. The conflict resolution for mutually exclusive
updates is simple: the only mutually exclusive conflict is between reset()
operations and any other operations. Since reset() operations indicate
intentions of a global reset of the database, any concurrent transactions
are unimportant; reset() operations are thus prioritized. Concurrent reset()
operations are commutative, since reset() operations are idempotent. A
group of competitive updates must necessarily contain only withdraw()
operations. A reasonable conflict resolution policy is to allow as much money
as possible to be withdrawn by discarding the smallest withdrawal until
the account balance covers all remaining withdrawals (the ”cake cutter”
method, see section 7.1.2). Pseudocode for an implementation of this policy,
based on the cake cutter template from appendix D, is shown below. If the
database implements the generic cake cutter policy, no application-specific
implementation would be necessary. An alternative conflict resolution policy
would be to use the ”cheese cutter” method and reduce each withdrawal in
the competitive group by the same amount (the overcharge divided by the
number of withdrawal operations).

The conflict resolution policy for Total objects only needs to prioritize
among mutually exclusive updates; similarly to mutually exclusive updates
to Account objects, reset() operations are prioritized.

Compensation transactions

Updates of an INIT transaction can never be compromised in conflict
resolution (since reset() updates have priority over all other updates). Thus,
no compensation is needed for INIT transactions.
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Function ACCOUNT RESOLVE COMP(update set U , int bound)
returns update set
begin

var amount, total : int ;
var u : update;
var sorted : array[0...|U| − 1] of T;
var retSet : update set init ∅ ; (* Set of updates to return

*)

var continue : boolean init true;
var index : integer init |U| − 1;

sort U by ≤ on parameter amount into sorted ; (* Ties ordered

by node ID *)

while continue = true ∧ index ≥ 0 do
u := update 〈op, params, o〉 at sorted[index];
amount := params[0]; (* First update parameter is the

withdrawn amount *)

if total + amount ≤ bound then
total := total + amount;
retSet := retSet ∪ {u};
continue := true;
index := index − 1;

end
else

continue := false;
end

end
return retSet;

end

Function ACCOUNT RESOLVE COMP - resolves conflicts between
a set of competitive withdrawal updates using the ”cake cutter”
method.

Updates of a DEP transaction can only be discarded if they are executed
concurrently with reset() operations. This should be rare (reset() operations
are likely to only be executed during initial setup of the database). A
reasonable compensation strategy is to simply resubmit the transaction.
Since it is unlikely that several INIT transactions are executed within a
short period of time, reexecution of a DEP transaction is likely to succeed.
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Compensation for a WIT transaction entails compensating for discarded
withdrawals (either because of concurrent reset() updates or other with-
drawals from the same account) by charging the customer. Similarly, if
the transaction’s initial read of the account’s balance was lower than the
eventual stable value, the customer is charged the difference. For each update
u the parameter values of the submitted update (u.params[<parameter
index>].submitted) and the actual parameters after conflict resolution
(u.params[<parameter index>].actual) are maintained. An update u also
has a flag u.accepted that reflects the acceptance state of the update (see
section 7.2).

Procedure COMPENSATE WIT (Transaction T )
begin

(* Compensate for a discarded withdrawal. *)

var u : update;
var i : integer init index of amount parameter in u.params;

(* UT is implemented as an ordered array. *)

u = update 〈op, params, o〉 at UT [0]; (* A WIT transaction

performs exactly one update *)

if u.accepted = false then
charge customer(o.customerID,u.params[i].submitted);

end
end

Procedure COMPENSATE WIT - compensates for a discarded
withdrawal by charging the customer (for example by sending a bill).

Similar to compensation for a WIT transaction, compensation for a
TRANS transaction takes place when the optimistic read of the source
account’s balance is shown to have returned a result that was too high,
or when the withdrawal update was discarded in conflict resolution. Com-
pensation consists of creating a new transaction of type TRANSFER COMP
that withdraws the money from the target account. A TRANSFER COMP
transaction is similar to a WIT transaction, but charges the customer rather
than aborts if there is not enough money on the source account. If the
TRANSFER COMP transaction, is compromised in turn, the customer will
be charged in compensation of the TRANSFER COMP transaction (com-
pensation of a TRANSFER COMP transaction is identical to compensation
of a WIT transaction). As the effects of a TRANSFER COMP transaction
may appear arbitrary to a customer unaware of the problem, the user should
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be notified somehow (e.g., via a letter, e-mail or an alert in his Internet bank
management interface).

Procedure COMPENSATE TRANS (Transaction T )
begin

(* Compensate for a discarded transfer. *)

var w, d : update; (* Withdrawal and deposit updates *)

var i : integer init index of amount parameter in w.params;

(* UT is implemented as an ordered array. *)

w := update 〈opw, paramsw, ow〉 at UT [0]; (* Withdrawal *)

d := update 〈opd, paramsd, od〉 at UT [1]; (* Deposit *)

if w.accepted = false then
(* Conflict resolution discarded the withdrawal. *)

create and submit transaction
TRANSFER COMP(paramsw[i],od);
(* Notify the user of the problematic transaction in

order to explain the compensating transaction on

the target account. *)

notify customer(ow.customerID);
end

end
Procedure COMPENSATE TRANS - compensates for a discarded
transfer by charging the target account.

A REP transaction likely needs no compensation. Possibly, the transac-
tion could be reexecuted if the result from any of its reads turned out to be
incorrect.

Discussion

A problem with using PRiDe in this type of application is that the
compensation transactions are required to ensure eventual consistency.
Preferably, compensation should only improve quality of service, as noted
in section 7.2. This is caused by transactions updating and several objects
with relative consistency requirements while conflict resolution may discard
updates.
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BEGIN TRANSACTION TRANSFER COMP(int amount,
Account source)
(* Withdraw amount from account source to compensate for a

failed TRANS *)

if source.balance < amount then
charge customer(source.customerID,amount);

end
else

source.withdraw(amount);
if source.branch = ”A” then

A total.dec(amount);
end
else

B total.dec(amount);
end
bank total.dec(amount);

end
COMMIT

Transaction TRANSFER COMP - used by compensation procedure
for TRANS transactions.

However, this example also illustrates the advantage of making conflict
resolution data centric rather than transaction centric; had it been trans-
action centric it would have been necessary to handle each combination
of conflicts separately: TRANS/WIT, WIT/WIT and TRANS/TRANS
conflicts are now all resolved by the conflict resolution policy in the account
class. This is also an extensible solution; if new transaction types that access
the account objects are later added in a new version of the application, there
is no need to define how they interact with the already existing transaction
types, since the conflict resolution policy is well known it is sufficient to
provide a new compensation procedure (if necessary).

C.2 Active real-time control

Andler et al. (2000) suggested using a replicated DRTDBMS to transparently
distribute components in real-time control applications. Their proposed
method allows decomposition of the control application into modules
containing sensor-, controller- and actuator functions; these modules could
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either be co-located or distributed over several nodes. By using Event-
Condition-Action (ECA) rules (Ramamritham 1993, Eriksson 1997) to
update database values representing sensor readings and actuator actions,
and database replication to propagate information between modules, the
system becomes independent of the distribution of the modules.

Andler et al. (2000) also argue that optimistic replication with guarantees
of eventual rather than immediate consistency is suitable for a distributed
real-time control application. By removing the need for a distributed two-
phase commit protocol, it becomes easier to ensure resource-predictable
execution of the individual components. The authors suggest that if the
components are distributed, the control loop could be short-circuited in
situations where the system requires immediate response, such as when
reacting to transient and hazardous environment behavior. For example,
if the control system regulates the temperature in a canister by means
of a temperature sensor and a heater actuator, the control loop could be
short-circuited when the temperature rises too quickly – in this case it
might be required to immediately switch off the heater actuator rather
than rely on the distributed control loop to react to the unnaturally rapid
changes in temperature. In such a situation, the actuator object might
be concurrently updated by both the control module and a safety monitor
module co-located with the sensor (and possibly the actuator). In this case,
the conflict resolution policy should prioritize the updates made by the safety
monitor. Figure C.5 illustrates this situation. The sensor and actuator
objects are replicated on every node in the system; the figure thus shows
operations on the logical objects. The arrows illustrate the read and update
operations that are performed by the different modules. Solid arrows show
the system behavior during ”normal” operation; the sensor module reads the
temperature of the fluid in the canister (e.g., triggered by periodic activation
of an ECA rule) and updates the sensor object by writing to its local replica.
The update is propagated to the other modules by means of the replication
protocol. The control module reads the sensor value (e.g., via an ECA rule
that triggers on update of the sensor object), computes a new state for the
actuator, and updates the actuator object. The actuator module reads the
actuator object and changes the actuator state accordingly.

In parallel with the regular control loop, the safety monitor module
monitors the sensor object for temperature changes that may be hazardous
to the operation of the system (e.g., if the fluid rapidly approaches its boiling
point, for whatever reason). If such a situation is detected, it updates the
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Figure C.5: DRTDB support for active control.

actuator object to temporarily turn off the actuator. If the safety monitor
module is co-located with the actuator or sensor module (or even both),
this reduces the time required to react to the transient environment state
by the time of one or two message propagations since the updates made to
local replicas can be read immediately by local applications (Andler et al.
2000). As mentioned above, conflicting updates by the safety monitor and
the control module are resolved by prioritizing the updates by the safety
monitor (the actuator module always optimistically reads the most recent
version of the actuator object).

The implementation of the sensor object and associated transactions is
not relevant for the example; it is updated only by the sensor module and
read only by the control module. No conflicts can thus occur between
updates to the sensor object. The internal state, interface and update
relation matrix of the actuator object are shown in figures C.6 and C.7.
Pseudocode for the update transactions and the conflict resolution policy
is shown below. Conflict resolution simply discards any updates concurrent
with a turnOff() update and merges any concurrent setPower() updates. No
compensation procedures need to be defined.
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Actuator: internal state
boolean active // Set to true iff actuator is turned on
int power level // The current power level of the actuator

Actuator: interface
setPower(int p) // Set the heater power level to p
turnOff() // Turn off the heater (called by the safety monitor)
turnOn()// Turn on the heater (called by the control module)

Figure C.6: The Actuator class

setPower turnOn turnOff

setPower ⇈ (merge) ‖ ⊥ (p:turnOff)
turnOn ‖ (idempotent) ⊥ (p:turnOff)
turnOff ‖ (idempotent)

Figure C.7: Update relationship matrix for the actuator object

BEGIN TRANSACTION CONTROL(Sensor s, Actuator a)
var temp : real;

temp := s.getTemp();
if a.active = true then

a.setPower(compute heater level(temp));
end
COMMIT

Transaction CONTROL - computes a new state for the heater
actuator.
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BEGIN TRANSACTION SAFETY(Sensor s, Actuator a, real
upper, real lower)
var temp : real;

temp := s.getTemp();
if temp > upper then

a.turnOff();
end
else if a.active = false ∧ temp ≤ lower then

a.turnOn();
end
COMMIT

Transaction SAFETY - turns off the heater actuator in case of danger
and restarts the actuator once the temperature is sufficiently low.



Appendix D

Generic conflict resolution
policies

This appendix contains pseudocode for a set of generic conflict resolution
policies that can be implemented and used in PRiDe. The set of updates
for which conflict resolution should be performed is represented by U in the
algorithms. Conflict resolution can access the submitted parameters and
actual parameters of all updates in U . All updates that are in U but not in
the set of updates returned from conflict resolution are marked as discarded.
This should be done by the conflict resolution framework and is thus not
included in the generic policies (in the current version of VADer, however,
discarding updates must be done explicitly).

It should be noted that the CakeCutter and CheeseCutter policies
rely on generic types; provided that the implementation language contains
the necessary support, they could be elegantly implemented using generic
functions (e.g., using templates in C++ or generics in Java).

245
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Function Priority(update set U) returns update set
begin

var max : integer init 0 ; (* The current highest priority

*)

var retU : update init null; (* Update to return *)

var u : update ;

foreach u ∈ U do
if u 6= no update then

if priority(u) > max then
max := priority(u);
retU := u;

end

end

end
return {retU};

end

Function Priority: priority-based resolution for an update set U .

Function Additive(update set U , int parIndex, Operation optype)
returns update set
begin

var total : integer init 0 ; (* Total value *)

var u : update ;

foreach u = 〈op, params, o〉 ∈ U do
if u 6= no update then

total := total + params[parIndex];
end
create update u of type optype;
u.params[parIndex] := total;
return {u};

end
Function Additive: additive value resolution on parameter with index
parIndex for an update set U . optype is the operation type executed
by the merged update.
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Function Average(update set U , int parIndex, Operation optype)
returns update set
begin

var total : integer init 0 ; (* Total value *)

var u : update ;

foreach u = 〈op, params, o〉 ∈ U do
if u 6= no update then

total := total + params[parIndex];
end
create update u of type optype;
u.params[parIndex] := total/|U|;
return {u};

end

Function Average: average value resolution on parameter with index
parIndex for an update set U . optype is the operation type executed
by the merged update.

Function Max(update set U , int parIndex) returns update set
begin

var max : integer init 0 ; (* The current highest priority

*)

var retU : update init null; (* Update to return *)

var u : update ;

foreach u = 〈op, params, o〉 ∈ U do
if u 6= no update then

if params[parIndex] > max then
max := params[parIndex];
retU := u;

end

end

end
return {retU};

end

Function Max: maximum value resolution on parameter with index
parIndex for an update set U .
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Function Min(update set U , int parIndex) returns update set
begin

var min : integer init 0 ; (* The current highest priority

*)

var retU : update init null ; (* Update to return *)

var u : update ;

foreach u = 〈op, params, o〉 ∈ U do
if u 6= no update then

if params[parIndex] < min then
min := params[parIndex];
retU := u;

end

end

end
return {retU};

end

Function Min: minimum value resolution on parameter with index
parIndex for an update set U .
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Function CakeCutter(update set U , int parIndex, T bound)
returns update set
(* The bound parameter must be of the same type T as the

parameter with index parIndex. There must exist a

strict and total ordering ≤ and well-defined operators

+ and − for objects of type T. *)

begin
var total : T ;
var u : update;
var sorted : array[0...|U| − 1] of T;
var retSet : update set init ∅ ; (* Set of updates to return

*)

var continue : boolean init true;
var index : integer init |U| − 1;

sort U by ≤ on parameter parIndex into sorted ; (* Ties

ordered by node ID *)

while continue = true ∧ index ≥ 0 do
u = update 〈op, params, o〉 at sorted[index];
if total + u.params[parIndex] ≤ bound then

total := total + u.params[parIndex];
retSet := retSet ∪ {u};
continue := true;
index := index − 1;

end
else

continue := false;
end

end
return retSet;

end

Function CakeCutter: resolves a conflict between a set of competitive
updates U by discarding the update with the smallest resource
requirements until all remaining updates resource requests can be
satisfied.
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Function CheeseCutter(update set U , int parIndex, T bound)
returns update set
(* The bound parameter must be of the same type T as the

parameter with index parIndex. There must exist

well-defined operators +, − and / for objects of type

T. *)

begin
var total, diff : T ;
var u : update;

foreach u = 〈op, params, o〉 ∈ U do
total := total + u.params[parIndex];

end
diff := (total - bound) / |U|;
foreach u = 〈op, params, o〉 ∈ U do

u.params[parIndex] := u.params[parIndex]−diff ;
end
return U ;

end

Function CheeseCutter: resolves a conflict between a set of
competitive updates U by reducing the resource requirements equally
for all updates.
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